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Editor’s letter
November 2013 / Issue 221

Back in 1912, an Austrian-born French 
tailor by the name of Franz Reichelt used 
the latest tech – silk, rubber, a few rods 
and a Dummies Guide to Aerodynamics – 
to develop a “flying suit” that would 
enable him to jump from the Eiffel tower 
and glide effortlessly to the ground. 

Needless to say, upon demonstrating his invention for 
the first time, Franz expired on impact. Remarkably, it was 
filmed, and his tragic fail now resides on YouTube.

These days, we can also enjoy some truly breathtaking 
tech-assisted things, but with a greatly reduced risk 
of plummeting to our demise in front of a load of 
bemused Frenchmen. We can go to space (soon), fly a 
decommissioned Soviet MiG jet, have e-sex and cycle like 
an Olympian (or at least wheeze along where Olympians 
have recently cycled, on similarly expensive bikes). 

Those are just four of the things from our definitive 
collection of the 50 tech things to do before you die. Your 
ultimate bucket list starts on p66.

Also this month, we have an audience with the best 
ever footballer-turned-pundit, Gary Neville. He tells us 
about his big tablet and other cutting-edge TV tech, and 

{ C O N T R I B U T O R S }

To subscribe to T3, point your browser at myfavouritemagazines.co.uk, or flick to p99. The next T3 is on sale October 10…

1
MIC WRIGHT

When the chief tech 
blogger at The 
Telegraph isn’t stirring 
up Twitter opinion,  
@brokenbottleboy is 
busy investigating the 
digital afterlife for us. 
You can dig up his 
findings on P53.

gives his verdict on goal-line tech. It’s part of a five-page 
feature on this season’s biggest match: Sky Sports vs BT 
Sport. Kick-off is on p103, extra time (interview-wise) 
with Neville is at Youtube.com/user/T3. 

Along similar (racing) lines, as the F1 season heads 
for the chequered flag, Ron Howard has a new film out 
depicting one of the most immortal duels in the sport’s 
history: Hunt vs Lauda. Rush is about rivalry and glamour, 
but technology plays a crucial supporting role. Start your 
engines and head to p63 to read all about the film and also 
how tech has changed the sport since its crazily perilous 
70s days, making it both faster and safer. 

Also on the starting grid this month: our Android 
special. With Google Glass and ventures into hardware 
outside of phones and tablets, Google is having a headline 
year. In this issue alone, we’ve got reviews of a high-end 
camera (Samsung Galaxy NX, p113), a games console 
(Nvidia Shield, p134), a TV set-top box (Chromecast, 
p120) and a super-HD tablet (the new Nexus 7, p138), all 
running on Android. And before that, we get hands on 
with its latest super phone, the LG G2 on p17. 

How will Apple fight back? You’ll find out in the next 
issue and, if you’re reading this on our award-winning 
tablet edition, in the breaking news section…

Meanwhile, our gadget-festooned and advice-laden 
Tech Life section has everything from future razors to 
designer kettles to solar scooters, with the latest fishing kit 
thrown in, should you prefer something more laid back.

Finally, hop online for your last chance to vote for your 
products of the year: the T3 Gadget Awards 2013 is nigh. 
Head to T3.com/awards without delay. But be safe. 

Luke Peters, editor
Twitter: @lukepeters / Email: luke.peters@futurenet.com
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3
THE RED DRESS

London-based 
illustration duo Olivia 
Chancellor and Ollie 
Bland are the crack 
team behind the 
vintage, 1950s movie 
poster-style images on 
T3’s 50 tech things to 
do before you die, P66. 

2
GUY COCKER

The ex-Gamespot ed 
and gaming expert for 
Sky News and BBC 
5 Live took a break 
from Xbox One and 
PS4 news to review 
the new breed of 
Android consoles and 
controllers. It’s on P125.
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Edited by Duncan Bell

The G2: is this the 
greatest innovation 
ever seen in the 
field of volume  
and lock keys?

E S S E N T I A L  N E W S  F R O M  T E C H ’ S  F R O N T L I N E

{ L G  G 2 }

FEELING FLY 
LIKE A G2?
Huge 1080p screen up front, controls 
round the back. Does this take LG 
back up the smartphone league?



LG’S MOBILE PHONES DISAPPOINTED 
for years, but that changed with its low-price, 
high-spec “Google” Nexus 4. Not only was it 
a brilliant handset, but it became a runaway 
success as the flagship phone everyone could 
afford. Can the same trick be repeated with 
a handset that’s not being subsidised and 
promoted by Google? Quite possibly, actually.

Taking on the likes of the Samsung Galaxy 
S4 for screen real estate, the G2 rocks a 
mammoth 5.2-inch screen with a full-HD, 
1080p resolution. That’s smaller than the Note 
2, but LG says it’s the largest phone that can 
be used one-handed – them’s fighting words –  
thanks to a bezel that clocks in at just 2.65mm; 
which is itself thanks to LG’s Dual-Routing 
technology that splits the touch sensors into 
two smaller modules instead of a single big one.

That seems a more significant innovation 
than the one most early reports concentrated 
on: the absence of any buttons on the front or 
side. Yes, the G2’s volume controls and lock 
button are ’round the back. According to LG 
this is a more natural way of using the phone, 
and it does have a pleasing, decluttering effect. 
You still unlock on the front, but it’s by tapping 
twice on the display, a function LG dubs 
“KnockON”, which will confuse rugby fans.

Inside, LG’s flagship has no shortage of 
silicon, with Qualcomm’s state-of-the-art 
Snapdragon 800 2.2GHz quadcore powering 
matters. By using graphics-specific RAM 
the G2 is able to reduce battery usage on 
still images by up to 26 per cent making the 
3,000mAh battery work harder and longer. 

LG hasn’t skimped on the camera. Despite 
being only 8.9mm deep, the G2’s 13-meg effort 
has proper, optical image stabilising and 
multi-point autofocus. On paper, that should 
make it a match for the Galaxy S4, HTC One 
and maybe even Nokia’s Lumia range.

Not content with sucking up to 
photographers, the G2 aims to tickle the 
golden ears of audiophiles, with support for 
24 bit/192kHz audio playback – another first 
on a phone. Play compatible, lossless tunes 
through it and the regular mobile boast of 
“studio-like quality” sound could actually 
come true for a change.

A raft of LG-specific apps include Text 
Link, which embeds information such as 
map directions directly into your messages, 
and Quick Remote that lets you control your 
TV, stereo etc via infrared, having sucked the 
knowledge from your existing remotes. 

If there’s an issue with the G2, it’s 
aesthetic: this is a phone with almost zero 
visual wow factor. Still, that didn’t hold back 
the Nexus 4 and there’s no reason to think it’ll 
do so here. The G2 may not be good-looking, 
but it sure does look good.
£TBC, LG.CO.UK, OUT OCTOBER
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Specification

PROCESSOR/RAM
2.26GHz quadcore

SCREEN 5.2 inches, 
1080x1920 pixels, 423 ppi
REAR CAM 13-meg with 

optical stabilisation/ 
1080p at 60fps

FRONT CAM 2.1-meg/ 
1080p at 30fps

STORAGE 32GB or 16GB
CONNECTIVITY 4G, 3G,  

N Wi-Fi, DLNA, Bluetooth 4.0, 
NFC, 3.5mm audio, A-GPS, 

infrared output
BATTERY 3,000mAh

SIZE/WEIGHT 
139x71x8.9mm/143g

1. KNOCKON

With the volume keys 
moved to the back the front 
is where it’s at, double tap 

on the screen and the 
phone will wake up

2. GUEST MODE

Protect your phone from 
your kids and friends by 

selecting what’s available in 
Guest Mode

3. OPTICAL IMAGE 
STABILISATION

A 13-megapixel sensor 
paired with true OIS and 
multi-point AutoFocus 

means truly blur free snaps

4. VOLUME KEYS

As phones get bigger it 
becomes harder to do 

everything one-handed. The 
solution? Move all the 

buttons to the back

{ D E T A I L S }
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{ S P E A K }

T3 Editor-in-Chief Kieran 
Alger debates the G2’s appeal

If LG were a football 
team it’d be Arsenal, 
and its ambitions for 
the LG G2 akin to 
Arsene Wenger’s need 
for a big-name signing. 
LG needs this handset 
to bounce them up the 
mobile Premier League.  

There’s good news 
and there’s bad news. 
The G2 has a fast 
Snapdragon processor, 
impressively sharp 
screen and very 
capable camera, 
putting it up there with 
the top phones already 
on the shelves. Yet even 
with that firepower, 
somehow it doesn’t feel 
hugely exciting. 

The design is safe: 
not a million miles from 
the Nexus 4, or the 
Galaxy S4. The key 
innovation of moving 
the power on and 
volume controls to the 
back of the phone  
does make the camera 
easier to operate but 
can easily be criticised 
as a gimmick, while the 
software features have 
mostly been seen before 
on other handsets. 

So will the G2 put 
LG back in contention? 
There’s a lot to like 
about it and it’s 
arguably the best LG 
phone to date. It’s more 
than enough phone for 
most people. But in a 
world where sex appeal 
often beats specs 
appeal, that might not 
be enough. 

LG GD910

The smartwatch craze? 
LG’s been in the game 
since 2009, when this 
1.3-inch touchscreen 
watch with video call 
capabilities, Bluetooth, 3G 
connectivity and 
text-to-speech launched 
as a limited-edition treat.

LG Optimus 2X

The first smartphone to 
use a dualcore processor, 
this power phone packed 
an 1GHz Nvidia Tegra 2 
mobile GPU and was 
released in South Korea 
back in 2011. With an 
eight-meg cam, it was an 
uncelebrated winner.

LG Optimus 3D

Another first! The world’s 
first full-3D phone,  
launched back in 2011 
when enthusiasm for 3D 
was reaching its peak. 
What was 3D about it? The 
menu looked like a 
spinning cube of apps. We 
all wanted that, right? No.

{ F O C U S }

Three more LG innovations…

GD910

RadarNEWS BLIP LG ALSO ANNOUNCES HIGHEST DEFINITION MOBILE SCREEN EVER WITH 538PPI – TWICE THE RESOLUTION OF RETINA DISPLAY

FOR T3’S 
PICK OF 
THE BEST 
PHONES 
HEAD TO 
P142
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BEAT IT!T!
LIST Beats by Dre Studio 2013tudio 2013

Forgotten about Drre? The hipe? T e ip-hop- op-Don’t be caught with D h h h -
cum-headphone mogul has beenogul has  your pants down, tech- m been 
busy updating his toptop-priced-price  wise. Get the best… d 
Studio cans, “popping a cap” inping a cap” in  
AAA batteries and opting for ad opting for a  
rechargeable lithium numberium number  
instead. The result is a quoted 20lt is a quoted 20  
hours of active noise cancellingoise cancelling  
that adjusts sound led levevels to matchls to match  
your surroundings. Imprgs. Improovveedd  
padding and ergonomics meansnomics means  
less sound leakage, while a 13ge, while a 13g  
weight reduction lightens the load,ightens the load, 
though the price rremains emains heaheavvyy,, 

{ 1 }

BIG JAMS, 
like Heavy D and the Bothe Boyyz.z.  

SMALLER BOX
£269, BEATSBYDRE.COM, OUT NONOWW

BOX
Jawbone Jambox Miniini  
Behold: T3’s favourite Bluetoothetooth  { 3{ 3 }
speaker has downsized. Thehe  MMini keeps the styling of thehe  MOBILE FRAG BOX
original Jambox and uses airtightairtight XXMG P303
neodymium drivers for similarlymilarly  AAfter a gaming laptop? We’ve got a group test 
punchy sound, but now it fits intofits into  nenext month, but in the meantime, feast your 
your back pocket. It’s also gainedgained  eyeyes on the quadcore Intel Haswell processor, 
the ability to pair two devicesces  NNNNvvidia GeFidia GeFororce ce GTGTXX 7 7665M gr5M grapaphics carhics cardd  
simultaneously via Bluetoothoth  anand up to 16GB of DDR3 RAM in this babnd up to 16GB of DDR3 RAM in this babyy. . 
4.0 – expect a wave of violenceence  ObOObviouslviouslyy, , yyou can’t do that: theou can’t do that: they’ry’re all ine all in  
across the UK as former friendsiends  ththe 13he 13.3-inc.3-inch, 2kh, 2kg case witg case with full-HD displayh full-HD display..  
struggle to gain playlist contrntrool.l.  ££7779779,, MY MYSN.SN.CCOO..UK,UK, OUT OUT NO NOWW
£149, JAMBOX.COM, OUT SEPTEMBER
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LOEWE AT FIRRSSTT   
SIGHT (AND LISLISTENTEN))
Loewe Individual TV and 3D Or3D Orcchehestrstra ISa IS

))
  

Fan of customisation? Not only can yan youou  
pick the colour of this telly from an almostan almost  
limitless pallette, you can also create yeate yourour  
own home screen for your favouriterite  
channels, apps and radio stationss, wit, with ah a  
750GB internal hard drive for stashingashing  
recordings. The 1080p display is armedarmed  
with LED backlighting and the 3D is of theD is of the  
active-shutter variety. Want a little soundtle sound  
with that? Try Loewe’s 3D Orchestrestra ISa IS  
system. Not only do its wireless cylindricalcylindrical  
speakers give a massive surround-d-soundsound  
sweet spot – from 3.1 to 7.1 – by emittingmitting  
sound upwards, downwards and araround aound a  
full 360-degrees, they also look very chicery chic  
indeed, and yes, they too come with aith a  
massive choice of colour inserts.
TV FROM £2,100, ORCHESTRA IS £3,000, LOEWE.TV, OUT NONOWW
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SIRE IS CHEAP
i
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HOLDING OUT 
FOR A SPHERO? 
Sphero 2.0
This upgrade of the original mobile-
controlled, AR ball has more speed 
(4.7mph per second – “slightly 
slower than a Lamborghini”, as 
developer Orbotix puts it), brighter 
internal LEDs and a level-up 
feature that rewards you for good 
ball control. “Over 25” compatible 
apps are available to keep your 
amusement rolling even after you 
tire of using it to annoy your cat with.  
£99, ORBOTIX.COM, OUT NOW

{ 6 }

INDUSTRIAL 
MUSIC
Chord Electronics DSX1000
Fresh from a workshop in Kent comes this 
industrial-looking media streamer with a 
chassis machined from aircraft-grade 
aluminium. As if that wasn’t hard enough, 
the built-in digital-to-analogue converter 
will upscale even the most dubious of MP3 
and AAC files, as well as pristine WAV and 
FLAC, to 24-bit/192kHz splendour. 
Low-level distortion and audio jitters are 
eliminated whether you’re streaming 
via ethernet cable or from a Wi-Fi-
connected iOS or Android device. A 
full-colour 3.5-inch LCD screen displays 
album artwork, meanwhile.  
£7,500, CHORDELECTRONICS.CO.UK, OUT NOW
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NEWS BLIP THE PS4 LAUNCH DAY IS SET! NOVEMBER 15 IN THE USA, NOVEMBER 29 HERE IN THE UK Radar
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INDUSTRIA
MUSIC
Chord Electronics DS
Fresh from a workshop in
industrial-looking media 
chassis machined from ai
aluminium. As if that was
the built-in digital-to-ana
will upscale even the mos
and AAC files, as well as p
FLAC, to 24-bit/192kHz s
Low-level distortion and 
eliminated whether you’r
via ethernet cable or from
connected iOS or Android
full-colour 3.5-inch LCD s
album artwork, meanwhi
£7,500, CHORDELECTRONICS.CO.UK, OUT NO
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ELECTRONIC  
MAGIC MIRROR
Canon Legria Mini
Canon’s newest handheld cam is a compact 
box of tricks to tickle the fancy of any vlogger 
or narcissist. Its ultra-wide f/2.8 lens offers a 
160-degree viewing angle and shoots in 1080p, 
with effects such as time lapse, slow-mo and  
4x fast motion. The 2.7-inch variable  
angle LCD and kickstand are perfect  
for self-recording, while Wi-Fi lets you upload 
the results to your YouTube empire at speed.  
£269, CANON.CO.UK, OUT SEPTEMBER

{ 1 0 }

SNAPPER TIME
Panasonic Lumix DMC-GX-7
Panasonic’s latest is tooled up with 
a 16-meg Digital Live MOS Sensor, 
faster AF and a Venus Engine image 
processor, for sharper, brighter, sexier 
snaps. The three-inch touchscreen and 
electronic viewfinder are both tiltable 
for round-the-corner shooting, and the 
GX-7 also secretes super-modern Wi-Fi 
and NFC within its retro-chic exterior. 
£819 (BODY ONLY), PANASONIC.CO.UK, OUT NOW

{ 9 }

TYPE AND SWIPE
Logitech TK820
Windows 8 is made for touchscreen control, 
with its minimalist, tile-based home screen. 
But imagine this nightmare scenario: what 
if you are running it on an older device with 
no touchscreen? Enter the TK820, which is a 
wireless, well-spaced keyboard with a large 
multi-touch pad that allows you to swipe, 
pinch-to-zoom and perform gesture controls 
– Windows 8 has 13 in total, learn ’em. Plug the 
wireless dongle into your PC or tablet and you 
get a ten-metre range. Now for the slightly less 
high-tech bit: it runs on four AA batteries. 
£90, LOGITECH.CO.UK, OUT NOW

{ 5 }

DESIRE IS CHEAP
HTC Desire 500 
The One and One Mini are, ironically, “two” 
of the phones of the year, but HTC has other 
brands up its sleeves. Aimed at more 
budget-conscious folk, the Desire 500 boasts 
the same BlinkFeed homescreen aggregator 
and integrated Beats Audio tech as the Ones. 
Austerity becomes a little more apparent 
with the low-res, 4.3-inch, 480x800 display, 
1.2GHz dualcore processor, eight-meg camera 
– no “Ultrapixels” here – and a piddling 4GB 
of internal storage. Still, it’s cheap. 
£230, HTC.COM, OUT NOW
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BASS IN YOUR FACE
Woof-woof: it’s time to really FEEL your music.  
This sonic tech has more bottom end than a dub 
reggae band made up exclusively of very fat men

brave commuters would 
float within these tunnels 
thanks to electro-
magnets, then be fired 
down them at up to 
800mph. It’s a bit like a 
mag-lev train crossed 
with a rail gun, basically. 
Or The Running Man.

Musk, an original tech 
entrepreneur who’s 
never short of ideas. 

What does it do?
Tubes filled with a near 
vacuum would be placed 
between the two cities. 
Capsules filled with  

What is it?
Capsule-based transport 
designed to replace 
conventional rail travel 
between Los Angeles and 
San Francisco. It’s the 
brainchild of PayPal and 
Tesla founder and Mars 
mission controller Elon 

Elon says
“Short of figuring out  
real teleportation, which 
would of course be 
awesome... the only 
option for superfast 
travel is to build a tube… 
that contains a special 
environment.” Well, quite.

We say
A magnet-powered, 
high-speed link firing 
floating capsules to LA? 
It sounds like science 
fiction… and it probably 
is. Still, we do admire 
Musk’s inventiveness.
TESLAMOTORS.COM

{ E X T R A }

THE HYPERLOOP TRANSPORT SYSTEM

BASS
Woof-woof: it
This sonic tec
reggae band m

JBL M2 Master 
Reference 
Monitor

These studio speakers 
stand 1.2m tall and 

pound out 123dB thanks 
to the combined force of 
1,200W of amplification. 
JBL used five separate 

patented technologies to 
develop the dual driver 

system used in the M2’s 
15-inch woofer, giving 

extended low frequency 
performance, less 

distortion at higher 
volumes and a bass 

rumble that sounds like 
Thor breaking wind.          

£10,078, JBLPRO.COM, OUT NOW

Monitor Audio 
Radius 390
A perfect cube of 

bowel-wobbling bass, 
this has an auxiliary bass 

radiator that’s tuned 
lower in frequency than 

your standard home 
cinema sub for a tight, 
clean sound. The dual, 
ten-inch aluminium/

magnesium drivers have 
a ceramic coating 

developed for use on the 
blades in jet engines. The 

220W amp provides 
powerful thrust.   

£600, MONITORAUDIO.CO.UK, 

OUT NOW 

{ T H E  K I T }

Misa Tri-bass
What do you call 

someone who hangs 
around with musicians? 

Now bass players can 
throw jokes like that back 

at their tormenters by 
getting creative with this 
four-“string”, touchpad 

MIDI controller in lavishly 
hand-tooled maple. It 

lets bass-heads create 
multiple simultaneous 

bass effects by assigning 
a different MIDI channel 

to each of the touchpad’s 
four sections.

$649, MISA-DIGITAL.

MYSHOPIFY.COM, OUT NOW

Skullcandy 
Crusher

They may not look 
high-end, but these cans 
are masters of low-end. 
“Sensation55” drivers 

powered by two AA 
batteries create a “tuned 

resonance system”, a 
rumble that acts like a 
subwoofer, vibrating  
its way through your 

cranium – and we mean 
“vibrating”. A slider 

control on the in-line 
remote lets you reduce 

the level of boom, 
although why you’d want 
to do that, we don’t know.
£90, SKULLCANDY.COM, OUT NOW
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A French car company 
isn’t the first place you’d 
look for cutting-edge 
surfing tech, but Peugeot 
Design Lab has 
embraced its inner beach 
bum to produce this GTi 
surfboard concept, to 
accompany its new 208 

GTi hatchback. It’s a 
wave-taming blend of 
carbon fibre and natural 
sipo wood that would 
garner envious looks on 
any coastline. A diagonal 
boundary splits the two 
materials and Peugeot 
has added four 

underside fins to the 
sculpted carbon fibre 
tailpiece. That gives it, in 
Peugeot’s words: “a 
responsive, exhilarating 
and agile ride quality,” 
and in ours: “a gnarly 
cutback on the wave.”

You won’t necessarily 

need to head to the coast 
to ride it either, if you live 
near Bristol. Plans have 
been laid and 
consultation is now 
underway before 
construction of a 40-acre 
artificial wave pool there.

It’ll use patented 

Wavegarden tech, built 
by Spanish engineering 
bods Instant Sport, to 
curl out 120 waves an 
hour at heights of up to 
1.6 metres, across a 
350-metre pool. Time to 
stock up on board wax…
PEUGEOT.COM, THEWAVE.COM

{ F O C U S }

More lab-devised 
haute cuisine

FRANKENBURGER

Maastricht Uni has used 
lab-grown stem cells to form 
20,000 individual strands of 

muscle into a burger. Its 
taste? “Like meat.” 

MAASTRICHTUNIVERSITY.NL

FOOD PRINTER

Anjan Contractor has a 
$125,000 grant from NASA 
to build the world’s first 3D 
food printer. He’s already 

printed a chocolate biscuit.
SYSTEMSANDMATERIALS.COM

SPECIAL PILAO

“Golden Rice” is a grain that’s 
biofortified with beta-

carotene and zinc. It can 
protect against potentially 

lethal Vitamin A deficiencies. 
GOLDENRICE.ORG

 MR LARVA LARVA
The world’s food supply is running out. Time to start eating bugs?

BY 2050 THE WORLD’S POPULATION WILL 
have reached 9.1 billion, according to the UN’s Food 
and Agriculture Organisation: that’s a lot of mouths 
to feed. Don’t want to risk going hungry? It’s time 
to start growing your own, and we don’t just mean 
veg. The Farm 432 is an insect “nursery”, built by 
industrial designer Katharina Unger. It harvests 
black soldier fly larvae, with 1g of fly eggs growing 

into 2.4kg of larvae in just 18 days. The flies breed in 
the domed area, then the larvae clean themselves 
and head up through an internal tube where they 
can then be harvested, seasoned and lightly fried. 
The resultant snacks have a taste that Unger calls, 
“distinctive,” as well as, “nutty and a bit meaty.”
£TBC, KUNGER.AT
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What is it?
The Moto X is for the US 
of A only. The Arirang, 
however, is for the DPR 
of K only, being the first 
“hand phone” as North 
Korean news puts it, to 
be made there. Though 
some analysts suggest 

that it was actually made 
in Hong Kong.

Is it any good?
Supreme Leader Kim 
Jong-Un, during a factory 
visit, praised the phone’s 
melding of, “The best 
convenience to the users 

while strictly guaranteeing 
security.” He “advised” 
workers to, “Select and 
produce shapes and 
colours that users like,” 
for its design, like a more 
homicidal Steve Jobs, and 
praised its “high pixels.” 
There are supposedly two 

million mobile users in 
North Korea, but they 
can only make heavily 
monitored, internal calls, 
with no web access.

Does it have apps?
Arirang seems to be 
running Android, but 

obviously Google Play 
will not be supported. 
However the phone  
will, Kim Jong-Un says, 
have “educational 
significance in making 
people love Korean 
things.” So there’s that.
£TBC, KOREA-DPR.COM

{ E X T R A }

ONLY AVAILABLE IN NORTH KOREA

{ F O C U S }

Moto X’s bright, 
new features…

“OKAY GOOGLE NOW”
 

Motorola’s new “always on” 
software wakes when you speak 
these words. It’ll only respond 

to your voice, once learned

ACTIVE NOTIFICATIONS

Individual pixels can be lit on 
the AMOLED screen. Get a 

notification when your phone’s 
sleeping and only the alert will 

brighten – the rest of the 
screen remains dark. Result: 

battery-life preservation

MOTOROLA ASSIST 

Using your calendar, it’ll know 
when you’re in a meeting, 

automatically turning down the 
volume and screen brightness. 

It’ll switch to hands-free when it 
detects you’re driving, too

DECENT SPEC

Inside, there’s a 1.7GHz 
dualcore CPU, 16GB or 32GB of 
storage and Android Jelly Bean. 

Up front, there’s a 4.7-inch 
AMOLED, with a ten-

meg/1080p cam at the rear 

ALL 
AMERICAN, 
ANY ‘COLOR’
Moto X: customisable, packed with 
clever tech, and born in the USA

GOD BLESS AMERICA! HERE, YOU CAN  
eat Twinkies, live free, and build a smartphone 
in whatever colour scheme you damn well 
please. The Moto X is the first Motorola 
phone to be entirely designed under the gaze 
of new owner Google, so there are some great 
new features – see right –and it’s built in 
Forth Worth, Texas. 

Log on to the MotoMaker site and you can 
choose between a black or white front, 18 
backplate colours and seven accent tones – a 
total of 300 possible combos. Motorola has 
promised wood backplates before Christmas, 
plus the option to engrave your new toy. 

Want to buy one? Tough luck: it’s not 
available to freedom-hating, cheese-eating 
Europeans such as yourself. Yee-haw!
$199 (TWO-YEAR CONTRACT), MOTOROLA.COM, OUT LATE AUGUST
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LOWER BODY

Able to balance itself when 
pushed, and walk over 
sudden changes in terrain, 
ATLAS is no lightweight. At 
140kg it’s almost as hefty 
as Green Bay Packers giant 
BJ Raji (153kg)

GOOD ROBOT… 
BAAD ROBOT
The ATLAS droid wants to help save 
the world. The weapon-festooned 
MAARS ’bot? Not so much…

EYES
 
Cameras and a sensor array 
that includes a state-of-the-
art LIDAR laser-mapping 
sensor gives ATLAS almost 
human-like perception of its 
environment

BRAIN
 
ATLAS has a fibre optic 
cable on its back, so the 
CPU can be positioned 
elsewhere. Data is 
transferred at speeds of 
10GBps from the remote 
grey matter to the droid

STANDING NEARLY 1.9 METRES TALL, 
ATLAS has been built by robotics experts 
Boston Dynamics to replace humans in 
a crisis. As part of the DARPA military 
competition to find viable droids for unpleasant 
situations, ATLAS will be used as an empty 
shell, into which the best minds from MIT and 
Lockheed Martin will battle it out to create a brain 
capable of completing the toughest of challenges. 
Specifically, to make him/her/it enter a vehicle, 
drive said vehicle to the scene of a nuclear-power-
plant-style disaster, exit the vehicle and then get 
helpful by re-attaching pipes and turning valves 
– see dramatisation above. The “simple” bit – 
having a humanoid robot get into a car – is actually 
monstrously complex, whilst the latter elements of 
the task would be pretty taxing for most humans. 
However, it’s hard to deny that ATLAS looks the part. 
£TBC, THEROBOTICSCHALLENGE.ORG
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QinetiQ’s Modular Advanced Armed 
Robotic System looks like a heavily 
armed shopping trolley and is the 

result of years of advanced research. 
A reconnaissance robot that can 

both interact with potential threats 
and also “engage” if necessary, it’s 

classed as “semi-autonomous”, 
despite being controlled by an 

operator from a distance of up to 
1km away. It reacts to its physical 

environment, learning to avoid 
obstacles and, if needs be, return to 

base of its own accord. With a 
maximum speed of 7mph and an 

operating time of 8-12 hours MAARS 
is designed for long patrols. When 
approaching a potential threat, the 

operator takes over, 
communicating, warning and, if 

necessary, using non-lethal means 
to diffuse the situation. Oh, and 

should non-non-lethal means be 
required, the operator can pull the 
trigger on a machine-gun or one of 

four grenade launchers. 
£POA, QINETIQ.COM 

{ B A D  B O T }

MAARS ATTACKS

NEWS BLIP OOFFCOM COM HAS HAS BEBEGGUUNN COCONNSSULULTTLLLL AATTTT TTAAAA IIOONNSS TTOOWARDWARDS S TTHEHE GGOOAL OAL OF FAF FASSTT II

BRAIN
 
MAARS follows predetermined routes. 
When a threat is detected it acts as an 
early-warning system immediately 
alerting the operator allowing manual 
control to take over

EYES
 
There are seven cameras 
including two thermal imaging 
ones and an infrared unit.  
The operator has full, 
360-degree pan and tilt

TRACTION
 
With pulling power of 
140kg, MAARS can drag an 
injured soldier away from a 
hot zone. With a M240 
machine gun and four M203 
grenade launchers,  
it could also shoot him

Creepy: Kibo-Robo 

Developed with the help 
of Toyota, Kibo-Robo is 
designed for human 
interaction. Its mission 
will be to keep Japanese 
astronauts company as 
they orbit the Earth.

Friendly: Cygan

Nine-feet tall and built in 
1957, this cheery tin ’bot 
was able to respond to 
basic commands via 
radio and even capable 
of dancing. Now up for 
auction at Christie’s.

Deadly: Taranis 

Stealth, unmanned 
combat craft developed 
by BAE Systems, QinetiQ 
and Rolls Royce has the 
ability to engage both 
land and air targets. 
Trials start “this year.”

{ F O C U S }

The robot nice-to-nasty spectrum



1 
DC56: NO-CORD WONDER

Charge its 2.2V lithium-ion 
battery and the DC56 (top) 
can be used wirelessly for 

up to 15 minutes

2
MOP REPLACER

On hard floors, a removable 
wet wipe and dual suckage 
channels mean you can do 

the wipe ’n’ vac, thereby 
putting the freshness back

3
TRANSFORMER!

Comes with a long-reach 
wand with powered rollers 

for “proper” vacuuming

4
DC49: PAPER-THIN

The DC49 (below) is 30% 
smaller than its predecessor 
with a footprint the size of 

a sheet of A4

5
ON THE BALL

Patented ball design 
means it can turn on a 

dime, or a Dime Bar

6
NEAR-SILENT RUNNING

Dyson has re-engineered 
the internal design of the 

DC49 to reduce noise
 

7
BOTH MODELS SUCK

Yes, the DC56 and DC49 use 
the same 1,050W electric 
motor found in Dyson’s 

notoriously kick-ass 
Airblade hand dryers

8
MANLY CLEANING 

Taking visual design cues 
from sports car engines 
and, in the DC56’s case, 

ray-guns, these are surely 
the blokiest vacs ever

9
TYPHOON!

Root Cyclone tech utilises 
centrifugal force to 

prevent clogging 
 

10
PAPA’S GOT NO BAG

Just empty household 
grime straight into the bin

HARD DC56 £TBC, DC49 £350, DYSON.CO.UK

10 REASONS TO BUY...
THE DYSON HARD 
DC56 AND DC49
Upgrade your cleaning arsenal to include 
these bloke-friendly, mini-Dysons

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

 Radar NEWS BLIP MICROSOFT CEO STEVE BALLMER TO RETIRE WITHIN 12 MONTHS
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Jobs
Ashton Kutcher’s performance in this 
biopic is his best since Dude, Where’s 

My Car? He nails the late Apple CEO in 
appearance and mannerisms but gives 

very little sense of depth. Meanwhile, 
Josh Gad steals the film as Steve 

Wozniak, even if Woz himself is adamant 
that his relationship with Jobs was 

“different to what is portrayed.” It’s not 
a bad film as such but the next Jobs 

movie, written by Aaron Social Network 
Sorkin is likely to be somewhat better.

OUT NOW IN THE US (UK RELEASE BY XMAS)

The Fifth Estate
Brit-thesp of the moment Benedict 

Cumberbatch heads up an all-star cast 
in this biopic of meringue-coiffed 

info-activist Julian Assange. Based on 
books by Daniel Domscheit-Berg, one 

of Assange’s various allies-turned-
critics, and The Guardian’s Luke 

Harding, the film charts the rise of 
Wikileaks and Assange’s subsequent 
slow-mo, seemingly endless fall from 

grace. Cumberbatch eerily channels the 
Wikileaks boss’s otherworldly intensity.

OUT OCTOBER 11

McAfee: The Movie
“John McAfee on the run” was the best 

tech story of last year. The anti-virus 
magnate went into deep cover as a 

blogging tramp in Belize, claiming he 
was being framed by the local fuzz for 

the murder of his neighbour. The rights 
to his story were snapped up by Warner 
Bros on his return to the US. There’s no 
word on who will play him yet, but given 

his “larger-than-life” personality and 
seeming lack of a behaviour filter, we’d 

say Mel Gibson would be a good fit. 
CURRENTLY IN PRE-PRODUCTION

 Radar

GEEKS ON FILM
Once, tech was to box-office success what Danny Dyer is to Hamlet,  

but that’s all changed: just look at these upcoming tech blockbusters…
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MOTOROLA NEXUS 5

Android blogger Taylor 
Wimberly says Google will 
probably get Motorola to 
create the next Nexus. Well 
duh. Google owns Moto so 
it seems like a no-brainer.

NOKIA TABLET

“Sources” have got their 
hands on Nokia’s roadmap 
and declare it will launch a 
Windows Phone 8.1 phablet  
and Windows RT tablet 
before this month is out.

AMAZON CONSOLE

Its Steam-style games 
store is coming to the UK 
soon. Could a “gaming 
Kindle” be the next step 
on Amazon’s road to total 
world domination?

GOOGLE GLASS: $300

The Explorer Edition cost 
£1,500 but analysts say 
it’ll be $300 when put on 
sale to the public. Another 
rumour: it’ll be sold in 
shops, not just online…

NVIDIA TABLET

With the Shield (p134) 
enjoying healthier sales 
than expected, the GPU 
dons will now move into 
Tegra 4 tablets: that’s the 
word on Tech Street…

OCULUS RIFT ON CONSOLE

The Rift’s epic space 
dogfighter EVE: Valkyrie is 
heading to PC. Surely, talk 
of the virtual reality 
headset being released for 
consoles as well is correct?

{ R U M O U R S }

TECH CHATTER WIRED TO T3’S BULL-O-METER

1
The Pirate Bay: Away 
From the Keyboard

This indie doc follows the 
trial of the Jolly Rogers (and 

Svens) of the Pirate Bay 
who were charged and 

eventually convicted for 
violating copyright laws. In 
keeping with the Pirate Bay 
ethos, it’s available to watch 

online for free right now. 

2
We Steal Secrets:  

the Story of Wikileaks

The rise of Wikileaks, the 
actions that brought it 

notoriety and the events 
that caused ructions within 
its ranks are here laid out in 
a rather haphazard way that 

suits its subject matter. 
There’s no access to several 
key players in the Wikileaks 

story and Julian Assange 
isn’t a fan, but We Steal 

Secrets is very watchable. 

3
Terms & Conditions 

May Apply

Still believe you’re living in 
an age when privacy is still 
possible? Then cast an eye 

in the direction of this 
documentary, which 

examines exactly what 
users give up when they tick 

the “I Agree” boxes on 
websites such as Facebook 

and Google. You’ll be 
reassured to learn that 
nobody is invading your 
privacy: you’ve willingly 
agreed to hand it away…

{ E X T R A }

Three top tech 
documentaries
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NEWS BLIP KODAK IS TO COME OUT OF BANKRUPTCY AND RESUME TRADING





 Radar

ILLUMI AMBIENCE WAKE UP LIGHT COAXES YOU 

GENTLY FROM YOUR REPOSE WITH SOFT LIGHT AND 

SOOTHING SOUNDS. £170, OREGONSCIENTIFIC.CO.UK

INTEGRAL METAL FUSION 3.0 REALLY WEE USB DRIVES, 

THEY’RE SMALLER THAN THIS PIC, FERRY DATA (8GB TO 

32GB) AT SPEED. FROM £8, INTEGRALMEMORY.COM

BRUNTON HYDROGEN REACTOR RECHARGES YOUR 

DEVICES USING HYDROGEN, A PLATINUM CATALYST AND 

SCIENCE, EMITTING ONLY WATER. $150, BRUNTON.COM

NIKE FREE HYPERFEEL MINIMALIST RUNNING SHOE 

DELIVERS A RIDE SO NATURAL YOU FEEL LIKE YOU’RE 

RUNNING IN YOUR SOCKS. £TBC, NIKE.COM/UK

MARSHALL FRIDGE ARE YOU READY TO ROCK? NO? OH, 

HOW ABOUT SOME CHILLED SNACKS AND BEER THEN? 

ALL DIALS ACTUALLY GO UP TO 11. £399, FIREBOX.COM

CHARGELIGHT TORCH LED FLASHLIGHT WITH POWER 

OUTPUT CAN BOTH ILLUMINATE ROOMS AND RECHARGE 

USB DEVICES. AT LAST!  £TBC, BITEMYAPPLE.CO.UK
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STUFF 
This month’s gaggle 
of gadget oddballs are 
chilling, enlightened 
and ready to charge…

U N D E R  T H E  R A D A R

PHOTOBOX KEYBOARD CASE SCRATCH-PROOF, 

BESPOKE SKINS LET YOU SHOW YOUR ARTISTIC SIDE AND 

TYPE ON PROPER KEYS. £65, PHOTOBOX.CO.UK









 XXXX 

 Radar S TAT S

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

THE MONTH IN NUMBERS
You know how we do/We got more data than Prism and GCHQ. Word! 

NEWS BLIP GOOGLE IN US COURT CASE: “NO LEGITIMATE EXPECTATION OF [EMAIL] PRIVACY” 

STAR QUEST

 (NATIONAL LOTTERY GOOD CAUSES)

SQUARE EYES

TURNING INDIE

£5.3 billion

GAIA SPACECRAFT
Largest digital camera ever built, 

will map over one billion stars

SENSOR 
937,782,000 pixels 

DISTANCE IT WILL TRAVEL 
FROM EARTH

 1,500,000 km

COST OF THE CAMERA
£5,300,000,000 

What happens online every 60 seconds?

What the top 5 apps make per day:

 (IDC)

(ACTIVISION)

(APPDATA.COM)

(THE INDEPENDENT) (MICROSOFT, BLACKBERRY, SONY)

(EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY)

JUST A MINUTE

MOBILE MONEY-MAKERS

EVE ONLINE

The average 
number of 

years spent in 
front of a 

screen

Candy Crush Saga

$632,867
Clash of Clans

$527,389
Big Fish Casino

$474,650
Hay Day

$421,911
MARVEL War of Heroes

$361,789

Samsung Apple

12,100,000
LG

11,300,000

Lenovo ZTE

4,070 pilots

2,591 ships destroyed

£15,000 actual cash spent

1 IN 5 TAKE A LAPTOP ON 
HOLIDAY FOR WORK PURPOSES

Percentage of 
people who 
spend seven 
hours+ a day 

at the LCD 

of the games company 
is now independently 
owned, at a cost of…

10,100,000

204,000,000 Emails sent

3,125,000 Facebook likes

2,283,000 Google searches

278,000 Tweets

216,000 Instagram photos posted

20,000 Tumblr photos posted

15,000 iTunes song downloads

571 New websites born

72 Video hours posted to YouTube

14 Spotify songs added

(QMEE, COMSCORE, GOOGLE)

MICROSOFT  
SURFACE RT

WAS $499
NOW $350
BLACKBERRY Z10

WAS $199
NOW $49 
(ON CONTRACT)

SONY PS VITA

WAS €299
NOW €199

85% 

72,400,000 31,200,000
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R
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Worldwide 
smartphone 
shipments 

April-June 2013

SHOW 
BOATING
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(JUSTTHEFLIGHT.CO.UK)

The battle for 6VDT-H – the biggest  
virtual dogfight ever – involved…

70%
OF BRITONS CHECK  

THEIR EMAILS ON HOLIDAY





If it’s mid-September, it means we’re just back 
from IFA in Berlin, where we’ve sampled the 
delights of Kreuzberg, and are poised for the 
Tokyo Game Show, where we’ll get down to 
some red-hot Melty Blood: Actress Again  
action in the seedy arcades of Akihabara…

Oh, and by the time you read this there’ll 
probably be a new iPhone! Keep your eyes, 
ears, brains and hair glued to T3.com for 
updates as we get ’em.…Then there’s the Eurogamer Expo, but as 

that’s in the benighted London district of 
Earl’s Court, maybe not…

NEWS BLIP ID’S JOHN CARMACK IS ALSO NOW OCULUS’ CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

WHAT’S ON YOUR RADAR?
Prepare an away team and set phasers to “pre-order”

{ T H E  H I G H S  A N D  L O W S  O F  T 3 ’ S  C O M I N G  M O N T H }

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

YEAH!

MEH!

 Radar I N C O M I N G

LATER?                           SOON                                NOW

Tech

Films

Games

The Evil Within

Madness and monsters take the 
stage in Tango Gameworks’ 
jumpy Jap-o-Horror 2014

Ashes Cricket 2013

Put your leg before your wicket 
and bowl maidens over, with the 
official Ashes sim. November

Mad Max: Fury Road

Road warrior returns. Tom Hardy 
replaces Mel Gibson, due to 
reasons of age/stability. Q2 2014

Blu-ray 2

Sony and Panasonic are hard 
at work on a 300GB, 4K-ready 
optical disc. 2015?

Gravity

Bullock and Clooney visit 
space… With non-hilarious 
consequences! October 18

Out of the Furnace

C. Bale swaps Bat belt for Bible 
belt in prison drama. Expect 
to be harrowed. December

Nvidia Kepler GPU

PC-style graphics on your 
smartphone? Nvidia’s 
working on it… February 2014

Edge of Tomorrow

Humanity is at war with aliens. 
Unleash Mecha-Cruise and 
commence praying! June 2014

Edge 

Huma
Unleas
comm

The Crew

Sweet-looking open-world racer 
lets you build cars on an 
Android/iOS app. February 2014 

Agent

Waterproof, wireless-charging 
smartwatch promises lengthy 
battery life. December
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GRAND THEFT 
AUTO V’S ALIVE!
Rockstar Games is stealing cars and 
headlines again, but it’s the free 
MMO inside GTA V that’s big news

“Avon calling!”

Play
This month… Xbox’s indie onslaught/ Fast, Furious and 
ludicrous action/ Chvrches’ sermon / Ikea’s AR catalogue

T H E  E S S E N T I A L

As the cloud-happy, next generation of 
consoles fast approaches, the genre 
tipped to be 2014’s next big thing is  

“persistent world” games. Titles like Bungie’s 
epic space opera Destiny or Ubisoft’s racer The 
Crew promise to immerse us in gargantuan, 
always-connected universes populated with 
real-life friends and foes. But trust Britain’s 
most groundbreaking developer, Rockstar 
Games, to steal the Xbox One and PS4’s 
thunder by introducing gamers to the genre 
early – and on this console generation to boot.

In case you missed the worldwide fanfare, 
Grand Theft Auto V drops at last on PS3 and 
Xbox 360 this month. It bears all the hallmarks 
of the franchise: guns, criminals, a deep and 
involved story and a vast, open-world city, with 
Los Santos again standing in for LA. There 
are, however, two notable additions. First, you 
now control three heisty protagonists in real 
time, adding emotional heft and action variety. 
Second is GTA Online, and it will be huge.

T H E  C O N T E N T  F O R  Y O U R  K I T 
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G A M E S

W ith independent developers 
becoming the surprising, if very 
welcome, focus of the next-gen 

console war, the arrival of Xbox’s annual 
Summer of Arcade showcase for its shorter, 
cheaper, downloadable wares is timely.

This year’s batch builds on previous 
successes such as Limbo, Trials HD and 
Bastion in typically varied style, with 
Starbreeze’s Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons, 
pictured, the highlight. Short, sombre, 
but sumptuous, it’s an adventure that’s 
part Journey, part Grimms’ Fairy Tales. 
You control two siblings simultaneously 

(one analogue stick per brother, triggers to 
interact) with puzzles to solve and a coming-
of-age storyline to unravel. It’s a doozy, but 
the other offerings are no less interesting. 

Designer Paul Cuisset’s 2.5D re-imagining 
of his 1992 sci-fi classic Flashback isn’t great, 
but there’s a pair of stylish co-op brawlers 
– Charlie Murder’s playable punk zine and 
TMNT: Out of the Shadows’ gritty, Nolan-
esque take on Turtles In Time – to make it up.

With Xbox now letting devs publish 
their own games, here’s hoping titles of this 
quality become a more frequent occurrence.
FROM £6.80, XBOX.COM/SUMMEROFARCADE, OUT NOW ON X360

This new mode will go live two weeks after 
the game’s release and invites the internet at 
large into your game, with multiple players 
able to stage and share shoot-outs, car races 
and heist jobs in the same world. Or you can 
just play tennis together and invest in property 
to house you and your online BFFs. 

In an interview with our sister gaming site 
CVG.co.uk, Rockstar North president Leslie 
Benzies reckons it’s been a long time coming.  

“This started when we began making GTA 
III,” he says. “Before every single game we’ve 
said, ‘Right, now we’re going to do it,’ but we 
never felt like we’ve had the manpower or the 
tech power to do it. Now the time is right.”

Given the mischievious nature of the series’ 
players, Rockstar has wisely added some 

online safeguards. If you find yourself being 
antagonised by overly exuberant Los Santos 
citizens, just choose passive mode, which 
makes you invulnerable to griefing. Repeat 
offenders are also assigned a “Bad Sport” stat. 

“We store how you behave,” warns Benzies. 
“If you’re too bad, you will be punished.”

Sounding like a virtual world you’d want to 
frequent? Well, the Rockstar North president 
also let slip that there’s more on the way.

“Over time, when we feel comfortable 
that people are ready, new creators will be 
released,” Benzies tells CVG. “It’ll be a trickle, 
a constant release of new content.”

So as well as being a massive playground, 
GTA V is also a work in progress, evolving as 
Rockstar and players add to it over the coming 
months. But is the overhaul of a much-
loved series more enticing than a hardware 
upgrade? Can it convince gamers to hang on 
to their current consoles past the next-gen 
launches? If anyone can, Rockstar can.
£40, ROCKSTARGAMES.COM, OUT SEPTEMBER 17 ON PS3 AND X360

STAGE SHOOT-OUTS, 
CAR RACES AND HEIST 
JOBS WITH YOUR 
ONLINE ACCOMPLICES

FIFA 14 
ALL FORMATS 
EA’s football sim king 
overhauls players’ physics, 
AI and crowd interactions, 
with mobile versions 
adding swipe controls and 
lovely in-app purchases.
FROM FREE, EASPORTS.COM, 

OUT SEPTEMBER 27 

F1 2013
PC, PS3, X360
Codemasters’ reliable, 
official Formula 1 racer 
packs in all this year’s 
teams. Plump for the 
Classic Edition to relive 
races of the 80s and 90s.
FROM £30, FORMULA1-GAME.COM, 

OUT OCTOBER 4 

Total War Rome II
PC
Big, bloody and   
historically accurate, this 
strategy sequel heads to 
the killing fields of the 
Roman era for an overdose 
of ultra-violent land and 
naval battles. Charge!
£30, TOTALWAR.COM, OUT NOW

PES 2014
PS3, X360
This once-essential footie 
contender has another go 
at knocking FIFA off its 
perch by focusing on ball 
physics. The result? A 
comeback is on the cards.
£40, PES.KONAMI.COM, 

OUT SEPTEMBER 20

�

{ B E S T  O F  T H E  R E S T }

Be the best on the pitch, the track and the battlefield…

Lederhosen: not a 
wise fashion choice 

for the big boned

Mastermind heists with online 
pals – animal masks optional

SUMMER OF ARCADE 
Xbox’s annual indie showcase shines a much-
deserved spotlight on gaming’s little guys… 

Play

{ F O C U S }

Fan of the original Flashback on 
Mega Drive and SNES? You’ll be 
pleased to know the new game 
includes the 90s version, for 
nostalgic, slightly better blasting
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 It’s redundant writing a review of this film; just have a squint at 
the photo above and it’ll tell you all you need to know about it. 
In short, that this is a film so ludicrous, it even stars a man called 

Ludacris. We might also add that the final scene is a battle where 
the elite drivers of Team Fast And Furious bid to, er, stop a military 
transport plane from taking off by, um, attaching their performance 
cars to it with big harpoons. So a few stray observations: Gina Carano 
may just be the most convincing female martial-arts ass-kicker in 
movie history. Vin Diesel has an absolutely amazing voice, like gravel 
in Bovril, but is largely incomprehensible as a result. There’s no 
piece of mediocre trash that Dwayne Johnson can’t class up with his 
physical presence and charisma. Though, to be fair, this film is not 
mediocre trash; it’s awesomely, physics-defyingly stupid trash.
£15 BLU-RAY, £14 HD DOWNLOAD, OUT SEPTEMBER 9

 This year’s Lana Del Rey, Chvrches have 
attracted much criticism online due 
to the fact they’ve received coverage 

in a way that suggests they might just 
have employed a PR, leading to too many 
people liking their music. Oh the humanity! 
Fortunately, the tunes on debut album The 
Bones of What You Believe – big gushes of 
bittersweet analogue synth with low-key 
vocals and epic choruses – are great.
£10 CD, £10 MP3, OUT SEPTEMBER 23

CHVRCHES
Synth-pop mega-hype victims/
beneficiaries’ bracing debut album

{ H D  M O M E N T }

The bit where 
Diesel jumps 
10m out of a 

moving car to 
catch his girl in 

mid-air, then 
land on a bridge 
about another 

10m away

Byzantium
BLU-RAY, HD DOWNLOAD
Neil Jordan (Interview with 
the Vampire) attempts to 
update the blood-sucker 
mythos as a kitchen-sink, 
mother/daughter drama. 
The result never gets going 
and looks cheap. 
£13 BD, £14 HD DL, OUT NOW

Night of the Hunter
BLU-RAY, DOWNLOAD
Robert Mitchum’s thuggish 
preacher sets off in hot 
pursuit of two adorable 
kiddies in this pitch-black 
B&W classic. A twisted 
fairytale on Blu-ray for the 
first time, it looks amazing.
£13 BD, OUT OCTOBER 7

Mud
BLU-RAY, HD DOWNLOAD
From the same director  
as Take Shelter, this is 
another slow-burn  
drama with very strong 
performances, this time 
led by Matt McConaughey. 
Great stuff, if overlong.
£14 BD, £14 HD DL, OUT NOW

{ B E S T  O F  T H E  R E S T }

Hype bands old and new

HAIM
Days Are Gone
See Chvrches, but replace “analogue 
synth and low-key vocals” with 
“Fleetwood Mac records and R&B 
stylings”. Ladies running tings.
£10 CD, £11 MP3, OUT SEPTEMBER 30

THE CLASH 
5 Studio Album LP Set
The conscious rockers’ classic 
albums plus Sandinista, remastered 
for “crisper sound” and yours for 77 
quid. Punk rock, capitalist pricing.
£77 VINYL ONLY, OUT NOW

BABYSHAMBLES
Sequel to the Prequel
Pete Doherty evidently cannot be 
killed. His band’s third album is like 
their first two: classic indie-pop  
that’s weirdly non-druggy-sounding.
£13 CD, £11 MP3, OUT NOW

KINGS OF LEON 
Mechanical Bull
And the KoL are dropping more of 
their streamlined sex-grunge. Is  
this the best month for rock/pop 
crossover music ever, or what?
£13 CD, £11 MP3, OUT SEPTEMBER 23

{ B E S T  O F  T H E  R E S T }

Black and white films and moral grey areas

F I L M S M U S I C

F&F 6: not directed by 
Woody Allen, you may 
be surprised to learn

The Returned
DVD, HD STREAM
From the first chord of its 
Mogwai soundtrack this 
French zombie drama with 
a difference seeps tension. 
Little is explained, but 
there’s a lot here to love.
£18 DVD, £18 HD SEASON PASS, 

OUT NOW
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FAST AND FURIOUS 6
Or “Long and Ludicrous 6”, as we like to call it. It’s  
the cars ’n’ guns movie for people who hate physics!







App of the month

IKEA CATALOGUE 2014
The flat-pack Swedes let you see how well their kit 
will fit in your room via the magic of AR…

Play

Never missing a design trick, the 
all-conquering furniture and 
meatball emporium, Ikea, is adding 

augmented reality to its mobile catalogue. 
Using your phone or tablet’s camera and 

the actual, paper catalogue as an AR marker 
– print is not dead – the app creates a three-
dimensional, virtual representation of 90 of 
its products, which appear to materialise in 
your room like a flatpack Tardis. The tech 
even scales your preferred sofa or wardrobe 
by assessing the size of the catalogue against 
the space, or lack thereof, that surrounds it.

“It’s technology with a practical purpose,” 

says Ikea’s marketing manager, Peter 
Wright. “Our customers want to be able 
to test whether the products they like 
will work, particularly when it comes to 
larger pieces of furniture. This helps them 
visualise how their homes could look.”

The new print catalogue also features 
50 pages that can be scanned with the app 
to receive bonus product info, alternative 
views and videos. All very impressive, but 
can it figure out where that one remaining 
screw was supposed to fit into your Billy 
bookcase? No, nothing can do that. 
FREE, IKEA.COM, OUT NOW ON IOS 4.3+ AND ANDROID 2.3+

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

{ I O S }

Apple’s latest little gems

Disney Animated
IOS 6.0+: IPAD
Explore the creation of Disney’s 
animations, with archived material, 
interactive 3D models and sketches 
covering 53 films over 90 years.
£9.99, DISNEY.CO.UK

Safari Rescue
IOS 5.0+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Use a helicopter, a big net and odd 
physics to capture a selection of 
poorly-rendered animals. Yes it’s 
basic, but it is also pretty funny.
FREE, RADDRAGON.COM

MixBit
IOS 6.0+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Record short video clips, or borrow 
them from other MixBit users, then 
stitch them together to create “best 
of” montages to share online.
FREE, MIXBIT.COM

Radio Alan
IOS 6.1+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Aha! Your iTunes playlist can now be 
injected with doses of Partridge banter, 
live from north Norfolk, with Alan even 
giving his opinion on your musical taste.
£0.99, TOUCHFANTASTIC.COM

Fill More!
IOS 5.0+: IPHONE, TOUCH
Remember Filler? Well the tactic 
game’s back, re-modelled as Fill More! 
Change colour to take over adjacent 
tiles and conquer the screen.
£0.69, ITUNES.APPLE.COM

Motion Tennis
IOS 6.0+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Swing your iDevice – we’d advise 
against using your iPad – Wiimote-
style to play tennis on your TV. You 
need Apple TV to join the game.
£5.49, ROLOMOTION.TV

Dailymotion 
IOS 6.0+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Record, cut and add a limited choice 
of filters to your videos before 
uploading straight to the Dailymotion 
site. Instant fame is all but assured.
FREE, DAILYMOTION.COM

THREE 
WEBSITES 

FOR ONLINE 
BOOKWORMS

Anobii.com
FOR BOOK DISCOVERY
Build up your online 
bookshelf, rating and 
reviewing reads as you go. 
The site and its users will 
suggest other books you 
might enjoy, and there’s an 
iPhone and Android app for 
updating on the go.

Audible.co.uk
FOR AUDIOBOOKS
Prefer to be read to? 
Audible has more than 
800,000 audiobooks, some 
read by famous folk such as 
Stephen Fry. Subscribe for 
£3.99 a month and bag 
savings, as well as one free 
book each month.

Gutenberg.org
FOR FREE CLASSICS
Project Gutenberg’s library 
contains PDF, EPUB and 
Kindle versions of classic 
literature that’s fallen out 
of copyright. With 42,000 
ebooks free to download, 
it’s an invaluable tool for 
students and tightwads.

T3 is pleased to offer  
a full-priced app every 
issue for no money at all. 
Up next is Sneak, a game 
for stealthy kids and 
parents searching for a 
moment’s quiet. Sneak 
up on the iPad without 
making any noise to 
capture the five beasties 
that live in the app on 
camera. All iPads on iOS 
5.0+ can join the silent 
hunt. Download now.
BIT.LY/XZsxpO

A free premium  
app every month!

FREE
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Play

The likes of the Renault Twizy and Nissan Leaf suggest 
that electric cars have a place on the roads of the future 
for people other than milk men. But how do we get round 
the problem of their relatively short ranges? Enter Charge 
Your Car, a simple but effective navigation app that lets 
you search for free and paid-for charge points across the 
UK, filterable by connection type, then directs you to your 
nearest available big plug socket for a top up. 
FREE, CHARGEYOURCAR.ORG.UK

App in-depth 

Charge Your Car
ANDROID 2.1+

{ A N D R O I D }

Google Play essentials

ifussss
TBC
Witnessed something newsworthy? 
Capture it on video, upload, and you 
get paid every time it’s used by the 
media. Nice work, Kate Adie.
£TBC, IFUSSSS.COM

Duolingo
ANDROID 2.2+
A brilliant way of picking up a second 
language. It teaches you in bite-size 
chunks, meaning you can practice on 
the commute or the toilet.
FREE, DUOLINGO.COM

Nooz
ANDROID 2.2+
Who’s got time to keep abreast of all 
their social networks? Nooz 
monitors updates and links that 
interest you, filtering out the dross.
FREE, FREAKYTURTLE.COM

Music Port
ANDROID 2.3.3+
Streams music wirelessly from the 
likes of Pandora, Sirius and iTunes –
Spotify isn’t supported yet – to your 
NuVo multi-room system.
FREE, NUVOTECHNOLOGIES.COM

Your Wealth
ANDROID 2.1+
Link all your credit/debit cards and 
accounts to this one financial 
tracker, and set goals for a stable 
future. Money tip: it’s totally free.
FREE, YOURWEALTH.CO.UK

1 3
42

FOUR
EBOOKS  
TO READ

One Summer: 
America 1927
BILL BRYSON
The travel writer delves into 
history with this look at 
America’s one last, crazy 
summer before the shock of 
the Great Depression.
£12, OUT SEP 26

An Apetite For Wonder: 
The Making of a 
Scientist
RICHARD DAWKINS
Notes on the childhood of  
a man who believes in no 
higher power, himself aside.
£12.60, OUT SEP 12

Bridget Jones: Mad 
About the Boy
HELEN FIELDING
Renee Zellweger’s agent will 
be pleased… Bridget is 
back, swapping big pants 
for skinny jeans.
£9.90, OUT OCT 10

Solo
WILLIAM BOYD
Joining the roster of writers 
who have continued Ian 
Fleming’s work, Boyd 
imagines a veteran 007 on  
a rogue mission. All other 
details currently classified.
£9.02, OUT SEP 26

{ W I N D O W S }

Live tile treasures
{ B L A C K B E R R Y }

Fire up the BB gun

Asami: The Furry Samurai
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Slice up baddies and dodge bombs to 
save your village. Simple stuff, but it’s 
a good time-killer and there’s a nice 
little RPG-levelling system in there.
FREE, CEREBRALGAMES.COM

Instagraham
WINDOWS PHONE 7.5+
This Instagram client takes full 
control of your account, with the 
ability to pin favourite feeds to a  
live tile on your home screen. 
£0.79, WINDOWSPHONE.COM

Sixt
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Choose your preferred vehicle and 
pricing, then this app will direct you to 
the nearest car pick-up spot. You get a 
barcode as proof of purchase. 
FREE, SIXT.COM

Fitness Programs
WINDOWS PHONE 7.5+
Training videos for workouts ranging 
from yoga to extreme cardio. Pin 
routines to a live tile on your home 
screen and guilt yourself into action.
FREE, LARTSOFT.COM

Dreams
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Don’t bore friends by recounting your 
dreams. Look them up on this 
database of over 10,000 classic 
dreams and their “meanings”. 
FREE, QUITE-SIMPLE.COM

Photo Editor by Aviary
WINDOWS PHONE 8+
Taken a great snap? Now edit it,  
using this powerful mobile app. Its 
clean interface is easy to master and 
the variety of tools impresses.
FREE, AVIARY.COM

Pocker
BLACKBERRY 10.1.0
This personal finance tracker is really 
rather lovely. It’s still in beta, but is 
very simple to use and should improve 
as it updates further.
FREE, APPWORLD.BLACKBERRY.COM

OneShot
WINDOWS PHONE 8+
Designed to take advantage of Nokia’s 
top-notch smartphone cams, these 
tools are aimed at pros, but simple 
enough for newbies to grasp.
£1.49, WINDOWSPHONE.COM

Easytune
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0
Free access to thousands of songs, 
letting you create playlists and share 
with friends. Not a huge song 
catalogue, but worth a download.
FREE, EASYTUNE.IN

Keek
WINDOWS PHONE 8+
Another way of recording and sharing 
short videos with a 50-million strong 
community. Seamless, brilliantly 
simple and rather like Vine.
FREE, KEEK.COM

ARKick 
BLACKBERRY 10.1.0+
Point your phone’s camera at the 
world and get live info on places to eat 
and explore nearby. Looks good, but 
will drain your battery life.
£2, REFOCUSLABS.COM

Cocktail Mixology
WINDOWS PHONE 7.5+
Thousands of cocktail recipes, well 
organised and searchable by colour, 
base spirit, glass type and more. It’s 
free, leaving more money for booze…
FREE, DIASPARK.COM

Offroad Buddy
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Companion app for pedal-to-the-
metal, off-road lunatics. Provides info 
on ground speed, altitude, and the 
pitch and roll of your vehicle.
FREE, PATAGONIALABS.COM

Imagefusion
WINDOWS PHONE 8+
Searches your phone for photos, then 
stitches them together into one large 
image. You can customise, or let it 
create its own random patchworks.
FREE, WINDOWSPHONE.COM
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John Smith
1969 - 2013

We Miss You ! #R.I.P

In Loving Memory

Gone But Not Forgotten! :(

R.I.P !

 It used to be that daily encounters with 
deceased friends and family were the 
preserve of psychics, charlatans and 

little kids that hang out with Bruce Willis. 
Technology has changed that. Almost every 
day we now see the online echo of web 
acquaintances killed in car crashes, dead by 
their own hands or snatched away by heart 
attacks too young, their words reaching 
us not through a seance but thanks to the 
indiscriminate attentions of a social feed. 

According to recent studies, as many as 
three million users were added to Facebook’s 
city of the dead in 2012 alone. And while the 
social network’s policy is to turn the pages of 
the deceased into tributes, it means faces of 
fallen friends pop up with queasy regularity. It 
used to be said that, “On the internet, no one 
knows you’re a dog”; now it’s, “On Facebook, 
people don’t know you’re dead.” 

But while server farms store our messages 
and pictures, our thoughts frozen remotely 
and indefinitely in the cloud after our bodies 
let us down, not all last words are allowed 
to remain carved into stone. Martin Manley 
took his own life on August 15. It was his 60th 
birthday. Wanting to leave more than a note, 
he constructed a highly detailed website; �

{ I N S I G H T }

TECH LIFE 
AFTER DEATH
With social networks offering us a 
cloud-based afterlife, The Telegraph’s 
chief tech blogger advises we leave  
a good-looking digital corpse…
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Mic Wright sees dead people
Mark Prigg shops till someone else drops 

Duncan Bell buys Picassos on Amazon
Peter Firth prints his own food
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Opinion

�

part-note, part-autobiography. He then 
paid search giant Yahoo, now also home to the 
stewing trench of teenage hormones, porn 
and animated Benedict Cumberbatch GIFs 
that is Tumblr, for five years of hosting. After 
Manley killed himself, Yahoo killed his site. 

Amongst a chorus of online disapproval,  
I asked the US firm why it buried Manley’s 
memorial. They referred me to their terms of 
service. It seems the desire to leave a legacy 
fell foul of legalese and the fear of offending 
someone, but other industrious internet users 
have kept Manley alive elsewhere; he had, 
with impressive foresight, made it clear that 
anyone online could mirror his site. 

A Steve Jobs quote has ended up yoked 
to this case. The former Apple chief, himself 
preserved forever in a galaxy of images and 
video clips, once said that we all want to 
“leave a dent in the universe.” Manley lived  
a quieter, smaller life, but one no less worthy 
of being remembered. 

Yet we are cataloguing and celebrating our 
lives in the ether of the internet. A Samsung 
survey, taken back in June, concluded that less 
than 25 per cent of the pictures we take end 
up in printed photo albums, collecting dust. 

What have you done to make sure someone 
doesn’t just wipe all of those digital memories 
away when you’re no longer here to take a 
look at who tagged, liked or ridiculed you? 

It’s a question that’s also being addressed 
by Google, which has gone a step further, 
building a digital undertaker with a typically 
bland name: the Inactive Account Manager. If 
you remain inactive, using none of its services 
for a particular period – you can pick from 
three months to years – it emails you and a 
select number of your trusted contacts, asking 
whether anyone wants to download the data 
or delete the lot forever. 

So instead of worrying about whether 
you’ll be wearing clean pants when a bus 
mows you down, spare a thought for what 
you last Tweeted – will they be final words of 
honest and touching reflection, a desperately 
unfunny pun or one final selfie? The dead live 
with us, circulating alongside us in the silicon 
afterworld. We’re all destined to join them 
eventually. But when you do, what will your 
digital ghost look like? 
Mic is the chief technology blogger at  
The Telegraph, blogs.telegraph.co.uk

 On the ground floor of PayPal’s 
massive San Jose HQ, there is a 
seemingly innocuous shopping 

complex. It’s a pretty standard, modern  
mall affair: supermarket, guitar shop,  
small section of baseball stadium.

Okay, that last one is a little odd. 
That’s because this is no ordinary retail 
destination, but part of the web giant’s latest 
demonstration centre. The pseudo mall 
shows off purchasing innovations, from 
barcodes on seats you scan to get hot dogs 
delivered without queuing, to checkout-free 
food stores that let you pay by scanning your 
own wares, simply walking out when done.

It’s a fascinating, sometimes terrifying 
glimpse into the future of commerce, where 
assistants have access to your pics, Facebook 

likes and info on your past purchases. There 
are even interactive windows, so that you 
can still order products even when a store is 
shut – with everything, naturally, being paid 
for with a click of the PayPal app. 

The digi-wallet king’s not the only one 
getting in on the automation action, though.
Virtual jumble sale eBay now delivers 
products anywhere in the San Francisco Bay 
area within an hour. It’s joined a growing 
number of digital-world startups offering 
real-world services. There’s Postmates for 
food and groceries delivered by personal 
courier, Homejoy for cleaning, even Google 
now has a home-delivery arm offering a 
same-day service for select stores.

At San Francisco’s most popular 
restaurants, the queues are now dotted with 
couriers, waiting to pick up food and whisk 
it away to those willing to pay a premium, 
while services like TaskRabbit see people 
earn cash to stand in line for a new iPhone 
on its release day. You can also get people 
to build your Ikea furniture, pick up your 
laundry or collect your Craigslist purchases. 
Anything can be done, delivered or acquired 
for you in under an hour – for a price. 

It’s a fascinating social experiment, yet 
also highlights a slightly concerning trend, 
and one especially evident within the city 
limits of San Francisco. The digital divide 
between the well-heeled, app-proficient 
startup kids and the rest of the population is 
huge. Although technology is helping many 
find jobs, there is a growing feeling that such 
high-cost advancements, plus the closures 
of old-school businesses in the wake of their 
rise, are pricing locals out of their own city. 

These life-sorting services claim to be 
able to redefine the way we shop and the 
way cities operate, promising to make the 
high street of tomorrow a very different, 
some would say nonexistent, place. But  
only when these services are accessible to 
all will we see if these high-tech changes 
are for the better. Will we be connected and 
enabled or simply poor and lazy?
Mark is a tech writer living in San Francisco

{ S I L I C O N }

PRICE OF 
PROGRESS
Digital firms are providing 
increasingly physical services  
in search of cash. But what’s the 
real cost of paying to do nothing?

�

GOOGLE’S ONLINE 
UNDERTAKER 
PROTECTS YOUR DATA 
AFTER YOUR DEATH
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{ G E T  I N V O L V E D }

HAVE YOUR SAY…

Are you looking forward to a time when 
you can have your online “people” 
perform all of your chores, whilst you 
get on with the important business of 
sitting around in your pants? 

As part of our drive to get even 
more of your views into the hallowed 
pages of T3, we’ve set up a brand  
new hub at T3.com/opinion for you  
to comment. You can also remark, as 
ever, on facebook.com/t3mag and  
“on the Twitter” @t3dotcom…

MARK PRIGG



Opinion

Let them eat cake,” Marie Antoinette of 
France declared in the late 1700s. The 
oppressed masses in the streets were 

starving, the revolution was brewing, and 
she thought that the answer lay in brioche. 
Whether or not she actually said it is, of 
course, up for debate, but it demonstrates that 
food has always been about status.

Fast forward to 2013 and a possible answer 
to world hunger has just been grown in a 
lab. It may not be as appetising as cake, but 
the first in-vitro burger was assembled from 
around 3,000 strips of man-made meat, 
grown from cow stem cells. This professor-
made patty could provide the template for 
making our meat sustainable, which is a very 
real concern. The UN believes that rearing 
livestock already accounts for 18 per cent of 
global greenhouse emissions, and that meat 
demand will increase 73 per cent by 2050.

By this date, real meat will be the 
preserve of the rich and privileged, the 
rest of us left scoffing in-vitro chicken 
dippers. “Supermarkets will sell affordable, 
unbranded, in-vitro meat online,” reckons 
food futurologist Dr Morgaine Gaye. “This 
will be stored in warehouses. Traditionally 
grown meat will become a luxury item.”

If you don’t want to trust this greying 
pseudo grub, you’ll need to start producing 
your own. You could harvest black soldier fly 
larvae (see p24) or, if that’s not to your palate, 
there’s 3D printing your own meat at home. 
Dr Gaye believes it’s scientifically possible, 
but that public opinion will be the main 
barrier to food’s technological progress.

“When you start making living material at 
home, things become tricky on a moral level,” 
she offers. Time to embrace the future, we say. 
Young Frankenstein Blu-rays at the ready…  
Peter writes for LS:N Global, the news network 
for tech trend agency The Future Laboratory

{ T R U T H }

AMAZON 
REIGN
The ever-expanding retail giant  
is now taking on art dealers,  
Steam and Rupert Murdoch.  
Next stop, world domination…

 This month, Amazon started selling fine 
art. Recommendations: “People who 
bought Rembrandt also liked Picasso,” 

“If you like this late-period Damien Hirst, 
you may also like this steaming heap of sh*t.” 
User review: “My Dali arrived promptly but 
showed signs of age and the eggs on it had 
melted, three stars.” And so on. 

It’s also bringing its online computer 
games store to the UK, with whispers 
starting of a “gaming Kindle” to follow, 
while CEO Jeff Bezos, meanwhile, has 
bought The Washington Post, the paper that 
broke Richard Nixon. It’s all part of his drive 
to own everything by about 2045, including 
that sofa you’re sitting on. Though he will 
subsequently sell it back to you at a very 
reasonable price and deliver it promptly in  
a rectangular, brown cardboard package. 

The US firm’s rise to world domination 
has been criticised but nobody has ever 
really nailed precisely what they’re 
criticising. “Amazon doesn’t pay much tax in 
all the countries in which it is based,” seems 
to be the main critique, but while that kind 
of practice may appear shady and disgusting 
to you, it isn’t illegal and it is the fault of the 
governments who allow it.   

I’m not a fan of mega-capitalism. I’m also 
not a fan of golf, but I can tell Tiger Woods is 
good at it. Amazon is brilliant at capitalism. It 
made a series of decisions early on that have 
allowed it to grow to massive profitability. 
The two most important were that it would 
automate its warehousing with icy efficiency, 
and then do the same for customer service. 

This was not, I think, because Amazon 
loves its customers, as such. It was because it 
knew it would streamline its operation, and 
increase repeat sales. 

If a CD or book you order from Amazon 
doesn’t turn up, they refund you or send a 

new one – every time, in my experience; no 
questions asked. Compare that to just about 
any high-street store, and many other online 
shops. There’s no warmth to it, but it is super-
efficient; like having sex with a robot. 

Now, I’m sure if you ask for enough 
refunds, eventually an algorithm in the sex 
robot’s brain goes “Ping!” and it stops sending 
you new CDs and instead shoots you with a 
ray gun, but that probably serves you right.

Bezos and co realised that by removing the 
tedious process of querying every complaint, 
they’re free to spend more time on investing, 
selling and acquiring all of the money in the 
world – and now, in fact, all the Monet.

A lot of people weep and wail at 
Amazon’s growth and profits. It’s the most 
obvious manifestation of the online takeover 
of retail, but who can say it’s not progress? 
In 50 years’ time most low- to mid-range 
shopping high streets will be gone, and we’ll 
look back on them with the same fondness 
we have for Jimmy Savile or rickets. 
Duncan podcasts for T3 most weeks via iTunes

“
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{ G E T  I N V O L V E D }

HAVE YOUR SAY…

Are you a fan of Amazon? Or do you 
favour the high street because, so far, 
Amazon can’t sell you kebabs, haute 
couture or a pack of emergency toilet 
roll? Is the move to online trading 
inevitable or have shops upped their 
game enough to keep it at bay?  

Let us know at T3.com/opinion, 
Facebook.com/t3mag and in the 
Twittersphere @t3dotcom. Interesting 
views may or may not also be aired on 
the T3 Podcast.

PETER FIRTHDUNCAN BELL

{ F U T U R E }

FEED THE 
WORLD
From Frankenburgers to bug 
harvesting, as populations boom 
they have to go to ever greater 
lengths to get a square meal…
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Last chance to make your voice 
heard. Voting closes soon…

THE AWARDS

In association with



Vote for your favourites and have the chance to 
win a Sony PS4, HTC One & Samsung Galaxy S4

T3.com/awards
Shortlist voting closes September 20 2013
Winners announced October 3 2013

Gadget of the Year
HTC One
Apple iPad Mini
Samsung UE46F8000
Dell XPS 15
Samsung Galaxy S4
Fitbit One
Sonos Playbar
Sky+ HD 2TB
GoPro HD Hero 3
Sony Bravia  
KD-65X9005A

Tech Brand of the Year
HTC
Sony
Apple
Samsung
Google 
Sky    

T3 Design Award
HTC One
Ouya
Hasselblad Lunar
Apple iPad Mini
Apple iMac
Philips DesignLine TV

TV of the Year
Panasonic Viera ZT65
Samsung  
UE46F8000 
LG 55EM960V
Philips 42PFL6188S
Sony Bravia 
KD-84X9005
Sony Bravia 
KD-65X9005A

Innovation of the Year
Google Glass
Samsung Galaxy 
Camera
Microsoft IllumiRoom
Oculus Rift
Pebble Smartwatch
Plastic Logic PaperTab

Phone of the Year
Apple iPhone 5
HTC One
Sony Xperia Z
Samsung Galaxy S4
Nokia Lumia 925
BlackBerry Z10

The shortlist 
nominees 2013
The biggest tech awards of the year are back. 
Next issue we reveal the winners.

Tablet of the Year
Apple iPad Mini
Amazon Kindle Fire HD
Apple iPad 4
Sony Xperia Tablet Z
Samsung Galaxy 
Note 8.0
Microsoft Surface Pro

Camera of the Year
Fujifilm X20
Olympus E-PL5
Pentax K-5 II
Sony NEX-6
Samsung NX300
Canon EOS M

Headphones of the Year
Parrot Zik by Starck
Beats Executive
B&O H6
Sennheiser CX 890i
KEF M500
Sony MDR XB910

Computer of the Year
Dell XPS 15
Samsung Series 5 550P
Acer Aspire S5
Apple MacBook Air 
11-inch
Asus Zenbook UX32A
Apple iMac

Fitness Gadget  
of the Year
Nike+ Training
Adidas miCoach Pacer 
bundle
Fitbit One
Garmin Fenix
Speedo Aquabeat 2.0
Jawbone Up

Digital Media Service 
of the Year
Sky+ HD
Xbox Live
Spotify
Netflix
BBC iPlayer
Now TV

Car of the Year
Mini Coupe Cooper SD
BMW M135i
Audi A8
Mercedes A-Class
VW Up! 
Ford Kuga

App of the Year
Vine
Swype
Waze
Xbox SmartGlass
Google Maps
Traktor DJ

Entertainment Gadget 
of the Year
Sky+ HD 2TB
Nintendo Wii U 
Premium
Cambridge Audio 
Minx Air
Denon CEOL Piccolo
B&W A5
Sonos Playbar

T3 Tech Life Product  
of the Year
GoCycle G2R
Philips Hue
Honda Miimo
Koubachi Plant Sensor
GoPro HD Hero 3
Sage Tea Maker by 
Heston Blumenthal

Tech Moment  
of the Year
Felix Baumgartner’s 
space jump
Gangnam Style’s billion 
YouTube views
Curiosity Rover 
reaching Mars
Goal-line tech confirmed 
for Premier League
4G launch in UK
Xbox One vs Sony PS4 
E3 battle royale  
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DRIVING 
CHANGE



T3 PROMOTION

IT’S AN INCREASINGLY CONNECTED  
world, but the word “connected” means 
different things to different people. 

If you’re one of life’s go-getters, 
you’ll be wanting the latest travel and 
terrain info at your fingertips, ASAP;  
if you’re more worried about safety, 
you’ll want to know that the emergency 
services can be reached should the 
worst happen; and if you’re a regular 
shop popper-downer, music-app access 
is not so much a wish as a prerequisite.

Well guess what? Ford is connected 
in all those ways and more beside, with 
the new EcoSport SUV. As well as being 
stylish, nippy and fuel-efficient, it’s also 
got access to state-of-the-art SYNC 
AppLink tech, so you can stay in touch 
with all that’s important to you.

This cutting-edge, hands-free, 
voice-activated system enables a raft 
of services to be accessed directly from 
your dashboard via your connected, 
compatible smartphone. 

For the true road warrior, Glympse is 
a GPS-powered location service that lets 
you share your position on a dynamic 
map with family and friends – you’ll 
never have an excuse for being late again. 

For the safety conscious, in the 
event of an accident, Ford SYNC 
with Emergency Assistance will 
duly broadcast your GPS location to 
emergency services automatically and in 
the local language. It’s peace of mind of 
the very highest-tech variety.

So that’s keeping you safe. How about 
some sound? SYNC AppLink has the 
likes of Spotify and Aha by Harman to 
keep you occupied. On the former you 
can scan playlists and control volume 
without taking your eyes from the road, 
while Aha puts over 40,000 web-based 
stations at your verbal beck and call.

Info-loving, safety-conscious and 
with a sonic hub of plenty, the new, 
super-connected EcoSport has it all.  
TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT FORD.CO.UK/ECOSPORT

Ford’s new EcoSport SUV has all 
connected angles covered – from 
auto emergency assist keeping 
you secure to SYNC with AppLink 
queuing up music and more…





O ctober 6, 1974. Helmuth Koinigg starts 23rd on the grid in the United States Grand  
Prix. It’s only the Austrian’s third ever race in Formula 1, and his second ever start. 
Having won the Formula Vee title the year before, the 25-year-old is a star in the 

making. He starts well, but on the tenth lap, on the seventh turn of the 11-corner circuit, a  
slow puncture means he loses control of his Surtees-Ford. Koinigg hurtles through two fences  
and the bottom half of the side barrier; the top half stays in place. Koinigg is decapitated...

F1 TECH

AS RON HOWARD’S NEW FILM RECALLS F1’S ’70S GLORY DAYS,  
WE LOOK AT HOW TECH HAS CHANGED THE FACE OF THE SPORT 

T3 INVESTIGATES THE REAL
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1976 MCLAREN M23

1. FRONT WING 2. WHEELBASE 3. GEARBOX 4. BODY 5. ENGINE 6. WEIGHT

Narrower than previous New spacer between engine Hewland invented bespoke Aluminium monocoque Ford Cosworth DFV, tuned A weight of 168kg made  
models, with wider wings  and gearbox gave better boxes for racing. Its FG 400, tended to shatter on impact, by specialist super-tinkerers this quite the hulking beast, 
it gave more downforce,  weight distribution and as used here, had five damaging fuel tank. Result: Nicholson Engines, put  at least compared to the 
for tighter cornering three inches more length forward gears plus a reverse more fires than today out around 490bhp MP4-28’s feather-like 95kg

1 2 5

6

3 4

� This was the grim reality of 1970s leaked, which is why they had so many fires. you lose 20 to 30 per cent of your own 
Formula 1. Drivers were killed all the time. They didn’t have much foot or leg protection ground effects, because of the turbulent air 
At the same race the previous year, French either. Drivers would often break their from the guy in front. “For the next 30 years 
driver Francois Cevert hit a guard rail in ankles, or come out with broken legs.” we had nose-to-tail racing,” recalls Ashley.
practice and was cut in half by a barrier. It’s not as if ’70s engineers were short of So why was safety an afterthought? “I 

Ian Ashley drove in Koinigg’s last race. technical know-how, they just tended to think some sponsors would be happy to have 
“The atmosphere was just completely use it to shave seconds off lap times rather somebody killed at every race,” says 
numb,” he recalls. “But that’s just how it than to add years to drivers’ lives. One of Caldwell. “It just increases the attendance 
was back then. You didn’t even consider  their biggest breakthroughs was ground and makes more people watch the telly.”
it. I suppose if you did start thinking  
about it, it was time to pack it in.”

“It was a high-risk business in those “SOME SPONSORS WOULD BE HAPPY TO  
days,” agrees Alastair Caldwell, McLaren’s 
team manager from 1971 to 1977. “My HAVE SOMEBODY KILLED AT EVERY RACE…  
brother was killed in a racing car, and then IT MAKES MORE PEOPLE WATCH THE TELLY”
so was Bruce [McLaren], who was a good ALASTAIR CALDWELL, MCLAREN TEAM MANAGER, 1971-77
friend of mine. After that I didn’t want to 
socialise with racing drivers, because I 
didn’t want to go to their funerals as a effects, which made cars stick to the track, Campaigns to make the sport safer fell 
friend. I’d rather go as their team manager.” helping them corner. In 1976, James Hunt’s on deaf ears. Jackie Stewart had long 

The cars were such death traps that championship-winning McLaren M23 sat campaigned for greater safety, with the help 
some drivers would keep their seatbelt incredibly low to the ground, with a flexible of the Grand Prix Drivers’ Association, the 
undone in order to escape a sudden inferno skirt on the outside making air flow around, trade union for F1. Before the 1976 German 
with their life. “In the ’70s they had instead of under, the car. This created more Grand Prix, driver Niki Lauda spearheaded 
aluminium frames, which fractured easily  downforce and glued it to the track. a campaign to boycott the Nürburgring. It 
in a crash,” says Ted Kravitz, Sky Sports’  This also made overtaking much trickier; failed, and the race went ahead. Lauda 
F1 pit lane reporter. “It meant the fuel tank get in the slipstream of the car ahead, and crashed, his car caught fire, and he was left 

SAFETY FIRSTS! ESSENTIAL F1 TECH IMPROVEMENTS THROUGH THE YEARS

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1977 1978 1981 1984 1985 1986

COCKPITS MUST CRASH TESTS HELICOPTERS 
BE DESIGNED SO HEAD RESTS  FIA DEFINES THE DRIVERS MUST SAFETY CELL FUEL TANK MUST USED TO MUST BE ON 

PRE-RACE THE DRIVER CAN AND REAR ALL DRIVERS SAFETY WALLS  STANDARD FOR FIA DEFINES HAVE AN FIA EXTENDED TO BE BETWEEN DETERMINE STANDBY FOR 
CIRCUIT ESCAPE IN FIVE LIGHTS RECEIVE MADE FIREPROOF STANDARDS  SUPER-LICENCE INCLUDE  DRIVER AND THE EFFECTS OF MEDICAL 
INSPECTIONS SECONDS INTRODUCED MEDICAL TESTS MANDATORY CLOTHING FOR HELMETS TO RACE F1 DRIVER’S FEET ENGINE FRONT IMPACT PERSONNEL
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2013 VODAFONE MCLAREN MERCEDES MP4-28 F1 TECH

1. REAR WING 2. BODY 3. ENGINE 4. COCKPIT 5. GEARBOX 6. KERS

Button-operated DRS (drag All made of a moulded Mercedes-Benz’s FO 108F is Survival cell housing driver Seamless shift box means Kinetic Energy Recovery 
reduction system) changes carbon-fibre composite, only a 2.4-litre V8, but tuned and fuel cell is padded and less loss of power between System stores energy during 
wing angle to reduce drag including engine cover, floor, to 18,000rpm, giving 750bhp surrounded by crushable, gears. Pioneered in 2005, braking, then unleashes 
for slicker overtaking sidepods, nose and wings and 0-60 in 2.5 seconds protective impact structures now in most high-end cars 60KW of it at a button-press

2 3 4 5

1 6

in a coma – a key part of the story of Rush. steering columns and protective foam around 
It wasn’t until five years after the crash  the top of the cockpit to greater impact 
that McLaren introduced the carbon-fibre testing and making the head and neck 
chassis, which was less likely to shatter and support device mandatory for every driver. 
protected the fuel tank in a crash. It was The circuits have changed, too, with larger 
adopted by all the other teams, as copying  run-off areas and corners with reduced 
is alleged to be so rife that Caldwell dubs  G-force. No lives have been lost in a F1 race 
it “purple penis” syndrome. “If we put a since that fateful weekend in ’94. 
purple phallus on the front of our car, Caldwell is in no doubt as to what 
everyone else would do the same,” he says. prompted these advances. “It was because 

Countless lives were saved, but the sport it was a god-like figure like Senna,” he says. 
was still far from safe. The 1994 San Marino “Otherwise nothing would’ve happened. Happy days: T3 pops in to see director Ron Howard 

Grand Prix saw Roland Ratzenberger  People would’ve gone to Ratzenberger’s (right) and star Daniel Brühl (Niki Lauda) on set

and Ayrton Senna lose their lives in the funeral and said ‘bad luck’.”
same weekend. The Grand Prix Drivers’ For Ashley, one side effect has been that HOWARD’S WAY
Association had been disbanded in 1982, F1’s glamour has faded. “Now it’s more OSCAR-WINNING FILMMAKER  

RON HOWARD ON MAKING RUSH
but was reformed, and led the calls for about having a very technical car,” he says. 

“Firstly, I’m not a car from these people better safety standards. “It was only after “It used to be about racing man to man. guy – never was. My and their rivalry. I 
1994 that they built up the carbon-fibre Now it’s a sort of technical ego-trip.” wife bought me a hope I’m offering a 

chassis to protect the shoulders, the neck Others say that’s romanticising the past. high-performance broad overview of 
car at one point and  what ’70s Formula 1 and the head,” notes Kravitz. “Most people involved know that those I drove it for a few was all about. 

In the wake of Senna and Ratzenberger’s ‘good old days’ were absolutely horrific,” years then turned  “I’m also applying 

deaths, F1’s governing body the FIA installed reckons Kravitz. “It’s not fun knowing that it in. It was wasted some of the 
on me, I should be guidelines I gave black box-style accident data recorders  someone who turned up at a racetrack  ashamed. So I know myself on Apollo 13. 

on every car. The newly formed Expert that morning won’t be going home to his as much about  There, I wanted 

Advisory Safety Committee introduced family. There’s no glamour in that.” F1 as the average people to have a 
American does. But  sense not only of numerous safety changes, from collapsible Rush is at cinemas from September 20 I learned a lot from who the characters 
George Lucas; he’s  were and what they 
a big F1 fan. I also went through, but 
relied a lot on also what it was like 
everyone around me, to go to the moon.  
including Niki Lauda, I hope F1 fans will 

1989 1993 1994 1997 1999 2002 2003 2005 Alastair Caldwell, appreciate the 
precision drivers. authenticity, and 

DRIVER’S COMPUTER WHEELS ARE SEVERAL CIRCUITS HEAD-
PROTECTIVE ANALYSIS FIA ACCIDENT  TETHERED TO UNDERGO PROTECTION “The film’s not a that non-fans will 

SAFETY WALLS HEAD PADDING IDENTIFIES 27 DATA RECORDERS STOP THEM ENGINES CAN BE RECONSTRUCTION CUSHIONING literal recreation. It’s say, ‘Wow, what have 
MUST BE AT INCREASED FROM CORNERS TO BE INSTALLED IN  FLYING OFF TURNED OFF TO MAKE  THICKENED FROM 
LEAST 1M HIGH 80MM TO 400MM MADE SAFER ALL CARS DURING CRASHES REMOTELY THEM SAFER 75MM TO 100MM taking its inspiration I been missing?’”
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Fly a fighter jet 
MONEY NO OBJECT
HIRE A MIG AND HIT THE SKIES

Join Goose and Ace in the Top 
Gun hall of fame by taking your 
own Russian MiG or Czech L-39 
Albatros flight, courtesy of 
MigFlug. Guided missiles and 
homoerotic volleyball are sadly 
not included in the price, mind.
€13,500, FLYFIGHTERJET.COM

ON A BUDGET
FLYING LESSON EXPERIENCE

Spend some time aloft in a 
Cessna at an airbase near you. 
Note: a Cessna is not, strictly 
speaking, either a jet or a fighter.
FROM £59, INTOTHEBLUE.CO.UK

1
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50 TECH
THINGS

Words James Stables, Rob Temple Illustrations The Red Dress & Mark Mitchell Photography Richard Grassie Styling Michelle Kelly

THRILL TO THE EXOTIC PLEASURES OF… 
THE MOST ACTION-PACKED, 

DAREDEVIL LIST OF YOUR LIFE!

T3’s experts bring you ideas and kit for the ultimate gadget bucket list

T3 Magazine presents

TO DO BEFORE YOU DIE

TECH BUCKET LIST
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SAMPLE LIFE 
IN THE 
FAST 
LANE

2
Ride a super bike
MONEY NO OBJECT
BUY A DUCATI 848

With a capped top speed of 159mph, the  
848 is the meanest of machines.
£11,150, DUCATIUK.COM

 
ON A BUDGET
LEARN ON THE TRACK

Get your knee on the floor with an advanced 
superbike course. You get your own hog for 
the day, with five sessions on the track.
£289, TRACKDAYS.CO.UK

We’ve 
done it!
JAMES STABLES,  
FEATURES EDITOR
AFTER HITTING 150MPH ON 
THE FIRST STRAIGHT, THE 
FIRST CORNER PROVED THE 
SCARIEST MOMENT OF MY 
HIGH-SPEED PILLION RIDE. 
AS I CANNONED INTO THE 
RIDER’S BACK, MY ARSE 
SLID OFF THE BIKE AND I 
HUNG PERILOUSLY FROM 
THE SIDE AS THE COLOUR 
FLED FROM MY FACE LIKE 
WATER DOWN A DRAIN.
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MONEY NO OBJECT
BUY A MARTIN JETPACK

Swoop from the skies and fight 
crime at speeds of up to 60mph 
with this turbine-based VTOL pack. 
It’s infallible so long as crime lords 
operate within its 30-min flight time.
£100,000, MARTINJETPACK.COM

ON A BUDGET
MAKE YOUR OWN 

There’s big-money prizes at the 
Bognor Birdman, up to a massive 
£750 – imagine that. And even if 
your homemade flying machine 
doesn’t go the furthest, you might 
still scoop a prize for “costume, 
performance and crowd reaction.”
£VARIOUS, BIRDMAN.ORG.UK

Build a computer 
MONEY NO OBJECT
ASK THE EXPERTS
Configure your dream PC, 
whether it’s for gaming 
(Chillblast) or general 
use (PC Specialist).
UP TO £3,000+, CHILLBLAST.COM, 

PCSPECIALIST.CO.UK

ON A BUDGET 
SELF-BUILD
Visit Dabs and pick up 
cheap components,  
then make anything  
from a bare-bones PC  
to, basically, HAL 9000.
FROM £300, DABS.COM

4. Fly like an eagle

7. MAKE YOUR 
OWN ICE CREAM 

MONEY NO OBJECT 
LIQUID NITROGEN 
Forget putting your mix 
in the freezer; just add 
liquid nitrogen for 
instant pudding. 
Caution: you may die. 
FROM ABOUT £200, PRAXAIR.COM

ON A BUDGET
ICE CREAM MACHINE
Cuisinart’s Gelato & 
Ice Cream Professional 
creates 1.5L of the 
tasty, brain-freezing 
stuff in 40 minutes. 
£250, CUISINART.CO.UK

3. RECORD  
AN ALBUM 

MONEY NO OBJECT
THE MATRIX 
This 16-channel, 
40-input mixer also 
works with up to 16 
external devices. Dave 
Gahan owns one. 
£16,800, SOLID-STATE-LOGIC.COM

ON A BUDGET
GARAGEBAND
Now with Flex Time and 
Groove Matching to 
knock off-kilter notes 
and beats into sync. 
£10.49, APPLE.COM/UK

6. GET A 
HOVERBOARD 

MONEY NO OBJECT
8BALL CRUISER 2
No it doesn’t hover, but 
this 600W board hits its 
22mph top speed in four 
leg-endangering seconds. 
£340, SURFDOME.COM

ON A BUDGET
MAKE YOUR OWN
By utilising either 
electromagnets or leaf 
blowers, you can make 
your own floating 
models. YouTube has 
step-by-step videos. 
YOUTUBE.COM

5 DRIVE ACROSS THE WORLD 

MONEY NO OBJECT 
GUMBALL 3000
Be one of the 120 cars in the world’s 
most opulent rally. This year’s went 
from Scandinavia, through Russia and 
Poland and ended up in Monaco. Swish.
$25,000, GUMBALL3000.COM 

ON A BUDGET
DAKAR CHALLENGE 
Drive an old banger filled with supplies 
from Plymouth to Dakar, and auction it 
off for local charities upon arrival. So 
it’s not only fun, it’s worthwhile too.
£375, DAKARCHALLENGE.CO.UK

8. BREW BEER! 

MONEY NO OBJECT
START A MICRO 
BREWERY
PBC can kit you out with 
gear to make 720 pints 
per run – the nightly limit 
for responsible drinking 
according to government 
guidelines, coincidentally.
£10,600, 

PBCBREWERYINSTALLATIONS.COM

ON A BUDGET
WOODFORDE’S 
WHERRY REAL ALE KIT
Makes around 40 pints of 
foaming, nut-brown ale.
£20, THE-HOME-BREW-SHOP.CO.UK
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Film yourself 
sky diving
MONEY NO OBJECT
DIVE IN GOOGLE GLASS

You’ll need a team on the ground pointing 
amplifying dishes at you to maintain a signal, 
and if you really want to recreate Google’s 
2012 stunt, you’ll also need 25 cameras, a 
zeppelin and a helicopter. Off you go.
GLASSES $1,500, GOOGLE.COM/GLASS, £225, SKYDIVELONDON.CO.UK

ON A BUDGET
STRAP ON A GOPRO

Alternatively, buy a GoPro Hero3 BlackEdition 
and capture your descent in 1080p at 
60fps, snapping off a few adrenaline-fuelled, 
12-megapixel terminal-velocity stills as you go. 
Just remember to pull the cord at some point.
£335, GOPRO.COM
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Run an ultra
marathon
MONEY NO OBJECT
MARATHON DE SABLES

The “toughest footrace on earth”, 
MdS is the equivalent of running five 
and a half marathons in six days. Oh, 
and it’s in the Sahara desert, where 
temperatures reach 50˚+. Take a hat.
£3,650, MARATHONDESSABLES.CO.UK

ON A BUDGET
GREAT NORTH RUN

This half-marathon is an institution. 
If running for a good cause isn’t 
motivation enough, finishing before 
the Geordies hit the pubs is.
£30, GREATRUN.ORG

We’ve done it!
MARK MAYNE, EDITOR, T3.COM
THE MIGHTY THISTLEGORM LIES 20M TO 40M BENEATH THE RED SEA. SUNK IN 
WW2, THIS TROOP CARRIER’S WAR SUPPLIES ARE STILL LARGELY INTACT, 
MEANING YOU SWIM BETWEEN ROWS OF PARKED TRUCKS, ENFIELD 
MOTORBIKES AND BUNDLES OF RIFLES. EASILY ONE OF THE MOST ATMOSPHERIC 
WRECK DIVES IN THE WORLD, IT’S JUST FIVE HOURS FROM BLIGHTY…

Dive a massive wreck

11 

GO SLEIGHING 

MONEY NO OBJECT 
CONQUER THE CRESTA
Head out to the Cresta 
Run in St Moritz and 
you can take part in a 
terrifying toboggan run 
(men only) or a 
bobsleigh ride with a 
pro driver, reaching 
80mph and pulling 5G. 
£250, OLYMPIA-BOBRUN.CH

ON A BUDGET
CHEAP RUNNINGS
Head to Camp Hill in 
north Yorkshire for a 
less chilly dry run.
£25, CAMPHILL.CO.UK

17. GET A SUIT

MONEY NO OBJECT 
LASER FITTING
At Tailor Made you’re 
measured in ten 
seconds, with a 3D body 
scanner taking reference 
points accurate to within 
1/10 of a mm. 
FROM £885, 

TAILORMADELONDON.COM

ON A BUDGET
CREATE YOUR OWN
Provide measurements 
online and Asuitthatfits.
com will knock you up a 
very reasonable whistle.
FROM £289, ASUITTHATFITS.COM

MONEY NO OBJECT
CHUUK LAGOON
About 1,800km north-east of New Guinea, this contains the barnacled 
remnants of 70 wrecks from the Imperial Japanese fleet, sunk 
during 1944’s Operation Hailstone. There’s a lifetime of diving here.
TRUK-LAGOON.COM

ON A BUDGET
GOOGLE UNDERWATER STREET VIEW
Not quite so impressive as the above, but considerably less costly.
FREE, GOOGLE.CO.UK/EARTH/EXPLORE/SHOWCASE/OCEAN.HTML

 14. Launch
a drone 
strike
MONEY NO OBJECT
BUY ACTUAL DRONE
The Boeing Phantom 
Eye is a spy plane that 
can fly for four days on 
one tank of liquid 
hydrogen. The Boeing 
Long-Range Strike-B 
Heavy Bomber is 
intended to replace 
stealth bombers, will 
be able to carry nukes, 
and should arrive by 
the mid 2020s. Start 
saving today!
£500 MILLION, BOEING.COM

ON A BUDGET
BUY AR DRONE
Prefer to limit your 
invasions to your 
next-door neighbour’s 
garden? Parrot’s A.R. 
Drone 2.0 can’t carry 
any kind of killer 
payload, but it can 
record 720p HD 
footage, all whilst 
being controlled via 
your smartphone or 
tablet’s screen. 
£300, PARROT.COM 

18. SELF PUBLISH A BOOK 

MONEY NO OBJECT  
GROSVENOR HOUSE
Have your book printed and published. 
Could get a tad costly if you require many 
more than the five copies included in the price.
FROM £795, GROSVENORHOUSEPUBLISHING.CO.UK

ON A BUDGET AMAZON
Create a Kindle ebook in five minutes. It’ll be on 
Amazon the next day, earning you royalties. 
FREE, KDP.AMAZON.COM
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12. STAY IN A 
HIGH-TECH HOTEL

MONEY NO OBJECT
EVENTI HOTEL, NYC
Check in and pick from 
the mini bar of top tech, 
from MacBook Pros to 
GoPro cams and tablets. 
Speedy internet 
guaranteed.
$349 PER NIGHT, EVENTIHOTEL.COM

ON A BUDGET 
CITIZEN M, LONDON
This trendy Bankside 
boutique hotel comes 
with a Samsung Galaxy 
Tab in every room.
£184 PER NIGHT, CITIZENM.COM

13. BECOME  
A SLACKTIVIST

MONEY NO OBJECT  
TWITTER REVOLUTION
Create a hashtag and 
change the world from 
your smartphone. No 
retweets? You can buy 
fake followers, but 
expect to be found out.
FIVE DAILY FOLLOWERS FOR £19 

PER MONTH, FASTFOLLOWERZ.COM

ON A BUDGET
LOBBY YOUR MP
Get your local MP to do 
the hard work for you. 
Find their address at…
WRITETOTHEM.COM



LIVE ON 
THE EDGE

Climb a
mountain
MONEY NO OBJECT 

AMA DABLAM, SOUTH WEST RIDGE

Far from the hardest of the 
Himalayan mountains, but one of 

the more technical, this is a worthy 
climb by anyone’s standards, with 

a summit at 6,856m.
£5,000, JAGGED-GLOBE.CO.UK

ON A BUDGET 
INDOOR CLIMBING

Yes, you too can experience 
the thrills of scaling a large 
wall in a leisure centre. You 

can rent all the gear, and 
you’ll be pulling on plastic in 

minutes. A great workout, too.
FROM £10, THEBMC.CO.UK

19

We’ve  
done it!
MARK MAYNE, 
EDITOR, T3.COM 
I CLIMBED MOUNT MERA, 
ALL 6,654M OF IT AND WAS 
TREATED TO STUNNING 
VIEWS OF EVEREST, DURING 
A THREE-WEEK EXPEDITION 
INTO THE KHUMBU REGION 
OF NEPAL. I OVERCAME 
ALTITUDE SICKNESS, BUT 
GAINED A LIFETIME 
AVERSION TO BHAT DAL 
– LENTIL CURRY AND RICE.





MONEY NO OBJECT 
GET BEHIND THE WHEEL

If you fancy power-sliding, 
souped-up rides through 
mud-encrusted woodlands, try 
the Silverstone Rally experience 
day. Get behind the wheel and 
drive it like you stole it.
£159, SILVERSTONE.CO.UK/EXPERIENCES

ON A BUDGET
WATCH THE EXPERTS DO IT

Britain’s hosting one stage of the 
World Rally Championship this 
year, in Wales from November 14- 
17. Caution: if you don’t stay alert 
you may end up wearing a car.
FREE, WRC.COM

20. Go rally driving

We’ve 
done it!
LUKE PETERS, 
T3 EDITOR
RALLY CAR DRIVING IS AS 
MUCH ABOUT IGNORING 
COMMON SENSE AS IT IS 
ABOUT MASTERING THE 
ART OF THE POWER-SLIDE. 
KEEPING THE PEDAL TO 
THE METAL WHILE THE CAR 
HANGS IN MID-AIR GOES 
AGAINST EVERY NEURAL 
MESSAGE YOUR BRAIN 
FIRES TO YOUR FOOT. IT’S 
FAST, DANGEROUS AND 
INCREDIBLY GOOD FUN.

HAVE E-SEX

MONEY NO OBJECT
LOVE PALZ  
A leader in the field of 
“teledildonics”, 
LovePalz sells the Zeus 
and the Hera: a 
remote-control vibrator 
and a silicon vagina, to 
be blunt. It’s the future 
of distance romance!
$189 EACH, LOVEPALZ.COM

ON A BUDGET 
SNAPCHAT
Take a saucy pic and 
send it to your loved 
one. It will self-delete 
in one to ten seconds. 
FREE, IOS, ANDROID, SNAPCHAT.COM

22. DIGITISE 
YOUR MUSIC

MONEY NO OBJECT
GET A SERVER
Compress your library 
with a lossless codec, 
then store it on a RAID 
hard drive. The Promise 
Pegasus R6, for instance, 
has 12TB of capacity.
£1,749, PROMISE.COM

ON A BUDGET
GOOGLE MUSIC
Listen to 20,000 songs 
from your library 
anywhere, plus access to 
millions more tunes.
£8 PER MONTH,  

MUSIC.GOOGLE.COM

ON A BUDGET 
BOOST ONLINE 
PRIVACY
Use a browser with Do 
Not Track and wipe EXIF 
data from photographs 
before sharing them.
DONOTTRACK.US

24. GO “OFF THE GRID”

MONEY NO OBJECT 
DEAL ONLY IN CASH
Cut all social network ties 
and completely stop 
online shopping. If you 
must, order to PO boxes.
FROM £15 A YEAR, 

PAYASYOUGOPOST.COM

ON A BUDGET 
START A WEB SHOW
Livestream lets anyone 
broadcast live shows, 
embedding the feed on 
any website. Our idea? 
Big Brother, with cats.
FREE, NEW.LIVESTREAM.COM

25. LAUNCH YOUR OWN TV CHANNEL

MONEY NO OBJECT 
BUY A YOUVIEW  
IP CHANNEL
YouView is due to open 
up slots so anyone with  
the resources can  
begin broadcasting. 
£50,000, YOUVIEW.COM

Hack a website 
MONEY NO OBJECT  
JOIN ANONYMOUS
The cost is your time and the price could be a  
spell in prison. Still interested? Hackivist groups 
Anonymous and LulzSec have members across  
the globe. There’s no membership fee; you just 
have to prove your skill.
4CHAN.ORG

ON A BUDGET 
HACK LEGALLY
Be a handy hacker; help people tell if their  
website’s vulnerable to attack. 
HACKTHISSITE.ORG

26. Shoot a gun 
MONEY NO OBJECT 
PRO TRAINING 

Set in 20 acres near Hartlepool, 
the Associated Risks Group has 
two indoor ranges, an 80m 
outdoor one and a driving circuit. 
£650, ASSOCIATEDRISKSGROUP.COM

ON A BUDGET 
PAINTBALLING IN THE MIDLANDS

A minimum of ten people can 
learn how to fire a pistol, storm 
buildings like a SWAT team and 
“clear a bomb-making factory.” 
Ultimate force! Minimal cost!
£60, ULTIMATE-ACTIVITYCOMPANY.CO.UK

23
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FALL FROM
THE SKY

29. GO TO SPACE

MONEY NO OBJECT
VIRGIN GALACTIC 
Join the 600 who 
already have a seat on 
Branson’s sub-orbital 
flights. Book now and 
get six seats for the 
price of five – no joke. 
$250,000, VIRGINGALACTIC.COM

ON A BUDGET 
CELESTRON CGE 
PRO 1100HD
Gaze longingly at 
space from Earth with 
this digital telescope.
£7,699, CELESTRON.UK.COM

28. TECH-PIMP  
YOUR RIDE

MONEY NO OBJECT
INTEGRATE YOUR IPAD 
The new Ranger Rover 
features not only iPad 
holders attached to the 
restraint posts but also  
a throbbing, 380W 
Meridian Sound System. 
FROM £71,310, LANDROVER.COM

ON A BUDGET 
JUST STICK IT ON
The iGrip Windshield 
tablet holder will sucker 
your tablet to any car.
£30, HALFORDS.COM

MONEY NO OBJECT 
A ZERO-G FLIGHT
No need to travel to 
space to experience 
weightlessness. A 
converted Boeing 727 
doing choreographed 
parabolic arcs has the 
same effect: floating, 
otherworldly nausea.
£3,850, GOLDENMOMENTS.COM

ON A BUDGET
START THE FANS
Float and do airborn 
flips in an indoor wind 
tunnel. There are Airkix 
Indoor Diving centres in 
Milton Keynes, 
Basingstoke, and 
Manchester. 
FROM £30, AIRKIX.COM

30
Experience zero-gravity
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32. BE BIONIC

MONEY NO OBJECT 
CYBERDYNE HAL-5 
Powered exoskeleton 
suit used to aid rescue 
workers, it gifts the user 
five times their normal 
strength. In Japan you 
can rent it for home use.
$2,000 PER MONTH, CYBERDYNE.JP

ON A BUDGET
ADULT POWERISERS 
Don these turbo stilts 
and leap up to two 
metres in the air, or take 
three-metre strides. 
FROM £179, SKATEHUT.CO.UK

31. BECOME  
A PRO GAMER 

MONEY NO OBJECT
JOIN TEAM DIGNITAS
This UK team is split 
into genres, from FIFA 
experts to fighters, 
drivers and Starcraft II 
pros. No joining fee, 
but you will need to 
give up the day job.
TEAM-DIGNITAS.ORG

ON A BUDGET
EA SPORTS ARENA
Play Xbox/PS3 titles 
online and win ££££s!
EASPORTS.COM/ARENA

33. FIND YOUR 
ANCESTORS

MONEY NO OBJECT 
BE AN HEIR HUNTER
Quit the day job and 
become a genealogy 
detective, using the 
web and your wits to 
trace the beneficiaries 
of unclaimed fortunes, 
for a reasonable cut.
HEIRHUNTERS.ORG.UK

ON A BUDGET 
WEB RESEARCH
Birth and death records 
and more are here…
£13 PER MONTH, ANCESTRY.CO.UK

TECH BUCKET LIST

27
Parachute 

down (and up)
MONEY NO OBJECT

HELI-SKIING

Is there anything cooler than 
taking a chopper to the top of a 

mountain in Alaska? Yes: jumping 
out and skiing down.

£2,850, PUREPOWDER.COM

ON A BUDGET
 PARAGLIDING

A tandem flight means someone 
else has the responsibility of 
keeping you aloft, so you can 

concentrate on not screaming.
£150, ACTIVEEDGE.CO.UK

34. Be in a computer game 
MONEY NO OBJECT 
BUILD A HOUSE IN 
MINECRAFT
This will cost time: lots of 
it. Recreating your home 
is a painstaking process, 
but you can add traps 
and puzzles that would 
be impractical in your 
actual domicile.
£15, MINECRAFT.NET

ON A BUDGET 
CREATE A FIFA PLAYER
“Game Face” lets you 
upload a selfie and have it 
mapped to your in-game 
avatar. Got a common 
surname? Martin Tyler 
will scream at you when 
you miss a sitter.
FREE, EASPORTS.COM

We’ve done it!
T3 DID THIS: LITTLEBIGPLANET PS VITA
FOR THE RELEASE OF SONY’S HANDHELD PLATFORMER, WE 
HOOKED UP WITH DEVELOPER TARSIER STUDIOS TO GET OUR 
OWN LEVEL CONSTRUCTED. T3’S TECH FACTORY OF FUN TOPPED 
THE GAME’S TRENDING CHART IN ITS FIRST WEEK. W00T!



37. BUILD YOUR 
OWN RACE CAR 

MONEY NO OBJECT
CATERHAM 7 620R 
This 500kg kit car hits 
60mph in 2.8 seconds. 
FROM £49,995,  

UK.CATERHAMCARS.COM

ON A BUDGET
RED BULL SOAPBOX
Build a self-powered 
vehicle and be judged on 
its speed and creativity. 
FREE, SOAPBOX.REDBULL.CO.UK

35. MAKE A GAME

MONEY NO OBJECT
OPEN A GAME STUDIO 
This is time consuming, 
but downloading a game 
engine such as Torque 
3D, will speed it up. 
ART PACKS AND KITS $10-$500, 

GARAGEGAMES.COM

ON A BUDGET
CREATE AN APP GAME
Develop games without 
any coding knowledge.
$60, APPGAMEKIT.COM

MONEY NO OBJECT 
COMPLETE THE RACE
Fancy yourself as a bit 
of a Froome? Cycle the 
Tour De France route – 
no, not during the 
actual Tour. There’s full 
bike support and luxury 
hotels in which to bathe 
away those aches, pains 
and broken collar bones.
$5,599, TREKTRAVEL.COM

ON A BUDGET 
RIDE THE FIRST STAGE
The 2014 Tour will start 
in Yorkshire. Check out 
the route online, saddle 
up and hit the road.
LETOUR.YORKSHIRE.COM

36. INVENT!

MONEY NO OBJECT
KICKSTARTER
Follow in the footsteps 
of Ouya and Pebble 
and raise millions. 
5% COMMISSION,  

KICKSTARTER.COM

ON A BUDGET 
ENTER DRAGONS’ DEN
Convince a Dragon to 
invest and get help 
making your idea real. 
FREE, BBC.CO.UK/DRAGONSDEN

Land a Boeing 747 
MONEY NO OBJECT
BUY YOUR OWN PLANE

Want to arrive in style like Travolta? You can purchase used 
747s online, but if you’re thinking of splashing the cash, 
remember to put aside extra for general repairs and licenses 
– even a light-aircraft license requires 45 hours flying.
AROUND $20 MILLION, ASO.COM

ON A BUDGET 
PILOT A SIMULATOR

Experience the stress of landing a plane, with realistic 
cockpit and controls, but without the risk of pressing the 
wrong button and crashing your $20m jet into a cliff.
£65, 747SIMULATOR.CO.UK

38. Ride the Tour

43. SPEED UP YOUR SMARTPHONE

MONEY NO OBJECT 
ROOT IT
To rid your smartphone of 
unwanted apps and skins at 
speed, get SuperOneClick. It 
voids your warranty, so there 
is some potential cost 
involved. Also see p84.
FREE, SUPERONECLICKDOWNLOAD.COM

ON A BUDGET 
INSTALL A SKIN
There are many to choose 
from on Android, and they’re 
mostly free. They’re also a lot 
less potentially costly and 
irreversible than going down 
the smartphone rooting path.
FROM FREE, GOOGLE PLAY

42. BECOME AN 
OLYMPIAN

MONEY NO OBJECT  
ON AN OLYMPIC-
GRADE TRACK BIKE
Want to impress? Try the 
Fuji Track Elite. It’s built 
for the track – ie: it has 
no brakes.
£4,000, EVANSCYCLES.COM

ON A BUDGET
RIDE THE VELODROME
From March 2014, the 
track Chris Hoy won  
gold on at London’s 
Olympic Games will be 
open to the public, as  
will the BMX track. 
FROM £16 PER HOUR, BIKE HIRE 

£10, VISITLEEVALLEY.ORG.UK

40. BECOME A 
BITCOIN TYCOON

MONEY NO OBJECT 
MINE BITCOINS 
For every block mined 
you get 25 Bitcoins, 
today worth around 
£1,875. Don’t have the 
computing power or 
patience? Take out a 
mining contract and pay 
to make use of powerful 
ASICS servers.
FROM $125, MINERLEASE.COM

ON A BUDGET 
BUY A BITCOIN
Buy coins now, hang on 
to them and sell when 
the moment’s right.
£75 PER COIN, BITBARGAIN.CO.UK

41. BUILD YOUR 
OWN APP 

MONEY NO OBJECT 
LEARN TO CODE 
Decoded runs 
workshops teaching 
the basics of coding in 
a one-day session (9am 
to 6pm) in London. 
£750, DECODED.CO

ON A BUDGET
APP BUILDING ONLINE
The App Builder has 
created over 200,000 
apps for online, iPhone 
and Android using 
simple templates and 
it’s pretty damn cheap. 
WEB APPS FREE, MOBILE FROM $30 

PER MONTH, THEAPPBUILDER.COM

39
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HUNT 
FOR
FOOD

44
Go high-tech fishing  

MONEY NO OBJECT 
SPEARFISH IN AUSTRALIA

It’s like shooting fish in a barrel, except your 
barrel is the Sydney coastline and your gun 

fires spears. Australia’s fish average 
between 5kg and 25kg, so netting a 

monster’s highly likely. 
$250 PER DAY, SPEARFISHINGCHARTERS.COM.AU

ON A BUDGET 
CATCH CHURCHILL’S TROUT

Visit Blenheim Palace, birthplace of Winston 
Churchill and, as well as marvelling at 

Capability Brown’s landscaped parkland, 
you can go trout and coarse fishing,  

keeping what you catch.
£180, BLENHEIMPALACE.COM





MONEY NO OBJECT 
BUY A TANK

Got a big garden? You can buy  
a tank online and have it shipped 
to the UK. You will have to 
decommission it – drilling large 
holes into the gun barrel will do 
the trick – before you bring it back 
to Blighty. You know how people 
get a bit funny about these things.
£20,000, MORTARINVESTMENTS.EU

ON A BUDGET 
BE PATTEN FOR THE DAY

Tanks A-Lot – take a minute to 
appreciate that pun – lets you 
patrol their dedicated wasteland  
in Northamptonshire in British 
Army Chieftains and Soviet TS2s. 
They also run kid’s parties.
£245, TANKS-ALOT.CO.UK

Drive a tank; blow sh*t up 

Golf like a pro
MONEY NO OBJECT 
PLAY AUGUSTA NATIONAL
You can’t rock up and play the home of 
the US Masters, you have to be invited 
by a member. However, though costly, 
membership nets you a green blazer.
ESTIMATED $30,000, MASTERS.COM

ON A BUDGET
PLAY CELTIC MANOR
The Welsh aren’t picky; they’ll let 
anyone play their top golf course, venue 
of the 2010 Ryder Cup. Located just 
outside Cardiff, it’s also a five-star hotel. 
FROM £99, GOLFBREAKS.CO.UK

48. LAUNCH A 
FASHION LABEL

MONEY NO OBJECT 
DESIGN YOUR OWN
Got skills and raw 
materials? Sell your 
couture on the eBay of 
craft and make money 
from your collection.
$0.20 PER ITEM PLUS 3.5% 

COMMISSION, ETSY.COM

ON A BUDGET 
CUSTOMISE OTHERS’
Style your own NikeiD 
trainers; choose clashing 
colours for an edgy look.
FROM £80, NIKE.COM/GB

47. GET A ROBOT 
BUTLER/MAID

MONEY NO OBJECT 
BEER-POURING ’BOT 
Cornell Uni researchers 
have developed a robot 
that uses sensors to 
predict your actions 
and complete 120 tasks 
including pouring beer.
£POA, CORNELL.EDU

ON A BUDGET 
IROBOT BRAAVA
A robot vacuum and 
mop, in one. Not yet 
able to pour a pint.
£200, IROBOT.COM

ON A BUDGET 
HEAD TO THE PARK
Model Rockets offers kits for all skill 
levels; we favour the Supersonic SLS 
Jaguar or Estes’ Mean Machine, which 
stands 2m high on its launchpad.
FROM £15, MODELROCKETS.CO.UK

MONEY NO OBJECT
HEAD TO THE STATES
Want a front-row seat at a lift-off  
from Canaveral or Kennedy? A slew of  
“Let’s Do Launch!” hotel packages are 
available at Space Coast Launches… 
FROM $189 PER NIGHT, SPACECOASTLAUNCHES.COM 

50. VISIT A ROCKET LAUNCH 

MONEY NO OBJECT
GIVE UP WORK AND BE 
A SUPER BLOGGER
A successful, original, 
well-written blog can be 
enough to earn you 
decent money from book 
deals and/or megabucks 
from advertising. Pro tip: 
add YouTube-linked 
video content as well. 
TUMBLR.COM

ON A BUDGET
START A SUCCESSFUL 
TWITTER FEED
If you get enough 
followers, book deals 
may follow. You can also 
be paid for “shout-outs” 
for other products and 
feeds, though this might 
cheapen your brand a tad 
in some readers’ eyes.
TWITTER.COM

49. BE A WEB SENSATION 

We’ve done it!
ROB TEMPLE, WRITER
I STARTED THE @SOVERYBRITISH 
COMEDY FEED IN DECEMBER 2012, 
WITH ABOUT 8-10 POSTS A DAY. BY 
JANUARY IT HAD AROUND 100,000 FOLLOWERS LEADING TO 
A FIVE-WAY AUCTION FOR BOOK RIGHTS. IT’S JUST JOKES. NO 
RETWEETS, NO ADVERTS, NO INTERACTION. JUST REMEMBER 
WHAT YOU’RE “SELLING”, BE CONSISTENT AND HAVE A 
STRONG LOGO. VERY BRITISH PROBLEMS £12.99, OUT OCTOBER
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ICE-AGE 
SHAVER
There are cool gadgets… And 
then there are gadgets that 
literally have a fridge in them

YOUR MONTHLY EXISTENCE ENHANCER

There have been hundreds of tech 
advancements to help make shaving less of a 
pain but have any been as impressive as what’s 
in the Braun CoolTec? Y’see, this brand new 
shaver, six years in the making, contains a 
cooling element based on heat-pump tech 
used in spacecraft. Whether you find it 

reduces your irritation or not – independent 
skin-boffins quoted by Braun say it surely does 
– the way the cool bar on this thing hits near 
freezing point within seconds of being turned 
on is deeply impressive and feels rather lovely. 
It’s also shower-proof, chic and – aha ha ha! 
– effortlessly cool. £200, braun.co.uk

This month...

HOW TO
MASTER ARCHERY! GET 

PURE ANDROID ON YOUR 
PHONE! P84

OBSESSION: 
CIRCUIT-
BENDING

TAKE TO YOUR GEEK-
SHED, SOLDERING IRON 

IN HAND P85

TECH DAD
EVERYTHING THE JUNIOR 

FROOME NEEDS P86

TEST: 
KETTLES

CAN A WATER-BOILER 
REALLY BE WORTH £100+? 

P87 

UPGR ADE
CUT A DASH WHILE OUT 

ON A DASH (WE MEAN 
RUNNING) P90

PULSE
GRIDIRON TAKES 

WEMBLEY, WE GO FISHIN’. 
ALSO HUNTIN’ P91

HOME
THE ULTIMATE KITCHEN… 

AND THIS TIME WE REALLY 
MEAN IT P95

DRIVE
MERC’S E63 AMG 

HOOLIGAN-SALOON. 
SMART’S E-MOPED OF 

THE FUTURE P96

WHAT’S THE SCIENCE?

PRESSURE AND THE CUTTING BLADE 
ON AN ELECTRIC SHAVER CAN CAUSE 
MICROLESIONS, DRYNESS, REDNESS 
AND A FEELING OF HEAT
IN THE COOLTEC, THERMO 
ELECTRIC COOLING MOVES HEAT 
AWAY FROM A BAR BETWEEN THE 
BLADES TO AN INTERIOR TANK
AS A RESULT THE BAR RAPIDLY 
COOLS. SENSORS ENSURE IT 
DOESN’T GO BELOW ZERO, SO YOUR 
FACE DOESN’T GET FROSTBITE

ffff
yyyy
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TECHQUATION
Make the school run less painful

BE A BOWMAN
Michael Peart, former national champ  

and Archery GB paralympic coach gets arch

1/ Find your local club at archerygb.org. It costs 
about £60 a year for facilities and equipment loans. 

2/ Stand side-on to the target, feet shoulder-
width apart. Right-handers, hold the bow in your 

left hand and draw back the string with your right, 
with index finger above the arrow, the rest below.
3/ Raise your hands to shoulder height, draw the 

string back so your hand’s under your chin, the 
string by your nose. Breathe in at the start of the 
shot, let half your breath out as you draw back.
4/ Don’t open your fingers; relax them so the 

string is pulled from them – it’s more accurate.
5/ Think what’s beyond your target, as bows 

shoot over 500m nowadays and manslaughter is 
technically illegal in the UK.

GET PURE ANDROID ON 
YOUR HTC ONE

Turn your One into a Google Edition

1/ Back up everything.
2/ Root your phone using the tool you’ll find here: 

bit.ly/XoikfI. Nab the stock Android ROM from 
bit.ly/1crz5jY. Now you’re laughing: with pure 

Android your handset will run faster, and you’ll 
have more space as HTC’s bloatware is gone.

3/ Remember that rooting your phone voids your 
warranty, and you do so at your own risk. 

4/ Plan B: Don’t fancy ROM-fiddling? Install 
Nova Launcher from Google Play, and select it as 
your launcher, choosing the “always use” option 

to save going through this every time.
5/ Once Nova Launcher is on there, you can 

personalise your device to your heart’s content. 
It isn’t exactly like pure Android, but it’s about as 

close as you’ll get without rooting your phone.

COOK A HOG ROAST
Gary Thompson of Big Roast (bigroast.com) squeals like a pig. Squeal, Gary!

1/ Think about how many people you’re feeding. Your standard hog weighs about 55kg and does about 100 
portions. A spit-roast does about 50 servings and is better for smaller events.

2/ Any butcher should be able to sell you a 55kg hog for about £200 – it’s great value.
3/ Don’t cook it with the head on unless you want to scare the kids. 

4/ Take a sharp knife and score the skin to get some good crackling. Just cut the skin lightly.
5/ Get a gas-fired hog machine (from around £1,500 or hire for a couple of hundred quid). Cook your porker  

on a steady heat for half an hour and it should start to sweat. Give it a coating of salt, then let it go for  
about another five and a half hours.

6/ Crackling should just fall off. Serve the meat in a bun with apple sauce – the backside and shoulders  
are the meatiest bits. There you go; bon appetit!

 
I TRIED THIS! 
Duncan Bell, operations editor
THIS ARRIVED JUST IN TIME TO SAVE 
ME FROM THE HEATWAVE. SETUP IS 
EASY, ALTHOUGH IT MUST BE SAID 
IT’S ONLY REALLY “PORTABLE” IN  
THE SENSE OF HAVING WHEELS ON  
IT, AS IT’S ABOUT THE SIZE OF A VERY 
FAT CHILD OR A SMALL FRIDGE. IT 
GOT MY BEDROOM DOWN TO A VERY 
ACCEPTABLE CHILL WITH JUST A FEW 
HOURS OF USE, DESPITE THE 
BALCONY BEING HOT ENOUGH TO  
FRY EGGS ON. THE RISING AND FALLING 
LOUVRE IS RATHER HYPNOTIC, TOO.

Portable air-con unit moves and filters 305m² to 386m² of 
air per hour, cooling or heating it as appropriate, with an 

auto function maintaining your desired temperature. This 
one is rated at 9BTU; a 12BTU version is also available if 

you actually live somewhere hot. £350, johnlewis.com

POWER-UP OF THE MONTH 
Electrolux EXP09HN1WI portable air conditioner 

TOOL OF THE MONTH

WORX HANDY CUT 310W 
This is a circular saw that easily fits in and can be used with one hand, which is 

quite an achievement of miniaturization. The Handy Cut will cleave tiles, stone,  
brick and more, and is a doddle to manoeuvre. £90, diy.com

Live Traffic Info
Check the traffic 
before you set off

Free, iOS

Toshiba Excite Pure
Ten-inch Android tablet 
doesn’t break the bank

£249, toshiba.co.uk

1stfone
Only lets little ’uns call 

predetermined numbers
£55, 1stfone.myownfone.com

Your child has no worries… 
Except for overly  
aggressive dinner  

ladies, maybe
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Life lessons; soldering school TECHlife

IONOBSESS
 KING OF...

COME THEBE �

GET BENT!

#26 With the self-explanatory Modified Toy 

CIRCUIT BENDING
Orchestra (modifiedtoyorchestra.com)

1/ Open your toy. It’s preferable to use battery-
powered ones as the risk of death is lower.

Take basic electrroonic tnic tooyyss and music 2/ First, as the toy is playing, touch the  and musicaal widgl widgetets and maks and makee t thhemem   circuit board with a probe till you find sweet 
into concert- and rnd reecordicordingng--rready soundeady sound--makmakeersrs, fr, from funom funkkyy   spots where the original sound changes. 
basses to producers oucers of ef exxttrreme eleceme electtrronic noionic noise tse teerrorrror…… Mark them with a indelible pen.

3/ Get busy with your potentiometers and 
switches: join together some of the “bends” 

you’ve found to explore what can happen 
when a connection or variable resistance is 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED… placed between them.
4/ There’s a few good websites, forums and 

guides online. Try anti-theory.com from 
Reed Ghazala, “the father of circuit bending.” 
We also recommend casperelectronics.com, 

which has pics of loads of toys, indicating 
where their bends are.

ffff iiii
yyyy

BEBESTST T TOOYYSS   
FOFORR B BEENNDINGDING

SSPPEEAAKK N S N SPPEELLLLLL
““AA C CLLAASSSSIICC!! G GOO  TTO O AA L LOOCCAAL CARBOOT 

1/ 1  Illuminated MirrIlluminated Mirror or 4/ 4/ Bosch PMBosch PMF 190 E h PMF 190 E AANND BD BUUY Y A/ ANNYYTTHHIINNG TG THHAAT MT AKES A 

prprobe obe LetsLets yyouou look look Oscillating multi-tool Oscillating multi-toti-tool GOODGOOD S SOOUNDUND.. OLDE OLDERR I ISS BE TTER AS ool 
inside every nook and slices through electronics nicss NNEEWWEER TOR TOYSYS’ C’ COOMMPPOONNENTS CAN BE s
cranny of your project, casings like butter. £65, AA N NIIGHTMGHTMAARRE TO SE TO SOOLLDER.” 

even in its casing. £29, bosch-pt.com CACASSIIO SO SKK--1 1 

uk.rs-online.com ““PPLLAAYYIINNG LG LIIVVEE, W, WE UE USE A MOD OF 

5/ Weller soldering THETHE O ORRGGAAN SN SOOUUNNDD FROM THIS TO 

2/ Humanscale Element station An entry-level PPRRODUCODUCEE A A TH THICKICK, SNARLING BASS, 

Disc Beautiful task model, but has a pro-stylee PPLLUSUS A C A CAASSIIOO S SAA1 BASS PRESET 

light offers seven levels temperature control. £98,  WWITITHH A D A DIISTSTOORRTTION MOD AS OUR 

of dimmability and uk.rs-online.com TTWWOO M MAINAIN B BASASS SOUNDS.”

auto switch-off. $385, PERCUSPERCUSSIOSIONN TOYS

humanscale.com Please note: Modified “Y“YOU’OU’DD  BEBE S SURPRISED HOW MUCH 

Toy Orchestra do not LOWLOW--ENENDD C CAN COME FROM A SMALL, 

3/ Low-voltage probe endorse any of the above, PINNKK, P, PLLAASSTIC DRUM ONCE YOU’VE 

For probing low voltages. preferring second-hand or BENT IT AND ADDED AN AUDIO OUT.”

£4.65, uk.rs-online.com home-built tools. So there.
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CYCLE SIDEKICKS
Essential accessories for two-wheeled safety

Kiddimoto Helmet
Protect young bonces with a natty, 
skate-style padded lid for kids aged 
two and up. £25, kiddimoto.co.uk

Knog Frog Strobe LED Twinpack
Stay visible: slap on a pair of these 
funky, easy-to-fit rubberised LED 
flashers. £17.50, wiggle.co.uk

Altura Sprint Children’s Gloves
Finally, keep those precious hands 
free of gravelly bits with a decent 
pair of padded mitts. £8, zyro.co.uk

TECHlife

WORDS DEREK ADAMS

1/ GT Performer 20 This may not be the most 
efficient form of transport for crossing postcodes, but 
with no gears, only one brake and a low-set saddle,  
it is the coolest way to get around – and trounces 
the opposition in the tricks arena. GT’s been in the 
BMX freestyle game since 1980 and the latest in its 
long-running, one-size-fits-all Performer series is 
a blinged-to-the-nines head-turner decked out in 
gorgeous black and gold. £369, gtbicycles.com

2/ Scott Speedster JR 24 Regular Tour de France 
team Scott is the only top-drawer manufacturer to 
produce a proper 16-speed, drop-handlebar road bike 
for kids (15+). This aluminium beaut is equipped with 
24-inch wheels – adult road bikes use 27-inchers – 
and a smorgasbord of tantalisingly hip components 
from Shimano, Alex and Ritchey. It rides like the 
wind and holds its resale value much better than  
a cheap, heavy clunker. £649, scott-sports.com

THE TECH: GT Performer 20
1/ Tough enough
The 20 has a bomb-proof, chromoly frame, 
tapered Hi-Ten forks, 20-inch wheels and foot 
pegs for performing  balletic icepicks and the like.

2/ Bling bling
But no “brrring brring” – there’s no bell. With 
all that gold on show, this stunning street steed 
is designed for just one thing: kudos points. 
Cool kids aged ten and up, sign on here…

THE TECH: Scott Speedster JR 24
1/ Weightless flight
Most kids’ bikes are hefty beasts but here, 
double-butted, 6061 aluminium tubing helps 
bring the weight down to a respectable 8.3kg. 
Hence it’s faster, quicker to accelerate and less 
tiring to ride for long distances.

2/ Nifty shifter
With 16 gears, the Speedster is equipped for 
blatting along the flat and climbing mountains. 
Like its grown-up stablemates, the bike’s gears 
are changed with simple sideways flicks of 
changers on the brake levers.

BIKER 
GROVE
Get junior into the saddle with  
wheels and kit for teens to toddlers

Ridgeback MX20
This sleek, well-built, mini  
off-roader features chunky,  
20-inch knobblies, efficient 
V-brakes and terrain-forgiving 
RST front suspension. It’s as sure 
footed as a mountain goat and has 
enough gears (six) for seven-to-
nine-year-olds to keep up with 
older siblings. Hopefully. The 
MX20, available with a choice of 
12-, 14-, 16- and 20-inch wheels, is 
also a very cool option for urban 
streets. £230, ridgeback.co.uk

Specialized Hotrock 12
Suitable for five- to six-year-olds, 
the Hotrock comes replete with 
fat, grippy tyres, a relatively light, 
aluminium frame, big flat pedals 
and removable stabilizers. Very 
young children often have trouble 
using brake levers, so Specialized 
has equipped the 2014 model  
with a rear coaster, back-pedalling 
brake. It removes the chance of  
an over-the-bars moment and 
doesn’t require any fiddly 
adjustments. £150, specialized.co.uk

Bobike Mini Classic
And finally, if your child is too 
young to even know how to 
disassemble a Derailleur, this 
comfy, front-mounted, click-and-
go seat will at least give them 
a vicarious introduction to the 
pleasures of cycling. Just the ticket 
for travelling sprogs aged nine 
months to three years, it comes 
with a full shoulder harness, a 
back rest and foot straps, and 
won’t get in the way of your arms 
or knees. £60, madison.co.uk

…AND FOR YOUNGER CYCLISTS
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TECHlifeKids’ bikes, adults’ toys

TESTLIFE GEAR ON TECH TRIAL

1/ Bodum Bistro There’s nothing that Bodum 
can’t make nicer by making it a cool colour 
(green or off white) and putting nobbles on it. 
This boils up to 1.5l a little slower than the 
rest, but it’s the low-quality sprung lid action 
that counts against it in this exalted company. 
£45, bodum.co.uk 3/5

2/ Kenwood kMix Jug As used by David 
Cameron no less, this has a more subtle shape 
than the Bodum and the best lid action on 
test, in terms of speed and wideness. Capacity 
is 1.6l, for some reason pricing varies by 
colour; 11 options are available.
From £40 to £55, kenwood.co.uk 4/5

3/ KitchenAid Artisan Beats Heston’s rival 
super-spendy model on looks and noise but then 
pours cold water on its chances with a fiddly 
lid that doesn’t open fully when you press the 
button and can be a bugger to close. The sliding 
temperature control is SO sweet, though. 
£120, kitchenaid.co.uk 3/5

4/ Sage by Heston Blumenthal Smart This 
microprocessor controlled über-kettle with 
temperature settings from 80º to 100ºC has a 
really quite majestic, if slightly slow, lid action 
and a keep-warm function. Pretty much the 
dog’s bollocks, water-heating-wise.
£100, sageappliances.co.uk 4/5

Hario Technika 2-cup Japanese coffee 
maker produces great results, resembles  

chemistry lesson. £80, hario.co.uk

Umbra Buddy Tea-infusing man hangs 
on your mug, dispersing tea flavouring 

from his steel legs. £10, umbra.com

Graef MS61 Double-walled electric 
milk frother for all you cappuccino 

lovers. £70, graef.co.uk

ACCESSORIES 
So you’ve boiled your water to the 

optimum temperature. What now?

DESIGNER KETTLES
Great looks, reassuringly costly price tags, all damn good  
at making cold water hot… But which of these upmarket 
versions of the kitchen essential is top boiler?

With the Sage by Heston Blumenthal, 
and KitchenAid kettles both sporting 
multiple heat settings, it’s never been 
easier to get your favoured brew, just so…
 
SAGE ADVISE FROM HESTON: “WHEN IT 
COMES TO BREWING, THE LESS OXIDISED 
TEAS LIKE GREEN AND WHITE TEAS 
RELEASE THEIR TANNINS AT A LOWER 
TEMPERATURE. IF YOU BREW TOO HOT, 
THE BITTER FLAVOURS OVERPOWER 
THE TEA. CONVERSELY, IF YOU BREW 
TOO COLD YOU DON’T RELEASE ENOUGH 
FLAVOUR. THE RIGHT BALANCE IS ALL 
ABOUT THE RIGHT TEMPERATURE.”

THE FOLLOWING ARE A GUIDE – ADJUST 
TIMINGS IF YOU LIKE TEA SO STRONG 
YOU CAN STAND A SPOON UP IN IT… 
GREEN TEA 80ºC FOR THREE MINUTES
WHITE TEA 85ºC FOR THREE MINUTES
OOLONG TEA 90ºC FOR THREE MINUTES
BLACK TEA 100ºC FOR TWO MINUTES
HERBAL TEA 100ºC FOR FOUR MINUTES

TO CLEAN A KETTLE, FILL IT TWO THIRDS 
FULL WITH A MIX OF ONE PART VINEGAR 
TO TWO PARTS WATER. RINSE OUT AND 
BOIL AGAIN WITH CLEAN WATER. RINSE.

e
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T3 PROMOTION

EE is the UK’s largest, speediest mobile broadband network, but 
with double-speed 4G and the finest handsets and innovative 
firsts on the market, it’s upping the on-the-move ante…

AS AN UPSTANDING, MULTI-TASKING 
gadget obsessive, we know you require 
blistering-paced connectivity, the widest 
range of online options and access to the 
finest hardware on a regular basis. 

Well luckily for you, EE seems to be having 
a competition with itself to see how many of 
your needs it can tick off in one fell swoop.

Having been the first to raise the 4G flag in 
the UK, EE was already our biggest and fastest 
mobile broadban d network. Now it’s raised the 
bar again, rolling out next-generation, double-
speed 4G in 20 major UK cities including 
London, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Derby, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, 
Manchester, Nottingham and Sheffield. 

“Double speed,” we hear your mobile 
and tethered devices excitedly cry, as they 
hunger for streamed HD videos and hi-res pic 
downloads? Why yes, a theoretical maximum 
top speed of 150Mbps, which doubles the 
current average to 24-30Mbps. 

We’re not talking just the best in Europe 
here – though it is. This is faster than networks 

FOUR, WHAT A SCORCHER…

in the US and Japan, and equal to South 
Korea’s finest. That’s fast, yet it’s available to 
all existing 4GEE customers for no extra cost.

There are also tailored 4G services aplenty, 
whatever your user demands: from the first 
line of pay as you go 4GEE mobile broadband 
plans, for those who like to remain contract-
free, to a range of versatile small-business 
plans for the ambitious start-up entrepreneur. 

EE isn’t just breaking new ground with 
services, it’s owning the hardware arena too 
with the Bright Box 2 for fibre broadband, 
and a line-up of the hottest new gear from 
Samsung, Nokia, Sony, HTC, Huawei and 
BlackBerry. EE’s network is also the only one 
to support 4G for the Apple iPhone 5.

We’re so enamoured with it all that as part 
of our seventh T3 Awards celebrations, we’re 
holding a special EE reader event where you 
can find out how to get more from your mobile 
and meet T3 editor Luke Peters and the team. 

Sign up now at T3.com. Like everything in 
an EE shop, tickets are sure to go fast…
FOR MORE INFO GO TO EE.CO.UK

The network was 
the first in the UK 
to offer super-fast 
4G mobile internet



THE 4G HALL OF FAME

EE INNOVATIONS

EVENT

SHARED 4GEE PLANS

EE now lets you share your 4G 
mobile data plan across up to five 

devices – all of yours plus your 
LONDON,  

  1 APPLE IPAD MINI friends’ or family members’ – with 
SEPTEMBER 25 just one great-value monthly bill. 

Smartphones, tablets and laptops 
Want to meet T3 editor Luke can all get in on the action, with 
Peters and sample the latest unlimited minutes and texts and  
in cutting-edge mobile tech, a big dollop of data.
including shortlist nominees 
from the T3 Awards? We’ll be 

bringing the T3/EE 
roadshow to London on 

September 25. See T3.com 
and our Facebook and 

Twitter feeds for full details 
and to book tickets.

TWITTER.COM/
T3DOTCOM

FACEBOOK.COM/
T3MAG

 3 BLACKBERRY Q5 T3.COM TAP TO PAY

EE and MasterCard’s Cash on Tap 
lets you pay for anything under £20 
with select Android phones at over 

230,000 outlets, from Prêt a Manger 

2 to the Post Office. The secure   SONY XPERIA SP SIM-based service keeps your details 
safe, it’s prepaid, so you can’t rack up 
unwelcome bills, and you even get a 
£10 golden hello when you sign up.

 4 SAMSUNG GALAXY S4

BRIGHT BOX 2

In association with EE’s super-fast fibre broadband 
network comes into its own with the 
plug-and-play Bright Box 2 wireless 
router, out this summer. Advanced 
AC Wi-Fi tech makes for a stronger 
signal and greater wireless speed, 
while the super-easy setup means 
surly engineers need never darken 

your hallway again. 5 HTC ONE MINI  6 HUAWEI E5776 



UPGRADE
FIX UP,

TLOOK SMAR

BLADE 
RUNNER
Turn heads as you do your daily 
10km with this sharply styled, 
ultra-modern running gear

1/ Asics lightweight 4/ Sony XBA-S65 
running backpack Lasso-style hangers 
Made from tough, light, adjust around your 
water-repellent fabric, ears for a secure fit, 
this sleek pack has all the while a weight of 10g 
ergonomic biomorphic makes them barely 
zones, hydration noticeable. Some of the 
bladders, MP3 storage best sounding sports 
and reflective bits a headphones around, they 
future-runner could also have great, next-gen 
desire. £35, asics.co.uk looks. £70, sony.co.uk

2/ Camelbak Venture 5/ UnderArmour 
…And speaking of Imminent Run Cut and 
hydration, if you find styled more like a cycling 
even a running pack top, this quarter-zip 
like the above too long-sleeve is designed to 
much encumbrance, be streamlined, but not 
maybe this dual-bottle, to the unforgiving extent 
sci-fi bum-bag will suit. of the Adizero. Again, 
Designed for longer runs, there’s plenty of reflective 
it’s got a front pocket for detail and there’s also 
your keys and phone. – yes! – “performance 
£42, camelbak.com thumb holes.” £50, 

underarmour.com
3/ Adidas Adizero 
Sprint Web If you really 6/ Adidas Springblade 
want to cut a dash, as you We were so keen to get 
dash, this superhero- our hands/feet on these, 
style gear from Adidas is we had to import ’em 
for you. With Sprint Web from the States. The 
muscle compression, main draw, of course, is ff iif ii
moisture-wicking fabric the sole “Springblades” yyyy
and excellent heat themselves. Designed to 
control, it’s serious gear return “explosive energy” LET’S OFF-ROADAD!!

for serious runners who to your run, they also WANT TO TAKE YOUR FUTURE STYLE 

are seriously in shape. make you appear to have OFF THE STREETS AND UP SOME 

Tights £48, top £42, bounded in from about DIRT TRACKS? STILL THE MOST 

adidas.co.uk 2030. £149, adidas.co.uk OUTRÉ RUNNING GEAR OF ALL IS 
THE “BAREFOOT” KIT MADE BY 
VIBRAM FIVEFINGERS AND ITS 
LONTRA SHOE IS BUILT FOR COLD 
WEATHER AND MUDDY TRAILS, 
WITH A 4MM EVA MIDSOLE, TC-1 
DURA OUTSOLE AND FLEECE 
LINING INSULATING THE FEET. AS 
EVER, THEY DO LOOK A LITTLE ODD.
£TBC, VIBRAMFIVEFINGERS.COM
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1/ American Football has always been ahead of the sport-tech curve – the NFL has been using 
replays to review on-field decisions since 1986 – and that continues with the Riddell 
Revolution IQ HITS (“Hit Impact Telemetry System”) helmet, whose battery-powered sensor 
measures the location, magnitude, direction and duration of impacts. The HITS isn’t available 
in the UK, alas, so what we have here is the Riddell 360. Designed based on data from over 1.4 
million impacts recorded by HITS, it’s the best option for your bonce. £275, riddell.com

ANY OLD 
GRIDIRON?
Yankee football hits Wembley’s turf 
this month. Wanna get involved?

AMERICAN RULES
Tech to get you in the mood for 

Minnesota Vikings vs Pittsburgh 

Steelers, September 29; Jacksonville 

Jaguars vs San Francisco 49ers, 

October 27, both at Wembley

1/ Batak Lite
Improves reaction time and hand-eye 
coordination. Basically adult Wac-A-

Mole. £3,850, batak.com

3/ JEFIT Workout app
Bulk up with hundreds of weight 
exercises from pro bodybuilders.

Free, iOS, Android, jefit.com

2/ Madden 25 
Features “the most dynamic running 
game” in the franchise to date, and 

stunning graphics. £50, easports.com
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TECHlifeCool runnings, gridiron tech

PULSE
TECH PUT THROUGH

ITS PACES THE REST  
OF THE KIT

2/ Cutters X40 Yin Yang New C-Tack 
grip material gives these receiver 

gloves supreme all-weather stickiness.  
£35, cuttersgloves.com

3/ Schutt AiR Maxx Flex Skill Schutts 
are favoured by NFL pros, with 

thermoplastic polyurethane dispersing 
energy from collisions around the 

body, without losing shape. 
£225, schuttsports.com

4/ Wilson “The Duke” The official 
NFL game ball is handmade and 

inspected by Wilson, and has been 
since 1941. £80, wilson.com

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY AND AVAILABLE FROM 
EPSPORTS.CO.UK
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LOAD OF OLD CARP
Fishing is the UK’s favourite pastime; here’s its finest tech. 
Fancy going wilder? As well as fishin’, we’re off huntin’…

fffff
yyyy

iiii

3 GREAT PLACES TO GO FISHIN’

RIVER ITCHEN, HAMPSHIRE – 
BEAUTIFUL ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE, 
CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER AND AN 
ABUNDANCE OF TROUT MAKE THIS 
CHALKSTREAM AN ANGLER’S DREAM.
DUNGENESS BEACH, KENT –
THOUGH FAMOUS FOR COD, 
DUNGENESS IS A FANTASTIC PLACE 
TO CATCH FLATFISH TOO. IT’LL 
EVEN THROW UP THE ODD BASS IN 
LATE SUMMER.
NORTH TYNE RIVER, 
NORTHUMBERLAND – HOME OF THE 
BEST SALMON FISHING IN ENGLAND, 
IT’S NOT UNKNOWN FOR ANGLERS TO 
CATCH 40LB FISH IN THE NORTH TYNE.

FISHIN’

LSE
UT THROUGH

TS PACES Fishing is 
F iFaF ncy goi

WORDS PETE DREYER 

FISHIN’ 
THE RODS 
1/ Fox Horizon XT K carp rod
An ideal rod for carp anglers looking to 
cast into deeper waters. A combination 
of a slightly stiffer-than-normal rod and 
brand new 50mm Fuji K-Series Guide 
Rings allow you to funnel the line more 
efficiently, reducing tangles and helping 
you to cast further with less effort.
£369, foxint.com 

2/ Sage Circa fly rod
At just under 57 grams, the Circa is 
more of a specialist river rod, perfect 
for fishing in small chalk streams and 
brooks. Sage’s trump card is Konnetic 
tech, which packs the rod blank 
with a very high density of carbon 
fibres, and ensures every strand is 
perfectly aligned. The result is a slow-
action rod with incredible feel and 
manoeuvrability.
£661, farlows.co.uk 

3/ Hardy Artisan Sintrix Double 
Handed fly rod
Sintrix is an enhanced fortified matrix 
resin, which supports carbon fibres in 
the rod to make them incredibly bend-
resistant and practically unbreakable. 
Hardy’s Artisan rods are built on the 
highest grade rod blanks, rolled and 
beautifully finished in the UK – a 
perfect rod for salmon fishermen.
£1,599, farlows.co.uk

THE GEAR 
4/ Le Chameau Country Vibram Neo 
Wellington boots
All Chameaus are handmade from 
natural rubber by trained craftsmen. 
With a hard-wearing, deep-tread Vibram 
sole and soft, warm neoprene innards 
these are great fishing boots, suitable 
for light wading. And whilst wearing 
them, you can also savour the irony of 
Wellington boots made by the French.
£130, le-chameau-clothing.co.uk

5/ Simms G4 Pro Stockingfoot waders
The G4 Pro has not a piffling one or 
two layers of magical Gore-Tex, it’s got 
five, playa! That means it’s breathable, 
river-proof and still lightweight enough 
for your untrammelled comfort and 
ease of movement. Throw in a suitcase-
worth of micro-fleece pockets for your 
bits and pieces, and waterproofed 
double-zips and you’ve got yourself one 
mean pair of waders.
£699, farlows.co.uk

6/ Fishing UK app
Been stalking a particularly evasive 
type of fish? This invaluable app lets 
you find out where it lives, what bait 
it likes, and a great spot to catch it, so 
you can go round suitably tooled up. 
It then lets you upload your catch and 
brag about it/give helpful tips to fellow 
anglers, before serving up some fish-
related TV for you to kick back to. 
£1.99, iOS, Android, bestfishingapp.co.uk
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3 GREAT PLACES TO GO HUNTIN’

DEVON, SOMERSET, WILTSHIRE –
THE WEST COUNTRY IS HOME TO 
LARGE NUMBERS OF RED, ROE AND 
SIKA DEER, ALL OF WHICH CAN BE 
HUNTED LEGALLY WITHIN THE 
CONFINES OF CORRECT LICENSES, 
GUIDES AND SEASONS.
WILDMAN LAKE, ALASKA –
THE ALASKAN PENINSULA MAKES 
FOR GREAT HUNTING, BUT ONLY 
FOR THE MOST STEELY NERVED 
STALKERS... WOLVES AND BROWN 
BEARS ARE RAMPANT, WITH THE 
OCCASIONAL ALASKAN MOOSE 
THROWN IN FOR GOOD MEASURE.
HAMRA NATIONAL PARK, SWEDEN –
SIMILARLY CHILLY BUT CLOSER TO 
HOME, HEAD TO SWEDEN IF YOU 
WANT TO STALK MOOSE, DEER, 
CARIBOU AND BISON – LICENSE 
PERMITTING, OF COURSE…

iiii

HUNTIN’

7/ Costa Del Mar Pescador glasses
Designed specifically for fishing, 
Costa’s 580g glass lens is fully UV A, B 
and C proof, and filters out the harsh 
yellow light that is hardest for the eye 
to process. The result is among the best 
polarised shades available, giving the 
angler the ability to see through the 
glare on the surface of the water and 
spot the fish clearer than ever before. 
Do they look particularly stylish? No. 
But then nor does a camouflage smock, 
waders or a hat with fish hooks in it.
£160, farlows.co.uk

8/ Nash Siren RS-1 bite alarm
Designed to alert you as soon as there’s 
the slightest tug on your line, the Siren 
is made of the same polycarbonate as 
a police riot shield. As a result, it’ll not 
only shrug off the attentions of even the 
most ravenous pikes, it could probably 
also be used for kettling protestors.
£125, sportfish.co.uk

OR HEAD OUT TO SEA…
9/ Shimano Stella SW saltwater 
spinning reel
The Stella has always been the ultimate 
saltwater big-game reel and the 2013 
model is no exception. Whether you’re 
catching tuna, giant trevally, Moby 
Dick, Free Willy, Jaws or any other 
monster big game fish, the Stella SW 
should be top of your shopping list.
£640-£970, fish.shimano-eu.com

10/ Beuchat Mundial Competition 
spear gun
Two 20mm, megatone elastic bands 
give this enough juice to take down 
most pelagic fish with a single shot. 
Normally that sort of power requires 
a long, unwieldy barrel, but even the 
60cm version of the Mundial is potent, 
with the anodised aluminium barrel 
and hydrodynamic muzzle making it 
both manoeuvrable and versatile.
£70, beuchat.fr

HUNTIN’
11/ Ruger M77 Hawkeye
Ruger’s bolt-action rifles are classically 
styled, with beautiful American Walnut 
stocks. They don’t look very traditional, 
but they pack a punch. 
£587, ruger.com

12/ Browning B725 Hunter UK
Ever the innovators, Browning’s 
latest over-under is a thing of beauty, 
although bad news for grouse.
£1,999, browning.eu

13/ Ultra Dot Pan-A-V Red Dot Sight
Want accuracy so supreme it’s basically 
cheating? The Pan-A-V delivers even in 
freezing weather, yet weighs only 113g.
£163, ultradotusa.com

14/ Barnett Ghost 410
Go for stealth with this monster bow, 
which fires bolts at 280mph. 
£830, barnettcrossbows.com





Like a genetic splicing of Heston and Delia, but less hideous, KitchenAid’s Major Domestic 
Appliance series puts industrial, cutting-edge cooking tech into home-orientated bodies. The 
oven, induction hob, dishwasher and fridge are awesome but our favourites are the KRAB 6010 
blast freezer and KSVC 3610 vacuum packer (inset). The KRAB 6010 freezes cooked and uncooked 
meat, fish and vegetables at such speed that nutrients, flavour and texture are much the same when 
you defrost, while the KSVC 3610 is far more powerful than existing home vac-packers, perfect 
for preserving food or prepping it for sous vide. This is proper gear. From £1,679, kitchenaid.co.uk

ULTIMATE 
COOKING
And this time we really mean it, 
with this pro-grade kitchen-kit

OBJETS D’ART
Get Nordic, with retro furnishing – 

including a table inspired by Ikea’s 

first ever piece – and a futuristic, 

pastel wireless speaker 1/ Beoplay A9 Nordic Sky 
£1,699, beoplay.com

3/ Ikea Lövbacken 
£40, ikea.co.uk

2/ Stow sideboard
£659, made.com
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BETTER LIVING THROUGH TECH

HOME



2/ Bath

1/ Berlin

WHITE-COLLAR HOOLIGAN
A mild-mannered, four-door-saloon businessman by day; a full-throttle road  
rager with a brutal V8 powertrain by night, the Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG is  
a high-tech ride with a hidden identity. It’s the Kick-Ass of motorcars…

ROUTE MASTER
The Mercedes E63 was born to batter 

unrestricted German autobahn. Lucky, 

then, that our test route kicked off in 

Berlin, heading through the Netherlands, 

Belgium and France, before assaulting the 

UK’s highways en route to Bath. A long 

drive, but in the E63, it didn’t feel like one…
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PRICE OF TEST CAR £82,150
TOP SPEED 155MPH (LIMITED) 
0-62MPH 4.2 SECONDS
ENGINE 5,461CC TURBOCHARGED V8
GEARBOX SEVEN-SPEED AUTO
POWER 549BHP 
TORQUE 531LB/FT
FUEL CONSUMPTION 2.8.8MPG
CARBON EMISSIONS 230G/KM
WEIGHT 1,845KG

iiii

DRIVE
TECH TO 

TAKE YOU 

PLACES



Driving the Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG is 
thrilling but it can also be infuriating. A car with 
a split personality, its whip-crack acceleration 
rockets it to high speeds, but there’s a sensible 
saloon car head on its shoulders. And so, 
speeding, foot-down along the autobahn we 
slam into the 155mph speed limiter for the 
umpteenth time. Computer says no.

The E63 flies under the radar. Pull up 
beside another car at the lights and they’ll be 
startled by the unexpected roar of pure 
aggression that rips from it as you burn away. 

It’ll come as a shock, even if they’ve 
clocked the revised front bumper, whose 
greedy-looking apertures allow the 5.5-litre 
twin-turbo V8 to gulp massive globs of 
cooling air. However, as you pass all becomes 
clear: the 19-inch wheels, wrapped in sticky, 
high-performance tyres, and the quad 
exhaust pipes are a dead give-away for any 
experienced super saloon spotter.

The cold, hard numbers impress further. 
The E63’s 5.5-litre twin-turbo V8’s 549bhp is 
enough to catapult this four-door to 62mph in 
just 4.2 seconds. As for the top speed, you’d 
likely be looking at the naughty side of 
200mph if Mercedes didn’t impose that 
155mph, electronic kill-joy. 

The engine is backed up by a slick 

seven-speed AMG Speedshift MCT 
transmission. There are paddle shifters, but 
you’re better off picking from one of the three 
automatic gearshift modes. Then there’s the 
adaptive AMG Ride Control suspension, with 
a dedicated AMG button that lets you jump 
from luxury cruiser to autobahn muncher in 
seconds, with three self-explanatory settings: 
Comfort, Sport and Sport Plus. 

Not only is it fast and fierce, the E63 is also 
smart. It is every bit as digitised, every bit as 
automated, every bit as technically advanced 
as its closest competitors, the BMW M5 and 
Audi RS6. But somehow it’s much more 
engaging than its rivals. Whether it’s the 
subtle but beguiling V8 rumble or the 
surprisingly detailed feedback from the 
steering rack, this is a business saloon with a 
seedy, raunchy side. Believe it or not, it’s a 
blast on B-roads, too; it properly handles. 

Powerful yet sensible, the E63 is not 
merely the best super saloon currently 
available. It might just be the best ever. 
FROM £73,745, MERCEDES-BENZ.CO.UK

NOT ONLY FIERCE, 
THE E63 IS EVERY BIT 
AS TECHY AS BMW’S 
M5 OR THE AUDI RS6

THREE TO 
TEST DRIVE

Set the satnav for 
“world domination”

1/ BMW i3    
The most radical 

electric car yet. Carbon 
construction and 

techtastic interior, but 
the 100-mile range could 

be improved upon.
£25,680, BMW.CO.UK

3/ Lexus IS 300H 
F-Sport   

Is this the Lexus that can 
defeat BMW’s 3 Series? 

The slick styling and 
220hp hybrid kit means 

it has the best chance yet.
£33,495, LEXUS.CO.UK  

2/ Nissan 370Z Nismo    
Traditional rear-drive 
sportscars are on the 

way out, but this effort 
has a little extra grunt 
along with body and 
suspension tweaks.

£36,995, NISSAN.CO.UK

THE TECH 
INSIDE

1/ Sitting comfortably?
Mercedes-Benz has 

treated the E63 to seats 
with active bolsters that 

caress your kidneys 
through the corners. 

2/ Connected drive
Mercedes’ COMAND 
Online multimedia kit 

was already pretty damn 
good. Now it’s improved 

with Drive Kit Plus, 
an iPhone-powered 
subsystem complete 

with its own selection of 
satnav and music apps.

3/AMG on demand
You can adjust the 

suspension, steering 
and gearbox settings at 

the press of a button, 
unleashing the E63’s 

inner animal, or putting 
it back on the leash.
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Merc’s supercar in disguise

WORDS JEREMY LAIRD



Smaller and more agile than a Smart Car, and somewhat less eccentric 
looking, this is the long-awaited Smart eScooter. Full specs of the electric 
two-wheeler from the Mercedes sub-brand are TBC but its 4kW motor 
should allow at least 60 miles per charge, with a top speed of around 
30mph. It packs tech and safety features from Smart’s four wheelers, and 
solar panels to top up the battery. Also worth knowing: Smart reckons you 
won’t need a full motorcycle licence to drive one. £TBC, uk.smart.com

DRIVE
TECH TO 

TAKE YOU 

PLACES

BMW CONCEPT 90
Celebrating 90 years of two-wheeled Bimmers… 

1/ Created in partnership with custom bike guru Roland Sands,  
this concept harks back to an era when bikers were outlaws.

2/ Retro styling resurrects the BMW R 90 S superbike from 1973, 
while the fruity paintwork recalls its Daytona Orange livery.
3/ The aluminium body combines modern aero with period 

proportions, with a flat-twin boxer engine and hand-honed detailing. 
bmw.co.uk, commercial release unlikely

SMARTER 
SCOOTER 
This electric two-wheeler is 
economical, sci-fi sexy, and your 
smartphone is its speedometer
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All about the eScooter…

1/ Safe
The Smart eScooter packs anti-lock brakes, an 
airbag and blind-spot detection, with a small 

light in the rear-view warning of perilous 
objects lurking just out of sight. 

2/ Charged
With a 48-volt lithium-ion battery pack under 
the seat and a 5bhp motor cleverly integrated 

into the rear wheel hub, the eScooter can 
manage 60 miles of urban jaunts. Charging 

takes five hours from a domestic power socket 
and solar panels top up the battery on the go.

3/ Connected
Your smartphone plugs into the eScooter’s 

handlebars via a dock, allowing access to your 
favourite music and navigation apps, and 

showing speed and remaining charge. 
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SUBSCRIBE!
TOKYOFLASH 

DIGITAL 
WATCH

With T3’s All Access subscription you get 
every edition delivered to your door AND 
directly to your iPad or Android tablet for 
£10.99 every three months or £43.99 for 
the year. And, for a limited time only, you’ll 
also get a Kisai Optical Illusion digital watch, 
worth £130. Stare at its maze of seemingly 
random lines for long enough and you might 
decipher the time – it’s like a magic eye 
puzzle. Running late? Press the touchscreen 
for a regular date and time display. 

RECEIVE A 
TOKYOFLASH 
WATCH 
WORTH £130 
When you subscribe to 
T3 All-Access, in print 
and on your tablet… 

GO ONLINE myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/T3AP1c 
CALL US 0844 848 2852 QUOTING CODE “T3AP1c” 

Lines are open 8am-9.30pm weekdays and 8am-4pm Saturdays
Live outside the UK?  
For fantastic savings please visit myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/T3 

Subscribe today!

Hot offerT3 in print andon your tablet for just £10.99 every three months



QUICK ACCESS

Every Portal day bag has a direct 
entry point for easy gear access

VENTILATION

EVA Foam backpanel  
allows air flow

ORGANISATION

Keep essentials from keys to pens 
to hand in these cool compartments

TABLET POCKET

Your tablet is always usable via 
the matt-finished Port window

KILLER FEATURES

1
2

3



1. Cyber Port 
Cyclists will love this one, with its clear Port  
window, protected by a zip-away flap. It lets you  
use your tablet as a light so massive, even a  
London cabbie can’t pretend not to have seen it. 
All Portal packs have a shoulder harness and an 
EVA Foam backpanel to allow ventilation. It’s the 
commuter’s champion. 
£70, OSPREYPORTAL.CO.UK

2. Pixel Port
Unclip the front flap to find your tablet proudly on 
display. The Neospacer shoulder harness stays comfy 
even if you’re carrying a laptop, tablet and documents 
in the handy sleeves. A separate, directly accessible 
laptop and tablet sleeve keeps your tech safe and 
within reach. It’s the stylish office worker’s wing man. 
£80, OSPREYPORTAL.CO.UK

3. Beta Port
Prefer to rock the messenger-bag look? The Beta 
Port is the one for you. As well as the Port window 
there’s a direct-access zip to your laptop plus a 
plethora of clever pouches and spacers. It’s the 
organisation-freak’s bag of choice.
£70, OSPREYPORTAL.CO.UK

CYBER, PIXEL AND BETA ARE ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT PORT WINDOW FOR 

LAPTOPS, INCLUDING A POWERHOUSE ORGANISER POUCH

Tablets have become an essential part of modern life, 
letting you do everything from watching movies on 
a train to presenting ideas in an office. The tablet has 
changed the way we live. Now, Osprey has changed 
the way tablets travel.

Using its 39 years of experience, making award-
winning packs for the great outdoors and the mean 
city streets, Osprey’s Portal Series raises the bar for 
tablet users. The company’s background is outdoor, 
building packs for everything from skiing to cycling; 
here it brings that nous to bear on protecting and 
presenting your tablet. 

As well as toughness and comfort, Portal  
packs offer cutting-edge innovation. First up,  
the clear, matt-finished Port window means you  
can use your device’s touchscreen without even 
taking it out. You can check emails, get directions 
or even play games just by lifting one flap; no 
rummaging required. 

On compatible packs such as the Cyber Port, 
the Port window is also great for cyclists: combine 
it with an app such as Bike Light and your tablet 
becomes a huge, high-visibility rear light. 

Available in a range of great colours, Osprey’s 
packs are the perfect companion whatever your 
style and wherever you are, from commute to 
office to after-work fun. The Osprey Portal Series is 
essential for life on the go.

T3 PROMOTION
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Keep your tablet and other tech in stylish 
safety with innovation-loaded Osprey packs

TABLET UPGRADE:
IT’S IN THE BAG

ospreyportal.co.uk





GAME CHANGERS

T H E  T E C H  B E H I N D

TH E BEST 
FO OTBALL 
SE ASON 

EV ER! 
T3 GOES BEHIND THE SCENES OF  
THE FOOTIE-TECH REVOLUTION, WITH 
CHOOSE-YOUR-OWN CAMERA ANGLES, 
GOAL-LINE TECHNOLOGY AND THE  
HOTTEST BROADCASTER BATTLE YET

W OW O R DR D SS  JJ AA M EM E SS  S T S T AA B L E SB L E S

T 
HE PREMIER LEAGUE HAS JUST KICKED OFF, AND BETWEEN 
Mourinho’s return, Moyes’ second life and the ongoing soap opera of 
Christian Bale – you at least have a resolution now, even if at time of press 
we don’t – you’d be forgiven for missing a bigger story. 

This season the actual football is a mere side show to the tech that’s taken over the 
beautiful game. On the pitch, there’s the introduction of goal-line technology, and off it 
there’s new contender BT Sport making waves, and trying to break Sky’s domination as 
the place to get your footie fix. As ever, more competition is great news for punters, 
with more games to watch and more ways to watch them, from innovative apps  
that let you pick camera views to on-demand highlights. So with the season 
underway, T3 goes hands-on with it all to find out the best on offer for you, sir.
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SKSKYY SPSPOORRTS

BEHIND THE
SCENES AT MONDAY 

NIGHT FOOTBALL
Hands-on with the hallowed 70-inch SkyPad

The SkyPad may look like a lean, Windows operating system. The 
mean, all-in-one touchscreen software, which works exactly how  
commentating machine on the telly, you see on TV, is outsourced to 
but the reality is a little different.  third-party developers who tweak  
The magic of TV disguises its mass  its many features and settings for  
of wires and the 70-inch Sharp the specific needs of each sport. 
PN-L702B display, with a 1920x1080 Football, cricket and Formula 1 have 
resolution, a contrast ratio of 3000:1 different tricks that need to be 
and a 6ms response time, is actually mastered, and have their own “apps”.
duller than Alan Hansen’s wardrobe. The SkyPad is a superb machine 
That’s because it’s daubed with a for the machinations of analysis, 

Sky Sports for iPad: our non-reflective coating that looks great making it possible to map out 
on TV, but a little pixellated when strategies, tackles and much more on 

manager of the month you’re up close and personal. It also the screen, but we wouldn’t advise 
weighs a hefty 70kg, so Gary Neville replacing your iPad or Nexus tablet 
can’t sneak it out in his man bag. with this oversized beast; it’s best left 

Live matches and real-time analysis Believe it or not, the SkyPad  to Gary Neville. For one thing, it can’t 

infiltrate your sofa and social life shuns iOS and Android in favour of a run the Sky Sports for iPad app. 

The Sky Go app has been offering Sky customers 
the ability to watch big matches live from anywhere 
with an internet connection since 2006, but the 
new Sky Sports for iPad app takes it up a notch.

Focusing on its iOS strengths – the Android Sky 
Go app has a few “issues”, let’s say – this dedicated 
sports app lets subscribers watch any Sky Sports 
channel live, with every big game having its own, 
dedicated match centre, pulling together all of the 
pre-match build-up, highlights and post-match 
interviews. The app also acts as a second-screen 3D football: facing relegation?
show when you’re sofa-bound, with a constantly 
updated database of stats, live tweets and info to BT Sport head brands it “waste of time”
accompany the action. It’s all very Zeebox – which 
makes sense, as Sky now owns ten per cent of it. Broadcasters’ favourite tech BBC Olympics mastermind 

Specially selected games are also due to get the trick of recent years is 3D,  Jamie Hindhaugh was less 
but it doesn’t seem to be on diplomatic when we spoke. 

Sky 360 experience, like its coverage of The Ashes. the priority list any longer. Hindhaugh said that 3D  
This adds a timeline from where you can summon Sky isn’t blowing the final was “the biggest waste of time” 
on-demand replays of key incidents and choose whistle on the service but  of his Olympics tenure, and  

3D’s certainly looking like a “no one watched it.” However, 
your own camera angles – alas, due to the Premier relegation threat. Word is that he did say the company was 
League’s rights wrangling, this will be limited to the the number of 3D games testing Rio Ferdinand’s 
Champions League for the time being. Not content shown this year will be “on a testimonial in 4K but hinted 

par” with last year’s offering. there wasn’t a comsumer 
with full games? Subscribers can also watch Match However, BT Sport chief and desire for it yet. Well, yeah.
Choice, Sky’s Match of the Day equivalent, on their 
tablet after 10pm. Post-pub entertainment, sorted.

There’s no doubt that  by a determination to stamp Sky’s 
Sky Sports has had it easy authority on the new boys, like  
up to now, thanks to its a midfield bruiser taking down  

huge investment in the game. With a rival’s hot new striker. 
the lion’s share of live games, it’s Posters at the entrance proudly 

dominated the sport for 20 years and this year display the beaming face of Jamie 
it owns the rights to broadcast 116 live games. Carragher, Sky’s latest signing, 

However, if Sky’s ever rested on its laurels, it and there’s both a new show in 
sure isn’t now. BT Sport’s attack on its football Saturday Night Football and a 
stronghold is forcing the channel to up its revamp for Monday Night 
game, and you can feel that in the air when you Football. The day after our visit 
visit the studios. When we pop in, the buzz of Sky Sports News actually goes  
pre-season preparation is given a sharper edge live from all 92 Premier League 
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GAME CHANGERS

The SkyPad is a favourite fixture, and it’s been 
upgraded for the arrival of Jamie Carragher

iN EV: GARY NEVILLE ON TECH
The Man Utd legenThe Man d and acceptable face of punditry talks  
ttoo T T33  about burgab eoning sport gadgetry, on and off the pitch

“The big ne“The big n w thing for us is the And what’s Gary’s point of view on 
SkSkyyPPad [aboad [a ve], which will enable the new Goal Line Decision System?
mmyysself and elf and Jamie to look tactically “I’m in favour,” he says 
aat both tet both teaams and move our emphatically. “You could argue about 
ccounterounters s ara ound. The great thing is the negatives of it, but that type of 

it’it’s s what yw ou’d expect coaches tech is enhancing the experience in 
to doto d , or even people in the other sports, especially rugby where 
pub with their glaspu ses on the the referee is mic’d up. It adds drama 
tableta . That’s what fans and gives people a better 
wwant, to see people who understanding of what’s happening. 
hah ve had their careers in The technology has to come into 
the game explain their football because it’s improving  
points of view.” other sports remarkably.”

and Football League grounds – another first. live TV jewel in its crown. However, the new HOW TO GET SKY SPORTS
This breadth of coverage is Sky’s strength  Sky Sports for iPad app aims to change the way 
and now, for the first time, it’s considering its we watch football altogether. It’s packed with 
line-up of programming, websites and mobile treats for fans, from match centres for every  £22 PER MONTH ON TOP OF  

apps as one single experience. game to reaction, previews and big news. The THE BASIC SKY PACKAGE 

David Gibbs, director of mobile at Sky Sports, arrival of Sky 360, which gives you control 
outlines his digital vision. “From the moment over camera angles, is another major plus. WANT IT ON YOUR PHONE? GET 

you wake up to the moment you go to sleep, Meanwhile, the unloved Sky Sports Score SS1 AND SS2 FOR £4.99, OR  

when you want sports news there’s a Sky Sports Centre has also been overhauled, addressing THE WHOLE SUITE FOR £9.99

service for you,” he says, pointing to the array horrendous latency issues and adding push 
of new channels, the buzzing website and the notifications to keep fans bang up to date. N OW TV OFFERS ONE-DAY USE OF 

apps for watching and catching up on matches. One-nil at half-time for Sky, then, but it’s a SKY SPORTS FOR £9.99 PER DAY

Sky has long led the way with Sky Go, the marathon, not a sprint. On to BT Sport… �
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BT SPORPPORO TT

How to get BT footie 
whatever your setup

It might be the cheapest option,  
but it’s not quite the simplest…

First the good news: if you have BT Broadband 
(from £10 per month), you automatically get its 
sport channels, too – freemans. However, you can 
only access this via your iPad, Android tablet or  
web browser. To get the action on your big  
telly you’ll need a set-top box, and that’s where 
things get a little more convoluted.

The first option is to be a BT Broadband 
customer with a Sky box. That’s simple, and once 
subscribed you can get the channels free of charge, 
or pay £12 per month if you don’t have the BT 
connection. The second option is to have a Virgin 
Media box and the XL package (£24.50 a month).

Don’t want to sign up to a Sky or Virgin 
subscription? A BT Infinity connection and a BT 
Vision+ or YouView box will do the trick, adding 
BT Sport to your normal Freeview channels.

Arriving at the offices  
of BT’s brand-new, 
imaginatively named, 

sports-based service, BT Sport, 
you see how quickly this 
sub-brand has been put together. 
The entrance is still filled with 
old BT-branded deckchairs and  
a broken sink. However, behind 
the first security door is a 
state-of-the-art broadcasting 
utopia, filled with talent poached 
from Sky and the BBC.

BT has secured the rights to  
38 Premier League games this 
season for its new service and 
unlike ESPN, which was 
lumbered with lacklustre, 
mid-table slogs, the service has 
picked up those more coveted MARK HALSEY  
early kick-offs, including a host  
of mouth-watering derbies. The UK’s first ever “TV ref” speaks to T3

What’s more, it’s also grabbed 
rights to the German Bundesliga, Having refereed Premier System coming in this year, 
one of the richest leagues in League games for 14 years, anything that enhances 
Europe, the entire Guinness Mark Halsey has joined BT decision making is a good 
Premiership rugby rights, ATP Sport as the first ex-ref to thing. I’ve been involved in 
tennis and MotoGP from 2014. analyse decisions live on TV. goal-line decisions twice, 

BT Sport is going toe-to-toe He’s all for tech’s help… and I got them both wrong.
with Sky Sports by offering the “Coming to the dark side “They’re testing tech on 
service free to BT Broadband has been difficult” he says. offside decisions in Holland. 
subscribers (although check the “I’ve been assessed by two If the game has stopped 
box above for full details on how people after every game, for a goal anyway, why not 
to get onboard by other means). but now I’m assessed by the go upstairs? We rarely talk 

Challenging Sky’s generation viewing public. It gives us a about goal decisions, but 
of experience isn’t easy, but  chance to talk about a ref’s offside goals happen all the 
BT Sport’s digital portfolio is decision process, though. time. We had two at Fulham 
impressive. It will flex three � “With the Goal Decision vs Arsenal today.”
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BT SBT SPOPORT

BT  Sport: good
youth prospect

A SaturdaA S y-night sofa hands-on 
wwiith the ambit tious new service

SAY HELLO TO HAWK-EYE’S GDS BBTT Sport has cherrS y-picked a host of stars from 
the BBC and ESPN. Jake Humphrey and Steve 
McManaman are good additions, as is Mark 
Halsey’s refereeing insight – see previous page.

The ref-helping Goal Decision System is already making tough calls There’s a less formal feel to the coverage than 
Sky Sports, with entertainment-based shows 
and the use of the in-studio pitch. The latter 

It was Frank Lampard’s accurate to 4mm. Each of Hull’s Allan McGregor could have been an awkward playground for 
2010 World Cup strike that the seven cams monitors (above). Around two-thirds men in suits, but Tony Adams’ demo of Arsenal’s 

awoke FIFA to the need the ball’s path, watching to of the ball crossed the defensive failings showed its usefulness.
Things haven’t been seamless. The app failed 

for goal-line tech. Before see if it crosses the line. If line, and the GDS system on the first weekend and feels overcrowded, 
that the Premier League it does, a signal is sent to correctly ruled “no goal”. making it hard to find what you want to watch. 

was told by FIFA not to the ref’s watch, a process The incident vindicated However, with Premier League, SPL, Bundesliga 
and Conference football, BT Sport has plenty to 

continue with its plans to that takes under a second. Hawk-Eye’s accuracy, offer. For hardcore fans it’s a truly entertaining 
use technology to assist If the watch vibrates, the but there was another alternative and for those with a BT broadband 

such decisions, but as ref awards a goal; if it useful side effect. While package, a very tasty bonus.

England crashed out of the doesn’t he waves play on. incidents like this are 
cup, the mood altered. Predictably, it didn’t usually followed by frantic 

This season the Premier take long for the new appealing and fractious offerings are chat shows with live 
League introduced its system to come under referee bashing, there was audiences, mirroring Top Gear 
Goal Decision System scrutiny. In the Premier none here. Play was waved and Soccer AM more than Soccer 
(GDS). Powered by Hawk- League’s first weekend on, the players started the Saturday or Football Focus. 
Eye, it works using seven a header from Chelsea’s game and nothing more Sky has responded in kind, 
340fps cameras trained on Branislav Ivanovic was was said. Tech really can however: Saturday Night Football 
each six-yard box, and is punched off the line by triumph over all. puts Jamie Redknapp in front of a 

studio audience. It could be seen 
as evidence that BT’s appearance 
has ruffled Sky’s feathers.

� channels: BT Sport 1, BT Sport 2 and It’s going to take a while to 
ESPN, which is keeping its original name in catch up with Sky’s suite of slick 
order to reassure existing subscribers. Each services but BT Sport’s service 
of the channels is available in a hi-def version has a strong line up, clear benefits 
for £3 per month more, and there’s an app and is, importantly, remarkably 
offering live streaming, short-form video and cheap for BT Broadband users. 
catch-up services on Android and iOS. There has already been talk 

While Sky is a live sport channel with some about Michael Owen’s dullness 
notable entertainment programming, BT and the app’s reliability, but we 
Sport’s chief Simon Green admitted that the reckon Sky Sports vs BT Sport 
channel “can’t compete as a football channel” could just sneak into extra time. 
and that BT Sport “needs to be entertaining”. The real winner? The Premier 
That has meant that BT’s non-live sport League-loving public.
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Sky TV free for a year  
and a Sky+ HD box

The finest PVR on the market, with the most HD 
channels – 65 and counting – and access to the best 
shows on telly via Sky Atlantic and Sky One, plus the 

incredible Sky Movies and Sky Sports – more on that 
on p103. The new Sky+ HD box boasts access to 

on-demand content from the BBC and 4OD. It can 
also pack in up to 350 hours of recordings, so you’ll 

never be short of something to watch.  
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Win £10,000-worth of 
prizes! One lucky winner will 
scoop all 45 products from 
these well-known brands. 

Enter by text today to be in 
with a chance of grabbing this 

amazing gadget wish list

Monster DNA on-ear 
headphones in cobalt blue

CyberLink Power 
DVD 13 Ultra

Sky Broadband Unlimited 
free for a year

JVC ADIXXION GCXA1 
action camera

Clicloc watch

X Rocker Rockster 
gaming chair

Phoenix laptop security 
travel case

Monster Mobile ClarityHD Micro 
Bluetooth speaker

Phoenix laptop security 
carry case

Phoenix iPad security case

Olloclip Quick-flip case 

Marin Palisades Trail 29er 
mountain bike

David Bowie inspired Momentum Special 
Edition headphones from Sennheiser

Monster iSport Victory 
in-ear headphones 

Kaspersky PURE 3.0 

Outride by Mophie 
iPhone mount

Coleman Da Gama4 tent  
and Biker sleeping bag

Thin King anodised 
aluminium wallet

Zoom G5 Guitar 
Effects and Amp 

Simulator

Monster Game MVP Carbon 
headphones by EA Sports

T3 PROMOTION

£10,000
Gadget Giveaway

PR E S E N T S
The

ONE
WINNER

45
PRIZES



Terms and Conditions
You must use the keycode in your text. The prize draw is only open to UK residents. You must be 16 or  
over to enter. The prize draw is not open to employees of Future Publishing and its affiliates or agents,  
the families of such employees and any other person connected with this promotion. One winner will  
be chosen from all eligible entrants at the close of the prize draw by way of an independently supervised 
random draw. The winner will be notified after the prize draw has closed. The winner will be notified by 
telephone on the mobile telephone number used to enter the prize draw. If the winner cannot be 
contacted, the prize is forfeited and we reserve the right to draw another winner. In the event of  
a dispute, the winner is deemed to be the owner of the winning mobile phone number. In the event of  
an entrant’s mobile and/or contact telephone number changing and/or the mobile phone being lost, 
stolen or damaged, the Promoter is not able to retrieve and amend any existing entries to a new  
mobile and/or contact number. Prizes may arrive on different dates. The winner may be required to  
fulfil all reasonable requests to take part in publicity relating to this promotion.

Full prize draw terms and conditions here:  
www.futureplc.com/survey-prizedraw-terms-and-conditions

Hauppauge HD PVR 2 GE Plus  

Sony BDV-N590W home 
theatre system

Garmin Edge 810

Netgear D6200 Wi-Fi router

Kingston Technology 
MobileLite Wireless 

Mophie Juice Pack

Monitor Audio  
wireless multimedia system

Magicscreen screen protector pack,  
Magicwand stylus, Magicpotion screen 

cleaning kit, Artisanphonics luxury 
wood earphones and MediaDevil case

Sigma SD1 D-SLR 
camera and lens

Monster High Definition HDP 850G 
PowerCenter v2 

Monster iCarPlay Wireless 
800 FM Transmitter for 

iPhone and iPod

Pure Jongo S3  
wireless music system

Marshall MS-2 Micro-Amp

Unit Portables laptop bag

Bladeztoys Bubble Blaster and 
Water Blaster RC helicopters

Sonic Screwdriver 
remote control

Airhogs Atmosphere

Asics Gel Kayano trainers

Kymera wand remote control

Mutewatch 
touchscreen watch

Airhogs Helix 4

Humax Youview DTR-T1000

Netgear PTV3000  
wireless display adaptor

Unique Track Days Radical 
Experience at Silverstone

HOW TO ENTER

TEXT: TTT
TO 87474

Texts cost £1 plus one message at your 
standard network rate, usually 10p-12p

Or post your name and contact number to  
The Future Great Gadget Giveaway, c/o Puma Source 

Solutions Ltd, The Lodge, Portobello Docks,  
551 Harrow Road, London, W10 4RH

Increase your chances of  
winning by texting again.

3 entries for the price of 2,                     
so every third text is free! 

Deadline for entries is November 30 2013.  
Text entry costs £1 plus your standard network rate.  
To decline marketing texts end your message with 

NOINFO
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NX big thing?
IS IT A CAMERA? IS IT A SMARTPHONE? (NO, 

THAT’S THE GALAXY ZOOM). SAMSUNG’S 
GALAXY NX IS AN ANDROID-, 4G- AND WI-FI-

PACKIN’ COMPACT SYSTEM CAMERA

THE LATEST TECH FROM THE T3 TEST LAB

{RATINGS}

A MUST-HAVE

VERY GOOD

ABOVE AVERAGE

MEDIOCRE

OH DEAR

IS IT A CAMERA? IS IT A SMARTPHONE? (NO, 
THAT’S THE GALAXY ZOOM). SAMSUNG’S

GALAXY NX IS AN ANDROID 4G A
PA

THE LATEST TECH FROM THE T3 TEST LAB

{RATAA INGS}

A MUST-HAVAA E

VERY GOOD

ABOVE AVAA ERAGE

MEDIOCRE

OH DEAR

{ALSO REVIEWED THIS MONTH}

Google Chromecast p120
Smart TVs for smart buyers p122 

Android gaming supertest p125 
Home cinema soundbars p136

  Google Nexus 7 p138
Sony Xperia Z Ultra p138
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Samsung’s ever-active R&D guys 
have been busy splicing tech 
genes and this time the result is 
the Galaxy NX, a compact system 
camera with a CMOS sensor that 
uploads pics like a smartphone, 
with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and even 4G. 
It can’t make calls but who needs 
to talk when 20-meg pictures of 
the type of quality 1,300 quid buys 
say it all so very well? 

This is not the first connected camera. In 
fact, it joins a growing number of cameras that 
try to combine the shareability of Instagram-
fuzzed smartphone snaps with serious 
photographic technology. 

As well as Samsung’s own Galaxy Camera 
from last year, with its built-in Wi-Fi, Android 
OS and a fixed lens, it’s comparable to the 
Wi-Fi connected Sony NEX-5 and NEX-6, the 
Olympus E-P5, the Panasonic Lumix DMC-G6, 
GF6 and the Nikon Coolpix S800C, all of which 
are cashing in on the still-ballooning popularity 
of photo and video blogging. 

Viewed from the front the Galaxy NX 
could pass for a traditional CSC, but catch a 
glimpse of the massive, 4.8-inch touchscreen 
taking up the entirety of the backplate and 
you realise this is a different 
kettle of fish. That 921,600-
dot resolution touchscreen 
displays a full Android 
operating system – Jelly 
Bean, to be precise – running 
pretty much as it would on a 
tablet or smartphone, with a 
full web browser. 

You don’t get access to 
the Google Play store, so 
apps mainly fall into two 
categories. Firstly there’s 
photography-specific ones 
– open the Camera Studio 
widget and you’ll find a wide 
selection to help you produce 
elaborate photo albums or 
add interesting effects. 

You can even get 
suggestions for nearby 
photo ops via TripAdvisor 
and Photo Suggest, which 
checks your location and 
Googles photos taken near 
you that you might want to 
try and reprise. Then there’s 
the apps that let you share 
photos with your social 
networks; this is where the 
NX really comes into its own.

There’s built-in N Wi-Fi 
that’s easy to connect and 
remembers networks �

{SPECIFICATION}

SENSOR 20.3-megapixel 
APS-C CMOS

LENS 18-55mm
ISO RANGE 100-3200

STILLS CAPTURE 
JPEG/Raw

VIDEO 1080p at 30fps
CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth 4.0, 3G or 4G via 
SIM slot, DLNA, HDMI

OS Android 4.2
BATTERY LIFE 440 shots

HEIGHT 101mm
WIDTH 136.5mm

 DEPTH 26mm
WEIGHT 495g

{DIMENSIONS}
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360° R A T E D

�

{DETAILS}

1

SCREEN
The largest touchscreen 
on a camera this is a big 
4.8 inches across, with a 
921,600-dot resolution

2

HOTSHOE
As well as a pop-up flash 
there’s also a hotshoe for 

adding a stereo mic or 
more powerful flashgun 

3

NX LENS MOUNT
An 18-55mm kit lens is 

supplied, and a further 13 
lenses can be attached via 
the cam’s NX lens mount

4

CMOS SENSOR
A 20.3-megapixel CMOS 

sensor delivers image 
quality that stands up to 

some of the best cameras 
in the business

you’ve previously logged on to, but there’s also 
a slot for adding a 3G or 4G SIM card. You will 
need a fairly robust data allowance if you’re 
uploading images and videos on a regular basis 
– we suggest you avoid RAW files and 1080p.

Underneath all of the high-tech gloss, 
this is still, at heart, a powerful CSC with a 
20-megapixel APS CMOS sensor. Using the 
18-55mm kit zoom supplied, colours look 
stunning and details are crisp. 

There’s a total of 13 lenses in the NX range, 
so you can get creative with your shots. It’s 
also possible to take attractive, shallow depth 
of field photos, keeping the subject sharp 
whilst the background blurs. A classic DSLR 
trick that’s well performed here. Viewed on the 
touchscreen pictures look properly knock-out. 

As you’d expect, 1080p video capture is 
also on board, shot at up to 30fps. There’s 
a dedicated video button on the top plate 
and, like all mirrorless CSCs, the Galaxy NX 
is swift to begin recording with impressively 
clear results. Remain in auto and, as you alter 
framing or subject mid shot, there’s a second 
or two of blur as the camera visibly adjusts 
focus. The alternative is to focus manually; 
there’s a switch for swapping between manual 
and autofocus located on the barrel of the 
lens. As the lens isn’t mechanised, the sound 
of zooming won’t be picked up by the mic. 

There are very few buttons and dials, but the 
mode dial on top offers four shooting modes – 
Auto, Smart, Expert and My Mode. Slip it into 
Expert mode and the option to control ISO, 
aperture, white balance and shutter speed 
appear on the touchscreen. You also get a 
power button, shutter button and another 
button to manually raise the built-in flash. 

The unmarked command dial that juts out 
at the rear of the camera controls a virtual 
shooting mode dial that appears on the right-
hand side of the screen, spinning through 
options as you turn it. When you’re not in 
camera app mode, the same dial doubles as a 
handy volume control.

It’s easy to frame shots using the 4.8-inch 
screen, but if you favour a more traditional 
approach, Samsung has also added an 
electronic viewfinder. It’s activated via a 
sensor, bring it up to eye level and it switches 
on, turning the larger screen beneath off. Avert 
your gaze and the LCD flicks back on. The 
Galaxy NX’s EVF is slower to notice an eyeball 
than most cameras with this technology, but 
we doubt that will be a deal breaker.

Though it seems the Samsung Galaxy 
NX has it all, from great image quality to 
impressive ease of use and connectivity, 
there’s one unavoidable downside: the 
whopping price tag puts it in line with the 
likes of the Sony NEX-7, Olympus OM-D E-M5, 
Nikon D7100 and Fuji X-Pro1. Can it compete 

{D

SCREEN
The largest touch
on a camera this
4.8 inches ac
921,600-d

4

3

WWW FOR MORE REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM
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{RIVALS}

CONNECTED CAMERAS BATTLE IT OUT…

 
SAMSUNG  
GALAXY NX

SONY  
NEX-6

PANASONIC LUMIX 
DMC-G6

PRICE/URL £1,299, SAMSUNG.COM/UK £749, SONY.CO.UK £629, PANASONIC.CO.UK

SENSOR A full-sized CMOS delivers  
20-megapixel stills in JPEG  
and Raw formats

Also boasts an APS-C CMOS 
sensor, with a slightly lower 
16.1-megapixel output

A Live MOS sensor rather 
than a CMOS, with 
16-megapixel results

LENS A 18-55mm iFunction lens is 
supplied, with 13 more lenses, 
from pancake to telephoto, 
attaching to the NX mount

Comes with a zoom, or for 
£200 extra, a zoom and a 
telephoto. Nine E-mount 
lenses are available in all

Bundled with a 14-42mm kit 
lens, and there are currently 
16 other Micro Four Thirds 
lenses to choose from

CONNECTIVITY The full set: 4G, 3G, Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth, with Android Jelly 
Bean for sharing and editing

Built-in Wi-Fi and a choice  
of apps to download from 
Sony’s Play Memories service

Wi-Fi for uploading and NFC 
for sending snaps to 
compatible mobile devices

VIDEO Quick to begin shooting, with 
a dedicated record button, 
the 1080p video at up to 
30fps plays back most silkily

A real highlight, shooting in 
1080p at up to 50 frames per 
second for properly 
cinematic looking footage

Tops even the NEX-6’s video 
smarts, with 1080p at up to 
60fps and a built-in stereo 
microphone. Quality

PICTURE 

QUALITY
Stills are bright, crisp and 
detailed, but don’t quite 
match the results of most 
other £1,000+ cameras

Photos maintain detail 
throughout the whole frame, 
but do occasionally suffer 
from purple fringing

Photos have impressive detail 
and real punch, and there’s 
the option to add special 
effects before shooting.

T3 VERDICT The image quality and mobile 
connectivity are great, even  
if this is rather overpriced

Not the cheapest CSC,  
but one of the most 
comprehensively featured

Bulkier than the Sony NEX-6, 
but still a great step up from 
a point-and-shoot snapper

RATING

with the image quality of those less 
gimmicky cameras? It comes very close, but 
there is room for improvement. 

We’d also like to see it slimmed down; for  
a CSC the Galaxy NX is damn bulky – we 
doubt you’ll want to carry it around all day.

This is a camera for early adopters and 

Android enthusiasts. It’s the pinnacle of 
Samsung’s new range of web-connected 
cameras, melding high-end pictures and the 
instant-upload abilities of smartphones. The 
concept is a good one, no doubt this is the 
future direction for cameras. 

At the moment though, we’re not sure 
who will be buying the Galaxy NX. If you want 
the convenience of instant uploads when 
travelling, you might be better off with a less 
bulky camera. If you want killer image quality, 
there are equally accomplished cameras 
available for less. But even if the NX is a bit 
of a rich man’s novelty, it’s undeniably a 
technically very impressive one.
£1,299 WITH 18-55MM KIT LENS, SAMSUNG.COM/UK

THE BEST OF A NEW 
BREED OF CONNECTED 
CAMERAS ADDS A 
PROPER CMOS SENSOR

LOVE Richly detailed image quality. Connects on the 
go via Wi-Fi, 3G or 4G. Easy touchscreen operation, 
plus essential manual controls. Android OS
HATE Expensive. Very bulky for a CSC
T3 SAYS Expensive and a bit flash, but the best 
of the new breed of connected cameras

�

WWW FOR MORE REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM

With Android, 3G and super-speedy 4G on board, uploading snaps direct to 
Facebook and the rest is a breeze here, which isn’t always the case with Wi-Fi 
connected cams. We also love the big screen, but the bulky body isn’t quite 
so slick. As a first crack at an Android-flavoured CSC, the NX is really good, 
but the price needs to come down if it’s to gain mass appeal.

{THE FINAL WORD}

LIBBY PLUMMER, REVIEWS EDITOR

{KILLER FEATURES}

WHAT MAKES THE NX EXTRA SPECIAL?

1 
CONNECTIVITY
Not content with Wi-Fi, the 
Galaxy NX adds a SIM slot 
for 3G and 4G, so you can 
upload, share, edit and GPS 
tag photographs just about 
anywhere. With all yer usual 
social networking apps on 
board, you may now photo 
blog your entire life in vivid 
detail. We’d advise 
checking your 4G roaming 
costs before uploading 
holiday snaps, mind you…

2
ANDROID OS
The 4.8-inch touchscreen 
and Android Jelly Bean 
make this so easy to 
navigate. Tasks like 
connecting to Wi-Fi and 
browsing social networks 
are familiar and all of the 
cam’s features are laid out 
as app icons beside email, 
calendar and so on. Access 
to Google Play? Er, no. But 
Samsung’s S Suggest will 
alert you to new apps.

3
CAMERA STUDIO
This widget is where you’ll 
find all of the NX’s 
essential photography 
apps, including editing for 
images and videos, plus 
apps that help you create 
albums and all that. This is 
also where you can save 
your most-used shooting 
modes, so you can just find 
setups that work for you, 
save ’em and never resort 
to Auto again.

This is an Android with 
a proper CMOS lens





The ASUS MeMO Pad tablet range is 
bright, fun, smart and super-portable

ASUS is splashing a little colour into the 
tablet market, with the MeMO Pad HD 7 
and MeMO Pad FHD 10. Both sport 
stunning, high-def screens and serious sound 
quality – dual speakers and the award-
winning Maxx Audio app give them serious 
muso chops. Which is suited to you, though? 

The seven-inch ASUS MeMO Pad HD 
7 is all about portability, packing as much 
entertainment as possible into its 302g 
frame. You can watch videos on its HD 
screen, play games from the Google Play 
store and organise your life, scribbling 
notes and doodles on the screen using the 
SuperNote app. You can also capture the 
moment with its five-megapixel camera. 
Perfect for travellers and commuters, slip it 
into your jacket pocket or backpack and hit 
the road; you’ll never be bored again.

 For those that prefer the big screen 
experience, there’s the ASUS MeMO Pad 
FHD 10, with a higher resolution, Full HD 

ten-inch screen that’s ideal for watching 
films and engaging in some seriously 
absorbing gaming. It’s a powerful tablet, but 
it’s still thinner than a magazine, so it can 
be easily stashed in your bag. You can send 
photos and videos captured with the five-
megapixel camera to your HD TV wirelessly 
or connect via micro HDMI for an even 
bigger screen experience. And, if you’re out 
enjoying the sunshine, its IPS technology 
means you can still show off your snaps and 
browse the web, even in direct sunlight. 

Whatever your decision, you can’t 
go wrong. Both tablets have a ten-hour 
battery life and storage space for stashing 
family albums, with complimentary ASUS 
WebStorage for keeping data in the cloud 
and a microSD slot. A range of accessories is 
also available, from the protective, origami-
like, folding Transcover, to the Persona 
Cover that protects your screen.
MEMO PAD HD 7 £129, MEMO PAD FHD 10 FROM £299, ASUS.COM

DID YOU GET 
THE MeMO?

To watch MeMO Pad HD 7 in action, scan the QR code above 



T3 PROMOTION

{SPECIFICATION} 

ASUS MEMO PAD HD 7

OS Android 4.2
DISPLAY 7-inch, 1280x800 IPS
PROCESSOR 1.2GHz quadcore
RAM 1GB
REAR CAMERA 5-meg
FRONT CAMERA 1.2-meg
STORAGE 16GB
CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
4.0, micro USB, microSD
DIMENSIONS 
10.8x196.8x120.6mm/302g

{SPECIFICATION} 

ASUS MEMO PAD 
FHD 10

OS Android 4.2
DISPLAY 10-inch, 1920x1200 IPS

PROCESSOR 1.6GHz Intel® 
Atom™ Z2560 dualcore

RAM 2GB 
REAR CAMERA 5-meg  

FRONT CAMERA 1.2-meg
STORAGE 32GB

CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
3.0, Miracast, 2-in-1 audio jack, 

micro USB, microHDMI, microSD
DIMENSIONS 

9.5x264.6x182.4mm/580g
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{DETAILS}

{GOOGLE CHROMECAST}

POINTS OF INTEREST

HEAD OVER TO 
T3.COM FOR 
AN EXTENDED 
REVIEW 

LOVE Simple controls. Easy setup
HATE Quality dependent on Wi-Fi speed. Not enough 
video apps are currently supported
T3 SAYS A quick, cheap way to make your telly 
“smart”, even if the content is rather lacking so far

Chromecast users in the US are currently 
treated to YouTube, Netflix and the Google 
Play Store. You can view other on-demand 
players and legally dubious video sites via the 
Chrome browser, although these won’t be 
viewed in full screen and you’ll have to 
control playback and volume using your 
phone, tablet or PC. Thinking of using the 
Chromecast as an alternative to an Android 
gaming device – like the ones reviewed on 
p125? No dice, we’re afraid. None of the 
games on Google Play currently support 
casting. Hulu, Vimeo and Pandora are on their 
way for our American pals, and Google 
assures us that broadcasters around the 
world are working on Chromecast apps.

{KILLER FEATURE}

What can Chromecast cast?

Not got a web-connected TV 
yet? Google’s Chromecast 
dongle plugs into any HDMI port 
and lets you play videos, view 
web pages and (a little bit) more, 
using your phone or tablet as a 
remote. Oh, and it costs just 35 
bucks. Take that, Apple TV.

Setup is wonderfully simple. Just plug it in 
and dial up your Wi-Fi network. You can then 
view video from apps or any URL on your telly, 
via any reasonably recent computer or mobile 
device. Unlike Apple TV, Chromecast doesn’t 
mirror your device’s screen; it receives links 
from it, grabs the content straight from the 
cloud, then opens it in Chrome. 

The interface is minimal to the point of 
non-existence. All you see is a “Ready to cast” 
message until you pick content to view. A 
Cast logo – a TV with a Wi-Fi symbol in the 
corner – appears at the top of the screen on 
all supported apps and when browsing. Click it 
and videos begin playing almost instantly.

Currently you only get app access to 
movies from YouTube and Netflix, with clunky 
support for iPlayer, 4oD and other on-demand 
players via their browser pages – you can’t 
play them in full-screen. Now, Apple TV’s 
content selection is pretty feeble but it’s a 
bounteous cornucopia compared to this. 

Until Google’s promise of more apps 
comes good, this is not a must-have. Mind 
you, the price is pretty hard to quibble with… 
$35 (UK TBC), GOOGLE.COM/CHROMECAST

R A T E D Review

WORDS MARK PRIGG
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 Google’s
 TV magic
THE CHROMECAST STREAMER 
CAN TURN ANY TELLY WITH  
A SPARE HDMI INTO A SMART  
TV, FOR A PIFFLING COST…

DESIGN
Little bigger than a USB 

stick, it should be a doddle 
fitting Chromecast into 
your current AV setup

MICRO USB
Chromecast doesn’t work 
unless charged via this, as 
not enough power can be 

provided over HDMI

HDMI
Plug this into a spare portal 
on your telly then connect 
via Wi-Fi to suck content 
from cloud to big screen

{SPECIFICATIONS}

CONNECTIONS N Wi-Fi, 
HDMI, USB (for charging)

OUTPUT Up to 1080p
OS SUPPORTED Android 
2.3+, iOS 6+, Windows 7+, 

Mac OS 10.7+, Chrome
SIZE/WEIGHT

72x35x12mm/34g





02 
WHITE  

KNIGHT

03

SOCIAL 
MISFIT

01

SHRUNKEN 
MASTER

TEST
WINNER

AFTER A NEW TELLY? STREAMING, CATCH-UP  
and other web features can all be had for around 
a grand or less. Yes, paying an extra £500-
£1,000 will get you bezels so thin you could 
shave with ’em, stands that are more like high-
art installations and maybe a bit more super-
high-end picture processing… But these sets 
offer great pictures and hardly stint on features 
and aesthetics. Turn on, tune in, couch out.

FOR MANY USERS, THERE’S NOT 
MUCH BETWEEN THE TELLY ELITE 
AND THE BEST MID-RANGE TVS 
THESE DAYS. SO WHY PAY MORE?

Hi-def.  
Lo-price… 

WORDS STEVE MAY PHOTOGRAPHY PIXELEYES

01 SHRUNKEN MASTER 

SONY KDL-42W805A
£849, SONY.CO.UK

One good way to cut the 
cost of your telly is to 
settle for a smaller 
screen size. Obvs. We’ve 
already reviewed the 
47W805A and loved it, 
and its relatively-mini-
me is just as good. 
Picture quality is top 
notch, with faultless 
motion handling and 
punchy dynamics. Audio 
is decent, too. 

Sony’s Entertainment 
Network offers a solid 

selection of web TV, 
including Sony’s own 
Movie and Music 
services, although the 
interface is more 
cluttered than LG’s. As 
with the LG, there’s 
passive 3D, NFC and 
Miracast. A fine TV… And 
come on, 42 inches 
really isn’t that small.
T3 SAYS Scaled-down 
T3 fave is still a big hit

This 42 incher’s white 
plastic rear might not be 
to everyone’s taste, but 
it’s very thin and packed 
with cutting-edge tech, 
including a smart TV 
portal that’s among the 
best. There’s abundant 
catch-up and on-demand, 
all easy to locate using a 
simple, crisp interface.  

Picture quality, with 
sports-friendly motion 
handling, also impresses 
– defeat overscan by 

selecting the Just Scan 
mode, dial down the 
sharpness and it’s 
unlikely to disappoint. 
Add clever DualPlay 
screen tech for gaming, 
Miracast content sharing 
and NFC for connecting 
mobile devices and six 
pairs of 3D specs and 
you have a classic telly.
T3 SAYS A smart and 
affordable all-rounder

02 WHITE KNIGHT 

LG 42LA740
£899, LG.COM/UK
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05 
BONA-FIDE 
BARGAIN 

04

GO ON, 
SPLASH OUT

04 GO ON, SPLASH OUT 

SAMSUNG UE40F7000
£1,100, SAMSUNG.COM/UK

Got a little more cash to 
burn? Buy this and you 
get voice and gesture 
control and – perhaps 
just that little bit more 
usefully – the best 
stocked Smart TV portal 
on test. Unlike its rivals, 
this Samsung offers 
catch-up TV from every 
terrestrial channel, and a 
user-friendly, icon-driven 
interface makes this, and 
the range of on-demand 
content, easy to navigate. 

Pictures are generally 
terrific, including the 
active 3D ones – two pairs 
of specs are included – 
and with a little tweaking 
they can be fantastic, with 
vibrant colours and rich 
blacks. This is at the more 
luxe end of “mid-range” 
but if you have the cash, 
it’s worth it.
T3 SAYS A class act, if 
a slightly pricey one

WWW FOR MORE TV REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM

{FOCUS}

EH-OH! FREE HD CHANNELS 

Auntie has announced five new HD channels, with BBC 
News, Three, Four, CBeebies and CBBC all getting the hi-def 
treatment and coming to Freeview HD, Freesat and Youview. 
This equates to an additional 250 hours of HD per week, 
while Freeview boss Lisle Howling has hinted that a sixth HD 
channel could follow soon after. Channel 5 HD, perhaps?

03 SOCIAL MISFIT 

TOSHIBA 40L7355 
£564, TOSHIBA.CO.UK

Toshiba has revamped 
its smart TV offering this 
year, rolling out the Cloud 
TV portal to replace its 
now-defunct Places 
offering. On this set at 
least, it’s not much of an 
improvement: sluggish 
to use and we’re not 
convinced of the wisdom 
of using a Twitter feed as 
the main attraction on 
the home page. 

On the plus side, this 
40-incher is no slouch 

when it comes to sound 
and vision, with 
admirable image quality, 
great motion resolution 
and surprisingly robust 
audio. Active 3D means 
specs are more pricey, 
but two pairs are 
included. Not bad value 
and a sleek design, but 
that web portal is a #fail.
T3 SAYS Decent basics, 
but lacks slickness

05 BONA-FIDE BARGAIN 

PANASONIC TX-L39E6
£500, PANASONIC.CO.UK

The smallest telly on test 
also doesn’t bother with 
3D – and if you’ve 
endured Clash of the 
Titans 3D you’ll probably 
not think that’s much of a 
sacrifice. HD images 
have clinical clarity and 
big dynamics, though it 
does struggle at higher 
motion resolutions; this 
is a telly better suited to 
movies than footie. 

The trump card here 
is content. A fine 

selection of catch-up and 
on-demand is piped via 
Wi-Fi, while the My Home 
Screen interface lets you 
set up personalised user 
spaces filled with your 
favourite viewing. Cutting 
less essential features 
and delivering where it 
counts, this smart TV is a 
smart buy.
T3 SAYS A great choice 
for (non-3D) film buffs

N OV E M B E R 2 01 3 T3 1 2 3
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This is the year of the next-gen 
console, with Sony and 
Microsoft announcing – ho ho! 
– “game-changers”. But there’s 
an alternative: cheaper, Android-
based consoles that flog you 
games via app stores, and put 
them on your big-screen TV. 

There are also controllers to use with your 
Android phone or tablet, taking advantage of the 
fact that many of ’em can also now connect to 
your TV wirelessly. The intention is to empower 
devs to produce fresh, innovative games outside 
of the big franchises. Are they delivering? �

Consoles

GREEN 
THROTTLE ATLAS 

CONTROLLER 
$40 (UK TBC)

OUYA 
£100

MOGA PRO 
CONTROLLER

£40

WIKIPAD
£250

NVIDIA SHIELD 
$299 (UK TBC)

N OV E M B E R 2 01 3 T3 1 2 5WORDS GUY COCKER

{CONTENDERS}

Five Android 
gamers; only 
one winner…

R A T E D

Android 
attacks 
gaming
WITH THE PS4 AND XBOX ONE 
NOT OUT FOR MONTHS, CAN 
OPEN-SOURCE CONSOLES AND 
BESPOKE GAMEPADS FOR YOUR 
ANDROID MOBILE FILL THE VOID?
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1
TOUGH BUILD

Sturdy but lightweight, this 
should be able to survive 
even in the murky depths 

of a gamer’s backpack

2
CONTROLS

Controls are pretty much 
identical to an Xbox 360 

pad, except there’s a 
switch in the middle to 

change Bluetooth modes

3
CONNECTIONS

Moga Pro connects over 
Bluetooth and recharges 

speedily via USB

LOVE  Well designed controller that works with most 
Android devices. Long battery life and fast recharging
HATE Slow Bluetooth connection. Limited game 
support. Doesn’t match the X360 controller’s feel
T3 SAYS Now the controller to beat for a proper 
console feel on your smartphone or tablet

Gift your Android smartphone 
classic gaming controls

Moga’s Pro Controller does part of the job of 
the Nvidia Shield (p134), adding console-style 
controls to Google Play’s selection of gaming 
titles. The difference here is that the 
processing and graphical legwork is done by 
your Android smartphone or tablet. 

The Moga Controller is compatible with 
any phone running Android 2.3 or above – we 
tested it using a Samsung Galaxy Note II. It’s a 
sturdily built device that utilises a fold-out clip 
to grasp any device up to 3.2 inches wide. You 
also get a table stand, which allows you to sit 
the Moga alongside larger devices. 

The battery is hefty enough to power about 
12 hours of gameplay – it recharges using the 
micro USB cable provided – but the whole 
thing is still small, light and robust enough to 
slip into a bag and carry around.

To play games on your device you’ll need to 
download Moga’s Pivot app, which is free from 
Google Play. Once that’s loaded you can view 
all the 90+ compatible titles, including 
Pac-Man and N.O.V.A. 3, which are bundled 
with the Moga Pro gratis.

The controller connects to your device via 
Bluetooth and has two modes: “A” for games 
that have been specifically adapted to work 

MOGA PRO CONTROLLER
£40, MOGAANYWHERE.COM

{SPECIFICATION}
OS Android 2.3+

PROCESSOR, RAM, 
DISPLAY, STORAGE  All N/A

CONNECTIVITY USB, 
Bluetooth 4.0

BUNDLED APPS Moga Pivot, 
Pac-Man, N.O.V.A. 3

BATTERY LIFE  
12 hours gaming

{DIMENSIONS}

HEIGHT 158mm 
WIDTH 112mm 
DEPTH 48mm
WEIGHT 190g

{DETAILS}

with Moga, and “B”, which 
allows you to use Moga 
controls with third-party 
“unofficial” apps such as 
emulators – a move that’s 
sure to win Moga fans.

The market for Bluetooth 
Android controllers is 
growing and this is the best 
one available. Our only 
complaints are that it can 
take around five seconds to 
connect over Bluetooth and 
the trigger buttons don’t 
have the satisfying click of 
the Xbox 360 controller’s. 

Bottom line: for Android 
smartphone gamers looking 
for an easy upgrade from 
touchscreen gaming to classic console-style 
controls, this is a very accessible and properly 
affordable option.

{FOCUS}

Moga  
Pivot Store

This hub only houses 
compatible Android games. 

Prices are displayed in 
dollars, but if you decide to 

buy, you’ll be diverted to 
the Google Play store 

where you can pay in good 
ol’ pounds sterling.

3

2

1
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the Wikipad’s screen; even 
better on your telly when 
connected via Wi-Fi or HDMI.

The controller integration 
works well, automatically 
recognised by supported 
games and apps, so there’s 
no need to change any 
setttings. It feels ergonomic 
and boasts responsive 
buttons. The main 
annoyance is that the right 
stick is positioned above the 
action buttons, which is the 
opposite to most standard 
controllers. It also adds a lot 
of bulk, making this a less 
attractive portable gamer.

This device has potential, 
with top game support and a powerful 
graphics processor. Slim it down and drop the 
price, then we’ll be laughin’.

LOVE Tablet is fast, thin and light. Good battery life, 
expandable memory and ample graphics processor
HATE Screen is a little dull. Price is a little high. 
Controller and tablet combined is a little heavy
T3 SAYS WikiPad is a great value tablet, but pricey 
and heavy as an Android gaming device

{DIMENSIONS}

{SPECIFICATION}
OS Android 4.1 

PROCESSOR/RAM  Nvidia 
Tegra 3 quadcore/1GB

DISPLAY 7-inch, 1280x800
STORAGE 16GB

CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth 4.0, GPS, 

microUSB, microHDMI
SENSORS 3-axis 

accelerometer, e-compass, 
gyroscope

BUNDLED APPS 
Dead Trigger, Hockey 
Nations Tournament, 

ShadowGun: Deadzone
BATTERY LIFE 
8 hours gaming

An Android tablet masquerading 
as a handheld console 

This Android tablet and controller has nothing 
to do with Wikipedia or WikidPad – the 
similar-sounding personal Wiki software – or, 
in fact, anything to do with Wikis at all. What is 
it then? It’s a seven-inch touchscreen tablet 
and detachable game controller.

The tablet’s specs are impressive for the 
price. That seven-inch screen has a 1280x800 
resolution, there’s a Tegra 3 processor, plus a 
12-core GPU, 16GB storage and a microSD 
slot for adding up to 32GB more. You also get 
a two-megapixel front-facing camera and the 
whole shebang runs on Android 4.1 with full 
access to the Google Play store.

On its own, the Wikipad impresses. It’s thin, 
light, the screen is crisp and applications run 
snappily. The battery life is also good at six to 
eight hours of gameplay. The tablet easily 
slots into the controller, allowing you to use 
the add-on to control supported games and 
the Android interface itself. The controller is 
supported across lots of games – around 60 
Android titles including GTA: Vice City, with 
more available through PlayStation Mobile 
and OnLive. Gaikai games are also promised. 
The TegraZone store highlights games that 
support Nvidia graphics. They look great on 

HEIGHT 145mm 
WIDTH 286mm 
DEPTH 65.3mm
WEIGHT 666g

1
CONNECTIONS

A MicroSD card slot gives 
you extra storage, while 
USB charges and HDMI 
connects to your telly

2
CONTROLS

The controller’s light and 
responsive, but the 

thumbstick’s poorly placed

3
DESIGN

The tablet is really well 
designed, but the 

controller add-on is bulky 
and not travel-friendly

{DETAILS}

WIKIPAD
£250, WIKIPAD.COM

{FOCUS}

Google Play 
Store

Any Google Play purchases 
made on other Android 

devices will work on your 
Wikipad, with 60 

supporting the controller. 
You can also pick up games 

from TegraZone, OnLive 
and PlayStation Mobile.

1

2

3

{DIMENSIONS}}NS}

WWW FOR MORE CONSOLE REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM 
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{DIMENSIONS}

2

3

1
BUILD

The controller and the 
squat Ouya console itself 
are plasticky and a little 

cheap looking

2
CONTROLS

Despite a touch-sensitive 
pad, this is not much cop. 
Certainly no match for a 

regular console controller

3
CONNECTIONS

The controller pairs simply 
and easily via Bluetooth 
with the main console

HEIGHT 75mm 
WIDTH 75mm 
DEPTH 82mm
WEIGHT 300g

have to pay all over again for 
the privilege.

More adventurous users 
will find there’s more you 
can do. You can download 
emulators, for instance, and 
play classic games, as long 
as you know where to source 
the ROM files – to avoid any 
legal wrongdoing you should 
own the original games, too. 

You can also “sideload” 
apps, from media players to 
games, that weren’t intended 
for Ouya use. This can result 
in bugs and quirks becoming 
apparent, but it is fun.

This is not a console to 
rival the PS4 or Xbox One, 
and it has little to offer regular gamers. It’s 
more like the gaming equivalent of Raspberry 
Pi, a device for e-hobbyists to tinker with.

 

OUYA 
£100, OUYA.TV

{DETAILS}

Much-hyped Android console 
offers little for regular gamers

Ouya is the device that kickstarted the 
Android console revolution; the first of its 
kind to arrive on the crowdfunding platform 
Kickstarter last year, it went on to become 
one of the site’s most popular and successful 
campaigns ever, generating $8.5 million. 

The console (left) is small – about the 
size of a Rubik’s Cube – and neatly designed, 
connecting to your TV via HDMI and your 
computer via N Wi-Fi. The Bluetooth-
connected controller (above), however, is 
pretty unimpressive, with a cheap feel and 
unresponsive triggers. 

It’s quick to set up, but from there things 
get irksome. The games on Ouya range from 
great (Towerfall) to truly terrible (FlashOut, a 
shameless WipeOut clone). Sadly, while more 
decent games are trickling onto the Ouya 
platform, most of them fall towards the poorer 
end of the scale. Everything is free to try, but 
Ouya hides pricing info until you download the 
game. It’s an approach that sounds initially 
appealing, but in practice feels devious. 

The Ouya Store is also completely 
separate to Google Play, so any games you’ve 
previously bought on Android devices won’t 
appear on Ouya. Want to play them? You’ll 

{SPECIFICATION}
OS Android 4.1

PROCESSOR/RAM  Nvidia 
Tegra 3 quadcore with 

GeForce ULP GPU/ 1GB
STORAGE 8GB

CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 2x USB 2.0, 
HDMI 1.4, 10/100 ethernet
BUNDLED APPS All apps  
are free to download, if not  

to play in full

{FOCUS}

Ouya Store
This is poorly designed,  
a pain to navigate and 

completely separate from 
Google Play, so anything 
you’ve bought on other 
Android devices won’t 

transfer over. Apart from 
that, great!

LOVE Cheap, small and easy to set up. Supports Xbox 
360 and PS3 controllers. Every game is free to try
HATE Supplied controller feels cheap. Limited gaming 
choice. Google Play titles have to be bought again
T3 SAYS Needs more games and more exclusives 
to get more stars from us…

1
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1
CONNECTIONS

Controller connects to 
your phone or tablet via 

Bluetooth and to your TV 
with a micro HDMI cable

2
CONTROLS

Buttons, triggers and 
sticks are all well designed. 
Press the green button in 

the middle to pair

3
DESIGN

The Atlas controller is 
light, but does feel a little 
cheap. The Arena software 

is rather basic, also

LOVE Easy to setup. Most of the games available now 
are free. The controller is light and portable
HATE Few games. Even fewer games you’ll actually 
want to play. Import only in the UK at present
T3 SAYS A decent Android controller, but there’s 
little to play on its closed gaming ecosystem

The Android controller that only 
lets you play on its terms…

Green Throttle is doing it for itself, making the 
controller, app store and most of the games 
on its Arena system – they are mostly free to 
download via Google Play or Amazon.

All you need is an Android device running 
Ice Cream Sandwich OS or above, or a Kindle 
Fire. Your chosen mobile device does all of the 
processing and graphics grunt work, while the 
Green Throttle Arena app plugs it in to a world 
of simple games played using the – once again 
– decidedly Xbox-esque Atlas Controller. 

Although it feels light and plasticky, the 
sticks, triggers and buttons on the controller 
are of high quality, positioned well, and feature 
just the right amount of travel, with two AA 
batteries giving you about ten hours of 
gaming. There’s no vibrating motors inside, 
but none of the games on offer would support 
that kind of functionality anyway. 

Atlas controllers easily pair with your 
Android device over Bluetooth – you do need 
to be in the Arena app. Up to two controllers 
can be paired to one device, and most Green 
Throttle games are built around multiplayer 
gameplay. Pay for two contollers outright 
($80) and you get a free micro HDMI lead for 
connecting your smartphone/tablet to your 

GREEN THROTTLE ATLAS CONTROLLER 
$40 (UK TBC), GREENTHROTTLE.COM

{SPECIFICATION}
OS Compatible with Android 

4.0 and Amazon Kindle
PROCESSOR, RAM, 

DISPLAY, STORAGE All N/A
CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth, 

microHDMI
BUNDLED APPS Green 

Throttle Arena

{DIMENSIONS}

HEIGHT 110mm 
WIDTH 150mm 
DEPTH 65mm
WEIGHT 454g 

{DETAILS}

TV for big screen gaming.
The Arena app is easy to 

navigate, if a little basic. 
There are only 11 games 
available at this stage and 
they are, to put it mildly, 
quite basic; mostly based 
around tried-and-tested 
arcade games – Coral 
Combat plays like Space 
Invaders, but underwater.

The most encouraging 
game, The Bard’s Tale, a 
role-player, isn’t made by 
Green Throttle but InXile 
Entertainment. More games 
like this, or the ability to play 
the abundance of other 
Android titles on Google Play 
and it might be possible to get more excited 
about Green Throttle’s gaming ecosystem. As 
it is, it’s not worth the shipping costs.

WWW FOR MORE CONSOLE REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM1 3 2  T3  N OV E M B E R 2 01 3

{FOCUS}

Green Throttle 
Arena

 From here you can pair the 
controller with your device, 

view the 11 games and 
watch gaming videos from 

YouTube. To download 
games you’ll be diverted to 

Google Play or Amazon

1

2

3

ConsolesR A T E D

{DIMENSION
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and Bioshock Infinite. You 
need a PC with an Nvidia 
GTX 650 or above – 
translation: a graphics card 
bought in the last year – as 
well as a connection to the 
same network, via N Wi-Fi. 
You also need to be on the 
same local network as the 
PC – translation: no remote 
gaming. You also can’t do 
anything with the PC while 
it’s processing the game.

Shield is built for a niche 
audience: those who want to 
play Android games on a 
traditional controller and 
also like high-end PC 
gaming. It’s a device with 
strong graphical chops, but you have to be a 
dedicated Android fan to buy one; it’s three 
quarters of the price of a PlayStation 4…

LOVE Excellent screen and Tegra 4-powered graphics.
Streams high-end PC games to a portable device
HATE Bulky design. Limited game support at launch.
Game streaming has lots of technical restrictions
T3 SAYS Real graphical punch, but bulky looks 
and serious gaming kit is required

{DIMENSIONS}

{SPECIFICATION}
OS Android 4.1 

PROCESSOR/RAM  Nvidia 
Tegra 4 quadcore/2GB

DISPLAY 5-inch, 1280x720
STORAGE 16GB

CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth 3.0, GPS, HDMI, 

USB 2.0, MicroSD slot, 
3.5mm audio

SENSORS 3x gyroscope,  
3x accelerometer

BUNDLED APPS Google 
Play, TegraZone, Sonic 4 

Episode II THD, Expendables: 
Rearmed, Hulu Plus, 

TwitchTV
BATTERY LIFE 
5 hours gaming

The portable Android plaything 
for the more serious gaming gent

Nvidia Shield is the graphics card company’s 
first attempt at a portable games console. 
And, to put it bluntly, you can tell. For a 
handheld device this is an absolute beast, 
weighing in at over half a kilogram and looking 
like a five-inch touchscreen bolted onto an 
Xbox 360 controller. It has two aims: to 
provide traditional controls for Android games 
and to stream games from your PC.

At that it wholeheartedly succeeds. The 
Shield will play any game available at the 
Google Play store, although only 100 currently 
support the controller. You can still play all 
games using the touchscreen interface, but 
despite the screen’s 720p resolution, it’s not 
the most user-friendly gaming input. 

Sonic 4 THD, Zombie Driver THD and in 
fact any game with the suffix “THD” are 
primed to take full advantage of the powerful, 
quadcore Tegra 4 graphics processor. Their 
beefed-up graphics all look stunning, but 
seem a little wasted on the five-inch display. 
On a telly, via HDMI, Nvidia-optimised games 
like Puddle THD look great. Streamed games 
are disappointingly pixelated, though.

The PC streaming option adds a further 20 
games, including Tomb Raider, Dishonored 

HEIGHT 57mm 
WIDTH 158mm 
DEPTH 135mm
WEIGHT 579g

{DETAILS}

{FOCUS}

Shield Store
All the games here are 

guaranteed to work with 
the Shield. When you want 

to buy, you’ll be taken 
through to the Google Play 

store. Be warned: the 
quoted price can differ 

between the two markets.

1
TEGRA 4 PROCESSOR

The Shield’s chip is ahead of 
the most advanced current 
mobiles, though it will hit 
selected smartphones in 

the next few months  

2
SCREEN

Aided by the above, the 
crisp, five-inch, 720p screen 
ensures games look good

3
CONTROLS

The button layout is similar 
to Xbox 360 controller’s, 
but with extra, Android-

specific buttons in the mix

NVIDIA SHIELD 
$299 (UK TBC), SHIELD.NVIDIA.COM

3

2

1

TEST
WINNER
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1
With a Tegra 4 processor 
it packs more raw power 
than any other portable 
console available now.

2
Compatible with around 
100 games at launch.

3
The only Android console 
to stream high-end PC 
games to your telly.

4
The five-inch screen has 
Retina-quality images for 
amazing game graphics.

5
The controller may be an 
X360 rip-off, but it’s a 
very high quality one.

6
Connects to your TV via 
HDMI or Wi-Fi for instant 
big-screen gaming.

{REASONS}

Why Nvidia 
Shield is the 
’Droid we’re 
looking for…

Serious gamer looking for an Android fix? 
Currently you can’t beat the high-scoring 
Nvidia Shield, with its Tegra 4-powered 
graphics and comfy analogue controls. It is a 
bit niche and rather expensive, though. If those 
concerns put you off, try the Moga Pro, a 
controller that plays a selection of Android 
gaming apps and unofficial emulators using 
your tablet/phone as the power source.

The WikiPad makes a strong mid-table 
debut, with a strong spec list. It’s expensive 
and heavy, but it does work as a standalone 
tablet when not attached to the controller.

Populating the bottom of the leader board 
you find the Ouya, which failed to fulfill its 
potential as an Xbox botherer and Green 
Throttle’s Atlas controller, a nifty controller 
that’s too short on compatible games to 
warrant the cost of shipping it from the US.

{FINAL WORD}

‘DROID GAMING: LEADER’S TABLE

SHADOWGUN
Gears of War-like cover-
based shooter that 
utilises the Tegra chipset 
to produce console-level 
graphics. On Ouya, too.
£4.03, ANDROID AND IOS

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 4: 
EPISODE 1
Traditional platformer 
looks stunning on Shield 
and Tegra-powered Android 
devices. Not on Ouya.
£3.14, ANDROID

GTA: VICE CITY
Not the most recent GTA 
game, but one of the best, 
and a true example of just 
how much you can now 
squeeze into a gaming app.
£1.99, ANDROID AND IOS

DEAD TRIGGER
Essentially the Zombie 
mode from Call of Duty for 
mobiles, this game works 
best when using traditional 
console-style controls.
FREE, ANDROID AND IOS

{EXTRA}

T3’s pick of the best Android games…

T E D

MAKE AND MODEL

MOGA PRO 
CONTROLLER

WIKIPAD OUYA GREEN THROTTLE 
ATLAS CONTROLLER 

NVIDIA 
SHIELD 

PRICE £40 £250 £100 $40 (UK TBC) $299 (UK TBC)

WEBSITEWW MOGAANYWHERE.COM WIKIPAD.COM OUYA.TV GREENTHROTTLE.COM SHIELD.NVIDIA.COM

OS Android 2.3+ Android 4.1 Android 4.1 Compatible with Android 4.0 
and Amazon Kindle Android 4.1

PROCESSOR/RAM N/A Nvidia Tegra 3 
quadcore/1GB

Nvidia Tegra 3 
quadcore/ 1GB

N/A Nvidia Tegra 4 
quadcore/2GB

DISPLAY N/A 7-inch, 1280x800 N/A N/A 5-inch, 1280x720

STORAGE N/A 16GB 8GB N/A 16GB

CONNECTIVITY USB, Bluetooth 4.0 N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, GPS, 
microUSB, microHDMI

N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, 2x USB 
2.0, HDMI 1.4, ethernet

Bluetooth, microHDMI N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 3.0, 
GPS, HDMI, USB 2.0, 
MicroSD slot, 3.5mm

SENSORS N/A 3-axis accelerometer, 
e-compass, gyroscope

N/A N/A 3x gyroscope,  
3x accelerometer

BUNDLED APPS Moga Pivot, Pac-Man, 
N.O.V.A. 3

Dead Trigger, Hockey 
Nations Tournament, 
ShadowGun: Deadzone

All apps are free to download, 
if not to play in full

Green Throttle Arena Google Play, TegraZone, 
Sonic 4 Episode II THD, 
Expendables: Rearmed, 
Hulu Plus, TwitchTV

BATTERY 12 hours gaming 8 hours gaming N/A N/A 5 hours gaming

LOVE Well designed controller that 
works with most Android 
devices. Long battery life and 
fast recharging

Tablet is fast, thin and light. 
Good battery life, expandable 
memory and an ample 
graphics processor

Cheap, Small and easy to set 
up. Supports X360 and PS3 
controllers. Every game is 
free to try

Easy to setup. Most of the 
games available now are free. 
The controller is light and 
very portable

Excellent screen and Tegra 
4-powered graphics.
Streams PC games to a 
portable device

HATE Slow Bluetooth connection. 
Limited game support. 
Doesn’t match the X360 
controller’s feel

Screen is a little dull. Price is 
a little high. Controller + 
tablet is a little heavy

Supplied controller feels 
cheap. Limited gaming 
choice. Google Play titles 
have to be bought again

Few games. Even fewer games 
you’ll actually want to play. 
Available as import only in the 
UK at present

Bulky design. Limited 
game support at launch.
Game streaming has lots 
of technical restrictions

T3 SAYS Now the controller to beat for 
a proper console feel on your 
smartphone or tablet

WikiPad is a great value 
tablet, but pricey and heavy 
as an Android gaming device

Much-hyped upstart needs 
more games and more 
exclusives to get more stars

A decent Android controller, 
but there’s little to play on its 
closed gaming ecosystem

Real graphical punch, but 
bulky looks and serious 
gaming kit is required

RATING

Consoles DTR A T E D

SPEC
SHOT



02 
BUDGET  

UPGRADE

01

SONIC 
ALL-STAR

TEST
WINNER

AS TELLIES GET THINNER, SO DOES THEIR  
sound, by and large. That’s just physics. Don’t 
worry though: soundbars offer an elegant, 
simple, elongated-rectangular way to fix that 
issue. With many of them offering pseudo-
surround, you also get a full, cinematic blast 
of audio – especially from the ones that add 
a wireless subwoofer – without the need to 
clutter your lounge with speakers…

GIVE YOUR SLIM, NEW TELLY  
(P122) A BIG, FAT SONIC LIFT WITH 
T3’S CHOICE OF THE BEST LONG, 
RECTANGULAR SLABS OF SOUND

 Raising the 
soundbar 

WORDS CHRIS HASLAM PHOTOGRAPHY BARRY MAKARIOU

01 SONIC ALL-STAR 

LG NB4530A
£349, LG.COM/UK 

This is barely thicker 
than most of the TVs it’s 
built to enhance, but the 
35mm-deep LG somehow 
manages to sound both 
big and beautiful, helped 
by a separate, lag-free, 
wireless subwoofer. 

It manages the basics 
with panache, with a 
booming, 310W audio 
punch offering real 
clarity and depth. The 
surround-sound effect 
could be improved, but 

LG’s bar produces 
maximum impact from 
the minimum of square 
footage. Add Bluetooth 
for hooking up mobiles 
and tabs, USB playback, 
an HDMI input with audio 
return channel (ARC) 
and it’s also the best 
connected bar on test. 
T3 SAYS Proof that 
great things can come 
in small packages

02 BUDGET UPGRADE 

PANASONIC SC-HTB65 
£159, PANASONIC.CO.UK

While it lacks the bells 
and whistles of the LG 
and Samsung bars, has 
no separate sub, and 
offers a combined bark 
of 90W that can’t 
compete with the audio 
elite on test, this is 
capable enough. Sit 
square in front of the box 
and you’ll enjoy a 
forceful, well-rounded 
sound, even if its bid to 
emulate surround sound 
doesn’t really convince. 

There are six sound 
settings to tinker with  
and a built-in sensor that 
orientates the output 
depending on whether 
you wall-mount the bar 
or rest it beneath your 
screen. It’s a notable 
step up from most TVs’ 
audio at a decent price. 
T3 SAYS Affordable, 
unspectacular upgrade 
to your TV’s audio

1 3 6  T3  N OV E M B E R 2 01 3



04

DOWDY DIVA

03

WOAH!

05

NEVER 
KNOWINGLY 

UNDERSTATED

03 WOAH! 

SAMSUNG HW-F751
£599, SAMSUNG.COM/UK

This is the best looking 
bar on test and the most 
enjoyable to listen to, 
although only just. Like 
its sister TV (p122), it’s 
also comfortably the 
most expensive. If you 
choose to splash out, 
you’ll be rewarded with 
310W of valve-enhanced 
audio, cleaned up for 
extra crispness, and 
premium quality design.

Being only 2.1 you 
won’t get a realistic rear 

projection, but once 
calibrated the speakers 
do a decent impression 
of surround sound, while 
the sub adds thump 
without being 
overbearing. Wi-Fi, HDMI, 
USB and Bluetooth give 
a little more impetus to 
splash that extra dosh…
T3 SAYS Premium 
looks, audio and, it 
must be said, price

WWW FOR MORE SOUNDBAR REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM

05 NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSTATED 

OTONE SONORA AV-LANCE
£249, OTONEAUDIO.CO.UK

At just over a metre long, 
with a separate bucket of 
a wireless subwoofer to 
add extra boom, there’s 
nothing subtle about the 
look of this sound 
system, and that 
extends to the audio. 

The Otone’s 2x30W 
speakers and 60W 
front-firing sub have no 
shortage of volume and 
they have a decent stab 
at simulating surround 
sound, making it a fine 

choice for high octane 
action sequences. Want 
to watch something a 
little more nuanced? 
Dialogue has a shrill 
edge to it and the 
overenthusiastic bass 
needs reining in. Still, if 
brash is your thing, this 
is the soundbar for you.
T3 SAYS Eye catching, 
with plenty of Michael 
Bay-style excess

The masters of the 
understated black box 
are back with this 60cm 
wide one-box wonder, 
which will sit snugly 
beneath most TVs. 

Swaddled within its 
solid wood bosom, you 
get a down-firing, 
five-inch subwoofer and 
four two-inch sealed 
speakers, giving a total 
200W of audio. The 
side-firing speakers help 
to add dimension to the 

audio and while the 
subwoofer can’t kick it 
like a standalone, it 
rumbles along 
impressively. There are 
no settings to fiddle with, 
just sit back and enjoy 
fantastic sound. The 
design won’t set many 
hearts racing, mind you. 
T3 SAYS Sounds 
remarkable, even if it 
looks remarkably dull

04 DOWDY DIVA 

ORBITSOUND SOUNDBASE SB60
£300, ORBITSOUND.COM

SAMSUNG HT-F6500
Blu-ray player-toting, Bluetooth compatible, full-on 5.1 
entertainment system, with analogue valve technology 
onboard to boost the audio further.
£430, CURRYS.CO.UK

QUAD L-ITE PLUS 5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM
Four satellites, a centre and a sub deliver serious audio 
performance. The sound quality merits the higher price.
£1,200, QUAD-HIFI.COM

{FOCUS}

GO FULL SURROUND SOUND…
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LOVE Very good sound quality for a portable speaker. 
Clean-lined design. Easy connectivity
HATE Too hefty to be truly portable. A bit pricey
T3 SAYS Excellent sound, with the ease and 
versatility of Bluetooth connectivity make this 
a top-drawer speaker, which justifies its price

LOVE Excellent screen. Powerful graphics. Easy one-handed use
HATE Lack of tablet-optimised apps. Operating system still not as 
slick to use on a tablet as iOS
T3 SAYS A knock-out screen and an affordable price-tag make 
Google’s new Nexus 7 the iPad Mini's closest competitor

�

Unlike Loewe’s 
previous offering, the 
AirSpeaker, the 
Speaker 2go is all 
about inclusivity. 
Bluetooth 4.0 and 
NFC connectivity 
means it’s not just 
Apple’s AirPlay elite 
that can enjoy 
Loewe’s blend of slick design and 
killer sound on the move.

It’s not as colourful as some of Loewe’s 
other products, and the 3mm aircraft-grade 
alloy trim and aluminium grilles, in black or 
silver, look more businesslike than inspired. 
However, it’s still pretty stylish, and the sound 
is cracking, with plenty of bass, well-balanced 
mid-range and highs that really sing. For a 
portable speaker, it’s a cracking performance.

Press down on the top of the unit and a  
foot shoots out, angling the speaker upwards. 
Setup is simple, and the small LEDs under 
the top volume and Bluetooth buttons let you 
know when you’re connected. If your device 
sports NFC, pairing takes just one tap. 

With eight hours of playback on a full charge, 
this speaker has stamina, but weighing in at 
1.3kg, we doubt you’ll want to carry the 2go 
too far. It’s a tasty bit of kit. There are cheaper, 
more portable options available but they’d 
struggle to match the 2go’s audio panache.

Whilst Apple fans are waiting 
to see if the new iPad Mini will 
sport a Retina Display, 
Google’s gone and launched 
the updated Nexus 7 with a 
better-than-Retina screen. 
Take that Apple! And that’s 
not all that’s been improved…

 As well as the highest resolution 
screen yet seen on a seven-inch tablet, a 
1920x1200 resolution, the Nexus 7 2.0, 
built by Asus, has an improved processor 
and graphics to produce the power needed to move those 
2.3 million pixels around. Its 1.5GHz quadcore CPU and 
Adreno 320 GPU are more than up to the task. 

There’s also now the option of a 32GB version – the 
8GB version has been dropped – and a 4G update, while a 
five-megapixel rear camera has been added to accompany 
the 1.2-megapixel cam up front. 

With a sleeker, lighter design, a grippy surface on the 
back that aids one-handed use and a nine-hour battery life, 
the new Nexus 7 is a fine upgrade. It needs more tablet-
optimised apps before it can usurp the Mini, but with a 
higher spec at a lower price, it’s a smart buy.

{SPECIFICATIONS}
POWER 40W plus  

20W sub
CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 

4.0, NFC, 3.5mm, USB
QUOTED BATTERY LIFE 

Up to 8 hours
SIZE/WEIGHT 

240x105x51mm/1.3kg

FOR THE 
EXTENDED 
REVIEW 
HEAD TO 
T3.COM 

WORDS MARK PRIGG AND MARK MAYNE

LOEWE SPEAKER 2GO
£269, LOEWE.TV/UK

ReviewsR A T E D

GOOGLE NEXUS 7 
£199 (16GB), £299 (32GB), GOOGLE.COM/NEXUS/7

{SPECIFICATIONS}
OS Android 4.3 

PROCESSOR/RAM  
1.5GHz quadcore/2GB

SCREEN 7.02-inch, 
1920x1200, Gorilla Glass

REAR CAM 5-meg/1080p
FRONT CAM 1.2-meg/720p

STORAGE 16GB or 32GB 
CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, 

optional 4G, Bluetooth 4.0, 
NFC, MicroUSB, 3.5mm

QUOTED BATTERY LIFE  
9 hours HD video,  

10 hours web browsing
SIZE/WEIGHT 

114x200x8.65mm/290g
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{THE BEST OF EVERYTHING}

Smartphones p142
Tablets p145
Cameras p146
Computers p148
Gaming p151
Home audio p152
Headphones p153
Televisions p154
Home entertainment p155
Accessories p156

Top tens THE place to start researching your 
next gadget-buying jaunt. For an even more 
up-to-the-minute snapshot of our latest wish 
lists, check out t3.com/best-gadgets. 
Scores The products featured in The Guide 
are reassessed regularly against what’s new, 
hip and happening. As a result, we will re-rate 
older products to reflect the current market. 
Prices We scour the web for the best prices 
we can find at trusted retailers. Even so, check 
the most up-to-date deals before getting out 
your Solo, Access or Diners Club card.

WIN! A GUM++ BATTERY  
PACK FROM JUST MOBILE
Get more from the kit in The Guide with this powerful field juicer

Just Mobile’s Gum++ means your gadgets need never run out of juice again, 
offering 6,000mAh of power for an electricity hit right when you need it – that’s 
enough to resurrect an average phone three times over. With slick looks that 
complement your existing tech, Gum++ is just one of Just Mobile’s selection of 
designer accessories, from AluPen Pro, a rubber-tipped touchscreen stylus, to 
the AluFrame Shield, which protects your iPhone without spoiling its look. 
£75, JUST-MOBILE.COM

WIN
A GUM++ 
BATTERY 
PACK BY  

JUST MOBILE
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AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE

TheGuide

CLOSNG DATE OCTOBER 10 2013. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON. EDITOR’S DECISION IS FINAL. NO CASH OR OTHER ALTERNATIVE PRIZE WILL BE OFFERED. 

WANT TO WIN ONE? Just email t3@futurenet.com with “Just Mobile Gum++ 
giveaway” as the subject. We’ll pick three winners at random on October 11 2013. 



Smartphones {BUYING TIPS}

Smartwatches to sync your wrist

1 3
SONY SMARTWATCH 2 COOKOO WATCH
The only recent watch from Looks like an analogue 
a “proper” phone brand. watch, but connects to iOS 
Plays well with Android  devices via Bluetooth 4.0, 
via Bluetooth 3.0 or NFC. for alerts and check-ins.
£147, SONY.CO.UK £110, COOKOOWATCH.COM

2 4
i’M WATCH PEBBLE
Chunky Bluetooth wrist E-ink-screened market 
candy works with Android, leader for iOS and Android 
iOS and BlackBerry phones. issues alerts for all sorts. 
£219, IMSMART.COM £99, GETPEBBLE.COM

HTC ONE
 £473, HTC.COM, TESTED JUNE 2013

APPLE IPHONE 5
 FROM £509, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

LOVE Chic metallic design. A fantastic, innovative camera. LOVE Bigger screen. 4G capability – if you’re on an EE contract. 
Great audio, with front-facing speakers Better front-facing camera for video. iOS 6 very smooth
HATE Average battery life. No expandable storage HATE Battery life could be better. Lacks features of other OSs
T3 SAYS A thing of beauty with brains to match.  T3 SAYS The best iPhone to date and iOS is still slicker 
It’s the new Android champion than Android. However, it’s also less fully featured
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESSOR 1.7GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1920x1080 PROCESSOR A6 SCREEN 4-inch, 1136x640
CAMERA 4-meg/1080p STORAGE 32GB or 64GB CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB, 32GB or 64GB

SAMSUNG GAL
 £455, SAMSUNG.COM/UK,

AX
 TE
Y

S
 S
TED 

4
JULY 2013

HTC ONE M
 £380, HTC.COM/UK,

INI
 TESTED OCTOBER 2013

LOLOVE Spectacular, high-resolution display. Cool gesture LOVE Snazzy design. Great size. Fab camera. A strong 
features. New camera tricks. Generally sound all round all-rounder, considering its mid-range pricing
HATE Bit plasticky. Some features are a tad gimmicky HATE Slower processor and shorter battery life than the One
T3 SAYS Samsung’s best smartphone yet, but no longer T3 SAYS A superb “lite” version of the HTC One with both  
the best Android money can buy a friendlier price and a more manageable chassis
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.9GHz quadcore SCREEN 5-inch, 1920x1080 PROCESSOR 1.4GHz dualcore SCREEN 4.3-inch, 1080x720
CAMERA 13-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB CAMERA 4-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB

SONS Y
 £480
 XPERIA Z

, SONYMOBILE.COM, TESTED APRIL 2013
GOOGLE NE

 FROM £273, PLA
X

Y
U
.GOOGLE.

S 4
COM, TESTED JANUARY 2013

LOVE Smashing, full-HD display. Superior camera.  LOVE Nice ’n’ low price. The 4.7-inch screen is tasty indeed. 
Great styling. Excellent performance all round Fluid performance. Wireless Charging. Android Jelly Bean
HATE It’ll be too big for some. Fiddly waterproof connectors HATE Incredibly dull design. Just 8GB or 16GB, no microSD slot
T3 SAYS Stunning and waterproof, this is easily the best T3 SAYS LG and Google serve up cutting-edge specs  
smartphone Sony has ever made at a price that’s very hard to beat
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore SCREEN 5-inch, 1920x1080 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1280x768
CAMERA 13-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB, microSD CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 8GB or 16GB

SAMSUNG GAL
 FROM £330, SAMSUNG

A
.C
X
OM/UK,

Y S
 TE
3

STED AUGUST 2012
NOKIA LUM

 £500, NOKIA.
I
COM,
A 9

 TES
2
TED SEP

5
TEMBER 2013

LOLOVE Bright, bold and big screen. Long battery life.  LOL VE A pared down, cool, stylish phone with a pared down, 
Fine sFine selection of innovative features. Power aplenty ccoool, stylish OS. Excellent camera
HAHATTE E It rI eally is fairly big. Slightly plasticky build HATE WP8 still lacks apps. Battery could be better
T3 T3 SSAYS A phone that, though over a year old, is powerful, T3 SAYS Nokia’s best Windows Phone to date, a few more 
ffeeature-packed, desirable… and increasingly cheap apps and this would be a real contender
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.4GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.8-inch 1280x720 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz dualcore SCREEN 4.5-inch, 1280x720
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB or 32GB + microSD CAMERA 8.7-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB

HTC ONE X
 £350, HTC.C

+
OM/UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013

BLACK
 £396

B
, UK.BLA
ERRY Z

CKBERR
1
Y.C

0
OM, TESTED APRIL 2013

LOLOVVE Fast, quadcore processor ensures smooth operation  LOLOVE BlackBerry Hub and improved BlackBerry World. 
and ga aming. Massive 64GB storage. Comparatively cheap EExxcellent touchscreen keyboard. Bright screen
HATE Bigger battery, but you’ll still need to charge every day HATE Average camera. Not different enough to really appeal
T3 SAYS The HTC One X’s smarter, longer-lasting brother T3 SAYS BB10 is a move in the right direction, even  
is an HTC phone for power users on a budget if the Z10 is more competent than exciting
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.7GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1280x720 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz dualcore SCREEN 4.2-inch, 1280x768
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 64GB CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB, microSD

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Tablets {BUYING TIPS}

T3’s top four ebook readers

1 3
AMAZON KINDLE AMAZON KINDLE
PAPERWHITE The cheaper, lighter Kindle 
The best ereader screen with an improved screen is 
around, now backlit for a nailed-on bargain.
late-night edification. £69, AMAZON.CO.UK
FROM £109, AMAZON.CO.UK

4
2 KOBO EREADER TOUCH
BARNES AND NOBLE A top-quality e-ink screen 
NOOK GLOWLIGHT with added touch control, 
Great, backlit screen. Book plus access to one million 
store rivals Amazon’s. free ebooks and libraries.
£90, BARNESANDNOBLE.COM £115, WHSMITH.CO.UK

APPL
 
E
FR

 IP
OM £26

A
9
D
, APPLE.

 MINI
COM/UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013

AMAZ
 £15
O

9
N KI
, AMAZON.

NDLE FI
CO.UK, TESTED J

RE HD
ANUARY 2013

LOVE The pocket-friendly, 7.9-inch screen with ultra-slim bezel LOVE Amazon’s simplified Android is extremely user-friendly. 
looks fantastic and works great. 4G LTE version available Plenty of content on offer. Great screen
HATE Pricey. Screen resolution is not the best HATE Processor can struggle. No Google Play store
T3 SAYS Slim and stunningly designed, this takes the T3 SAYS A great tablet for media consumption, and it’s 
world’s best tablet and proves that smaller is even better excellent value to boot
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

OS iOS 6.1 PROCESSOR 1GHz dualcore  OS Android 4.0, customised by Amazon PROCESSOR 1.2GHz 
SCREEN 7.9-inch, 1024x768 STORAGE 16GB, 32GB or 64GB dualcore SCREEN 7-inch, 1280x800 STORAGE 16GB or 32GB

APPLE IPAD (4TH GEN)
 FROM £399, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013  

GOOGLE NE
 £359, GOOGLE.

X
C
U
OM/NEX

S 1
U
0
S, TESTED JANUARY 2013

LOVE Retina Display looks stunning. New A6X processor LOVE Outstanding, super-HD display. Jelly Bean OS is 
bolsters speed. 128GB and 4G LTE models now available excellent. Smooth operation. Solid build
HATE Pretty minor, as upgrades go. Battery life could be better HATE Lack of dedicated tablet apps. No 3G option yet
T3 SAYS Full-sized version, now a little bit better – make T3 SAYS Like the Nexus 7 this gives power on the cheap, 
sure you get enough storage for that Retina-ready gear… but lack of tablet-specific apps makes it less desirable
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

OS iOS 6.1 PROCESSOR 1.4GHz dualcore SCREEN 9.7-inch, OS Android 4.2 PROCESSOR 1.7GHz quadcore  
2048x1536 STORAGE 16GB, 32GB, 64GB or 128GB SCREEN 10.1-inch, 2560x1600 STORAGE16GB or 32GB

GOOGLE NE
 FROM £199, GOOGLE.

XUS 7
CO.UK, TESTED NOVEMBER 2013

SONY XPER
  £492, SONY.C

IA T
O.UK, TE

A
STED A

BLE
UGU

T
ST

 Z
 2013

LOVE A better-than-Retina screen. Processing power boosted LOVE Slimline and waterproof, just like the Xperia Z 
to 1.5GHz. Lightweight, compact build. Very affordable smartphone. Solid spec list
HATE Lack of tablet-optimised apps HATE The screen delivers pale colours
T3 SAYS The hardware is excellent, but too few Android T3 ST AYS Thin, light and hard as nails. A real Android 
apps make use of the seven-inch screen to topple Apple tablet contender
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.3 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore  OS Android 4.1 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore 
SCREEN 7.2-inch, 1920x1200 STORAGE 16GB or 32GB SCREEN 10.1-inch, 1920x1200 STORAGE 16GB, microSD

APPLE I
 FROM £29

PAD 2
7, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2011  

ASUS TR
 £420, UK.A

ANSFORMER INFINIT
SUS.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

Y
LOVE Decent battery, power and graphical oomph. Thin,  LOVE Sharp full-HD screen. Keyboard dock. Heavy on storage
light and now even cheaper, with apps galore HATE More expensive than the equivalent iPad. No USB 
HATE Rear camera is poor. New iPad is better charging. Optimised apps are lacking. Reduced battery life
T3 SAYS Slimmer and cheaper than the fourth-gen iPad, T3 SAYS Beautiful full-HD screen and neat keyboard 
this is still a mighty alluring tablet in its own right makes this a tasty, if fairly expensive, trophy gadget
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

OS iOS 5 PROCESSOR 1GHz dualcore  OS Android 4.0 PROCESSOR 1.6GHz quadcore 
SCREEN 9.7-inch, 1024x768 STORAGE 16GB, 32GB or 64GB SCREEN 10.1-inch, 1280x1200 STORAGE 32GB/64GB, microSD

AMA
 

Z
 FR
O

OM 
N K

£229
I
, AMAZ
NDLE HD 8.

ON.CO.UK, TESTED JUNE 
9

2013
A
 

CER IC
 £330,

ONIA W3
 ACER.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2013

LOVE Very sharp 8.9-inch screen. Easy to use, carousel-style LOVE Full-fat Windows 8, a glossy, eight-inch screen, a beefy 
interface with Lovefilm and Amazon content 64GB of storage and an eight-hour battery life
HATE No 3G option. Limited app selection HATE Intel Atom processor not fit for gaming
T3 SAYS The best Kindle yet, faster and sharper, but not T3 SAYS Windows 8 in a pocketable form. A bit of a swot, 
quite as portable as its seven-inch sibling it’s more suitable for work than play
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.0, customised by Amazon PROCESSOR 1.5GHz OS Windows 8 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore Atom
dualcore SCREEN 8.9-inch, 1920x1200 STORAGE 16GB/32GB SCREEN 8-inch, 1200x800 STORAGE 64GB

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Computers {FOCUS}

Desktop essentials

1 3 
THE MOUSE THE SECOND SCREEN
MICROSOFT ARC TOUCH AOC I2369VM FULL HD
Wireless and accurate. Just Sleek, 23-inch monitor, 
flatten it to switch it off. with two HDMI ports.
£60, MICROSOFT.COM £130, PCWORLD.CO.UK

2 4 
THE KEYBOARD THE BACK-UP
LOGITECH WIRELESS APPLE AIRPORT  
TOUCH KEYBOARD TIME CAPSULE
Includes a touchpad so  Now with AC Wi-Fi and  
you can ditch the above. up to 3TB of storage.
£40, LOGITECH.COM £240, APPLE.COM/UK

APPLE MA
 FROM £849

CBOOK AIR
, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2013

APPLE iMA
 FROM £1,099

C
, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

LOVE Same slimline, aluminium looks, plus improved battery LOVE Mountain Lion OS X. Slimline look – as thin as an iPhone 5 
life, faster Wi-Fi and a price drop, in 11- and 13-inch sizes at the edge. The 27-inch model comes with a Retina Display
HATE No Retina Display HATE DVD drive’s been dropped. Gets pricey as you spec up
T3 SAYS The world’s best, ultra-portable laptops T3 SAYS The optimum combination of style and 
SPECIFICATIONS specification, now slimmer. Still got it!
SCREEN 11.6-inch, 1366x768/13.3-inch, 1440x900 SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 1.3GHz/4GB STORAGE 128GB  SCREEN 21.5-inch, 1080p/27-inch, 2560x1440 PROCESSOR/
or 256GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 9 hours/12 hours RAM Quad i5 or i7/8GB STORAGE Up to 3TB HDD/768GB SSD

DELL XPS 15
 FROM £1,079, DELL.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

ASUS ZENBOOK UX32
 £624, UK.ASUS.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2

A
012

LOVE Amazing screen. Excellent build quality. Top performer LOLOVE Slimline design. Solid specifications, although  
thanks to powerful processor and graphics card. Good VFM admitad tedly not outstanding
HATE Weighty. No SSD HAH TE Relatively poor battery life
T3 SAYS An incredibly powerful laptop for the price. T3 ST AYS Attractive and powerful, this Zenbook is a very 
Still gives most MacBooks a run for their money solid, good-VFM option that also has a touch of style 
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 15.3-inch, 1920x1080 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i7 SCREEN 13.3-inch, 1600x900 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
2.1GHz/8GB STORAGE 1TB HDD QUOTED BATTERY 8hrs 1.4GHz/4GB STORAGE 500GB HDD QUOTED BATTERY 7hrs

APPLE MACBOOK PRO WITH SONY V
9
A

AY 13-INCH  £86 , S
IO T

RETINA DISPL ONY.CO.UK,
AP 2

 TESTED A
0

UGUST 2013

LOL VE Twenty-inch touchscreen desktop with adjustable 
 £1,449, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED MARCH 2013 viev wing angles. Unplug it and it’ll run on its three-hour battery

LOVE Best laptop screen around. Ultra-fast SSD storage HAH TE Tacky, plastic build
HATE Expensive T3 ST AYS Feature-packed all-in-one with tablet pretensions 
T3 SAYS Amazing screen and a sky-high price tag anand full-fat Windows 8 OS 
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13.3-inch, 2560x1600 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 SCREEN 20-inch, 1600x900 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
2.5GHz/8GB STORAGE 128GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 7hrs 1.9GHz/8GB STORAGE 500GB HDD

DELL INSPIRON 15
 £319, DELL.COM, TESTED OCTOBER 2013

ACER C7 CHROMEBOOK
 £199, ACER.CO.UK, TESTED MARCH 2013

LOVE Workmanlike spec and a solid build. Responsive LOVE Incredible price tag. Decent screen and acceptable 
touchscreen for Windows 8. Decent keyboard. Cheap as chips prp ocessor. 100GB of cloud storage
HAH TE It’s neither light nor pretty HAH TE Chrome OS lacks support. Requires web connection
T3T3 SAYS Dell’s budget laptop is great for everyone from T3 ST3 AYS Incredible cheapness makes this a good second 
skint students to silver surfers machinema , or one for undemanding users
SPECIFICATIONS SPESPECIFICATIONS
SCREEN 15.6-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM Pentium SSCREEN 11.6-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM 1.1GHz Intel 
1.8GHz/4GB STORAGE 500GB QUOTED BATTERY 6hrs dualcore/2GB STORAGE 320GB HDD QUOTED BATTERY 3hrs

HP SP
 £999

EC
, HP
TRE X

.COM/UK, TE
T

STED MARCH 2013
DELL XPS 13 UL

 £859, DELL.CO.UK, TESTED APRIL
TRABOOK

 2012

LOVE Attractive and sturdy all-metal design. Seriously thin and LOVE Core i7 processor and 256GB solid state drive create  
portable. Great battery life. Beats Audio. Reasonably priced a quick performer. Gorilla Glass screen. Comfy keyboard
HATE Tricky touchpad. Screen could be better HATE Fewer connections than our #2, the XPS 15
T3 SAYS The smartest ultrabook. What it lacks in power T3 SAYS With its slinky aluminium case, this is another 
it makes up for with style and portability credible, Windows-based MacBook alternative from Dell
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13.3-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 SCREEN 13-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i7  
1.7GHz/4GB STORAGE 128GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 7.5hrs 1.9GHz/8GB STORAGE 256GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 8.5hrs

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Gaming {CONTENT}

Classic DLC, easy as 1, 2, 3 (and 4)

1 3 
BIOSHOCK INFINITE: FIRE EMBLEM 
CLASH IN THE CLOUDS AWAKENING: SMASH PACK
Wave-based shooty All three “Smash Brethren” 
spin-off packs in 60 story add-ons; one price. 
action-based challenges. £5.39 ON 3DS

£3.69 ON PS3, £3.40 ON X360

4 
2 CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS 
DISHONORED: THE 2: VENGEANCE
BRIGMORE WITCHES New maps, weapons and, of 
Conclusion of the Knife of course, zombies. Previously 
Dunwall’s story. an Xbox 360 exclusive.
£7.99 ON PS3, £6.85 ON X360 £11.59 ON PS3

MICROSOF OX 360 25
 £190, XBOX.

T XBO
CO.UK, TESTED 

X
NO
 360 2

VEMBER 2011
50GB0GB VANQU

 £999
IS

, PC
H E
SPECIALIS

CLI
T.CO

PS
.UK, TE

E 6
STED DE

70 MK
CEMBER 2012

II
LOVE Xbox Live remains #1 for online gaming. About level LOVE Incredible specs for under a grand, including a 4.6GHz i5, 
pegging with PS3 for classic titles. Also has the T3 Award- 16GB RAM and a cooling chassis to keep it running at full pelt
winning Kinect to play with and great XBLA budget gaming hub HATE Little to grumble about at this price
HATE No Blu-ray. About 97 in gadget years. Xbox One on way T3 SAYS Solid specs and decent gaming at a fair price 
T3 SAYS A slick and powerful games and media machine SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS PROCESSOR Core i5 4.6GHz GRAPHICS 2GB NVIDIA GeForce 
STORAGE 4GB BLU-RAY/DVD No/Yes GTX670 RAM/STORAGE 16GB/1TB HDD and 120GB SSD 
CONNECTIVITY HDMI, 5x USB, ethernet, N Wi-Fi, AV out CONNECTIVITY 8x USB, 2x HDMI, DVI, VGA, eSata, ethernet

SONY PS
 £200, UK.PLA

3 SUPER SLIM
YSTATION.COM, TESTED JANUARY 2013  

ALIENW
 £1,299

ARE M
, ALIENWARE.

1
C
7
O.UK,

X R3
 TESTED JUNE 2012

LOLOVE A Blu-ray player, media server that’s 3D-ready and LOVE Fantastic screen. Manages 3D gaming at up to 32fps
supportsuppo s the rather nifty Move controller (£24). Oh, and you  HATE A bit light on storage and RAM
ccaan plan play games on it, too, with some very good exclusives T3 SAYS Gaming fanatics wanting 3D graphics on the  
HAHATTE Horrid plasticky quality to new model. PS4 incoming go need look no further. It’s not cheap, though
TT3 SAYS Great film/gaming option if you can bear the build SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS PROCESSOR Core i7 2GHz GRAPHICS Nvidia GeForce GTX 
STORAGE 320GB BLU-RAY/DVD Yes/Yes 460M 4 RAM/STORAGE 4GB/256GB CONNECTIVITY 4x USB, 
CONNECTIVITY HDMI, 2x USB, ethernet, G Wi-Fi, AV out HDMI, eSATA, Blu-ray reader

NINTENDO W
 £250, NINTENDO

I
.C
I U PREM
O.UK, TESTED CHRIS

I
TMA
U

S 2
M

012
APPLE IPOD TOUCH

 FROM £216, APPLE.COM/UK, TES
 

TED CHRISTMAS 2012

LOVE Genuinely innovative platform. Tactile, useful  LOVE Beautifully designed and newly colourful. Bigger,  
GamePad. Full-HD graphics at last for Mario and co bolder Retina Display. A5 processor and iOS 6
HATE Pricey, needs games (ideally exclusive ones) HATE Pricey, especially for the 64GB model
TT3 SAYS Nintendo’s again reinvented the way we play.  T3 SAYS A modern gaming portable that’s spawned  
Yet while this has potential, it needs killer games badly a new generation of games and gamers
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
STORAGE 32GB CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, 4x USB, HDMI, NFC SCREEN 4-inch, 1136x640 touchscreen CONNECTIVITY 
GAMEPAD Touchcreen 6.2-inch, 854x480 BATTERY 3-5 hours N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0 BATTERY 8hrs (video), 40 hrs (audio)

PLAYST
 £130

A
, UK.PLA

TION VIT
YSTATION.COM,

A
 TESTED MARCH 2012

NINTENDO 3
 £195, NINTENDO

DS XL
.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

LOVE Quality five-inch OLED touchscreen and quadcore power. LOVE Bigger screens look great and the 3D sweet spot is much 
Dual analogue controls. Good games. PS4’s new best-pal? larger. Curved design is very ergonomic. Boosted battery life
HATE Pricey games and memory cards. Battery life only fair HATE Looks a bit cheap. Heft is cumbersome. No AC adaptor
T3 SAYS The best, most powerful handheld yet, though T3 SAYS Ace handheld, with big screens and game range 
the high running costs may put off less hardcore fraggles that impresses, but little incentive to upgrade from 3DS
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 5-inch, 960x544 OLED touchscreen CONNECTIVITY SCREEN 4.88-inch 800x240 3D/4.18-inch 320x240 touch 
N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 2.1, USB, SD, NFC BATTERY 5 hours CONNECTIVITY G Wi-Fi, 3.5mm audio BATTERY 4 hours

CHILLBL
 £1,415,

A
 CHILLBLA

ST FUS
ST.CO.UK,

I
 
ON FI
TESTED DECEMBER 2

REST
012

ORM NVIDIA
 $299 (UK

 SHIEL
 TBC), NVIDIA.

D
COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2013

LOVE Powerful i5 processor overclocked to 4.8GHz and  LOVE Excellent screen and Tegra 4-powered graphics.
Nvidia GTX 680 graphics deliver fast, fluid gameplay Streams high-end PC games to a portable device
HATE Expensive… but worth it HATE Bulky design. Lots of technical restrictions
T3 SAYS Bone-crushing specs for serious PC gamers T3 SAYS Real graphical punch, but bulky looks and a lack 
SPECIFICATIONS of game support dampen spirits slightly
PROCESSOR Core i5 4.8GHz GRAPHICS 2x Nvidia GTX 680 SPECIFICATIONS

RAM/STORAGE 16GB/2TB HDD and 240GB SSD SSCREEN 5-inch 1280x720 CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
CONNECTIVITY 10x USB, 3x HDMI, DVI, VGA, ethernet 33.0, GPS, HDMI, USB 2.0, MicroSD, 3.5mm BATTERY 5 hours

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Home audio {BUYING TIPS}

T3’s top portable speakers

1 3 
JAWBONE JAMBOX JABRA SOLEMATE
Small, brightly coloured The trainer-like design 
and great sound quality. won’t suit all tastes but this 
Bluetooth pairing is easy is one exceedingly LOUD 
and reliable, too. Winner. miniature speaker.
£124, JAWBONE.COM £100, JABRA.COM

2 4 
LOEWE SPEAKER 2GO DAMSON OYSTER
Incredible sound quality This 3D speaker pushes 
with size-defying bass and the bass to the fore. Ideal 
top clarity. Pricey, though. for rave dads on the Costa. 
£269, LOEWE.TV/UK £180, DAMSONAUDIO.COM

01 CAMBR
  £330

ID
, CAMBRIDGEA

GE AU
UDIO
DI

.C
O M
OM, TES

I
TED MA
NX AI

Y 2013
R 100 BOWERS & WI

  £399, BOWERS-WILKINS
LKI

.CO
N

.UK,
S A5

 TESTED FEBR
 

UARY 2013

LOVE Powerful, detailed sound quality. AirPlay and Bluetooth LOVE Unfussy design and highly impressive sound. New app 
connectivity. Rugged, sleek design. Handy web radio buttons makes iTunes syncing easy
HATE Multi-room is less straightforward than on Sonos HATE Bass wobbles at higher volumes
T3 SAYS Sounds great and packs more features than  T3 SAYS Elegant audio executed excellently. The A5 is 
any other wireless speaker system on the market the little black dress of speakers
SPECIFICATIONS SSPECIFICATIONS

POWER 100W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, AirPlay, Bluetooth, POWER 4x 20W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, auxiliary analogue, 
RCA, 3.5mm SIZE 354x182x118mm Ethernet, AirPlay, 3.5mm out SIZE 300x180x120mm

DENON CE
  £269 WITHOUT

OL PIC
 SPEAKERS

C
, £31
O

9 
L

WITH,
O

 DENON.CO.UK, 
PHILI

  
PS A
£385, PHILIP

W
S
9000
.CO.UK, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

TESTED FEBRUARY 2013
LOVE Six high-class drivers deliver outstanding sound quality, 

LOVE Denon’s ditched the original Ceol’s CD player but kept while the wood veneer speakers look classy
AirPlay, an iPod dock, 24-bit support and web radio HATE DLNA set-up needs to be made simpler
HAH TE Very dull looks T3 SAYS Buxom chunks of wireless sonic bliss. A fine 
T3 SAYS Multi-format mini marvel at a decent price alternative to the one-box streaming norm
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 2x 65W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, USB, optical in, audio POWER 100W CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, analogue, digital 
in, AirPlay, 3.5mm out SIZE 180x90x234mm coaxial, digital optical, 3.5mm in SIZE 300x210x350mm

PHILIP
  £430

S FIDELIO SOUNDSPHERE
, PHILIPS.CO.UK, TESTED JANUARY 2012

PURE JONGO S
  £170, PURE.COM, TES

3
TED JULY 2013

LOVE Powerful and articulate 100W sound, a classy design  LOVE Good sound for the cost. Decent battery life. Can be 
and a strong wireless connection for AirPlay streaming.  linked for an easy, wireless multi-room system
Add the free Fidelio app and you get internet radio, too HATE Fiddly Wi-Fi syncing. Multi-room via iOS only
HATE No LCD display means setup is awkward T3 SAYS Looks, brains and better-than-average sound, 
T3 SAYS Quality speakers with added AirPlay? Love it the Jongo S3 is a great introduction to multi-room audio
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 2x 50W CONNECTIVITY Line in, AirPlay POWER 4x 2.5W + 10W CONNECTIVITY G Wi-Fi, Bluetooth via 
SIZE 265x410mm USB dongle, ethernet, 3.5mm audio in SIZE 131x139x135mm

PIONEER X
  £135, PIONEER.

-SMC
CO.UK, TE

3
STED JANUARY 2012

SAMSUNG D
  £250, SAMSUNG

A
.C
-
OM/UK,
E750

 TESTED DECEMBER 2012

LOVE AirPlay and DLNA streaming, USB media playback  LOVE Crisp, punchy sound quality with built-in valve 
and internet radio, plus excellent audio quality amplification. Android/Apple docking, DLNA, Bluetooth
HATE Not much of a looker HATE USB playback is hit and miss. Pricey
T3 SAYS A no-nonsense slab of audio power, with a T3 SAYS Stunning sound quality without Apple or 
massive dose of features for not much money Android prejudice. A wireless dock everyone can enjoy
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 40W CONNECTIVITY USB, ethernet, AirPlay,  POWER 100W CONNECTIVITY AirPlay, AllShare Play, iOS/
line in, RCA SIZE 520x218x155mm Android dock, Bluetooth 3.0, Wi-Fi, USB SIZE 450x148x240mm

SONOS PL
  £349, SONO

A
S
Y
.COM,

:5
 TESTED MARCH 2010

ELIPSON PL
  £535, ELIPSON.

ANE
COM, TE

T
STED JUNE 
 LW

2013

LOVE Superb, multi-room sound. Spotify and Last.FM support. LOVE Superb sound. Wonderful ease of use and simple wireless 
You can control it all using your smartphone setup. Great, well-rounded look
HATE Go properly multi-room and the costs pile up HATE Expensive. Can’t be linked to other hi-fi kit
T3 SAYS A simple, effective and classy way to pump  T3 SAYS Bold design, easy wireless streaming and great 
well-rounded audio into every room audio go some way towards justifying the LW’s high price
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

POWER N/A CONNECTIVITY Wireless, ethernet (Sonos POWER 2x 50W CONNECTIVITY Proprietary wireless 
proprietary streaming), line in SIZE 217x365x123mm streaming via 30-pin or USB dongle SIZE 290mm circumference

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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{THE BES

{BUYING TIPS}

T3’s top four PMPs

1 3
APPLE IPOD TOUCH SA
A quality combo of music, WI-
apps and games. Latest Exc
version is better than ever, PM
and more colourful. £250

FROM £249, APPLE.COM/UK

4
2 SON
APPLE IPOD NANO NW
New, larger 2.5-inch Clea
touchscreen. Now only play
available as 16GB model. and 

B&W P3
  £169, BOWERS-WILKINS.CO.UK, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2012

PHILIP
  £186

S FIDELIO L
, PHILIPS.CO.UK, TESTED 

1
JUNE 2012

LOVE Compact and lightweight, but undeniably premium. LOLOVVEE Clear, transparent audio with meaty bass and nicely  
Comes in huge colour range: black or white rreetrtroo stylings. An anti-tangle cord adds further niceness
HATE Head grippage could be overly firm for some HAHATE Luxury, as ever, doesn’t come particularly cheap
T3 SAYS Highly refined headphones with stunning  TT3 SAYS Super comfort and the highest audio quality 
sound quality. The sign of a true audio gent… justify the higher price tag. A muso’s delight
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 34 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-20,000Hz IMPEDANCE 26 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-25 000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.2m CORD LENGTH 1.1m

KEF M
  £250
50

, KEF
0

.COM, TESTED AUGUST 2013
PSB M4U 2

  £269, PSBSPEAKERS.COM, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2013

LOL VE Detailed sound quality. Memory foam increases comfort LOLOVE Incredibly effective active noise cancelling, plus 
and minimisand es sound leakage. Classic look enhanced sound via the amplifier switch
HAHAAATE T Pricey. Occasional headband slippage HATE Poor design. Requires AAA batteries
T3T3 SAYS Accomplished audio + high-end materials + T3 SAYS Hi-fi-quality sound and added noise quelling, 
restrained design = cans worthy of a £250 price tag albeit with less-than-bargain pricing
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 20-20,000Hz IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 20-20,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.3m CORD LENGTH 1.5m

SENNHEISER MOMENTS
  £260, SENNHEISER.COM, TESTED OCT

UM
OBER 2013

BEATS B
  £269, UK.BEA

Y DR DRE E
TSBYDRE.COM, TE

X
STED FEBR

ECUTIVE
UARY 2013

LOVE Great sound. Excellent build quality. Very comfortable LOLOVVEE L oud but precise sound quality, ideal for pop and rock. 
indeed with minimal sound leakage EExxtrtreemely em ffective noise cancelling. Foldable design
HATE Monster carry case. Hefty size and price HAHAAATE TE Noise cancelling requires batteries
T3 SAYS Robust build, lightweight design and comfy T3T3 SAYS Exceptional sound quality, but when the 
earcups make these great for music lovers on the movee batteries run out the music dies
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 18 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 16-22,000KHz IMPEDANCE Not quoted FREQUENCY RANGE Not quoted 
CORD LENGTH 1.4m CORD LENGTH 1.36m 

FOCA
  
L
£1
 SPIRI
99, FOCAL.COM,

T
 
 ONE
TESTED SEPTEMBER 2013

AIAIAI TMA
  £163, AIAIAI.DK,

-1
 TESTED JANUARY 2011

LOVE Punchy sound with well-balanced bass. Compact, LOVE Sensitive speakers, properly punchy bass and  
foldable design. Minimum sound leakage a stylishly rugged, branding-free, matt black design
HATE Chunky looks, premium price HATE Overly laid-back treble at times
T3 SAYS Balanced sound, beautiful style and tough T3 SAYS The team behind these cans consulted 25 top 
enough to travel, too. Great all-round cans DJs to get them sounding right. Evidently, it worked
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 6-22KHz IMPEDANCE 32+/-15% Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 
CORD LENGTH 1.2m 20-20,000Hz CORD LENGTH 1.7m 

PARRO
  £300

T
,
 Z
 PARR

IK DES
OT.COM, TESTED NO

IGN B
VEMBER 2

Y ST
012

ARCK SENNHEISER
  £119, SENNHEISER.

 CX
CO.UK,

 89
 TESTED CHRIS

0I
TMAS 2012

LOVE Great audio. Swift, reliable Bluetooth pairing and activtive e LOVE Copes well with all genres of music. Great noise isolation 
noise-cancelling. Excellent on-ear touch controls from snug in-ear fit. Minimal commuter-perturbing leakage
HATE Battery life not brilliant. On the heavy/expensive side HATE Maybe a bit pricey for in-ears
T3 SAYS With innovative controls and excellent sound T3 SAYS Consistently good sound quality and noise 
these wireless cans are a bit of a tech design classic isolation maki e these perfect for the daily slog
SPECIFICATIONS SPESP CIFICATIONS
IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-20,000Hz IMPEDIM ANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 17-23,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH Wireless CORD LENGTH 1.2m

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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MSUNG GALAXY S 
FI 5.0
ellent, Android-powered 
P with Google Play.

, SAMSUNG.COM/UK

Y WALKMAN 
Z-E474
r audio and 36 hours 
back. Just 8GB storage 
a dated look, though.

£129, APPLE.COM/UK £79, SONY.CO.UK



Televisions {BUYING TIPS}

T3’s top projectors

1 3 
EPSON EH-TW5900 BENQ W1070
Great video + high contrast Bargain projector that 
+ engaging 3D = plenty  punches above its weight 
of bang for your buck. in 2D and 3D, despite slight 
£800, EPSON.CO.UK lack of black detail.

£670, BENQ.CO.UK
2 
SONY VPL-HW50ES 4 
Motion resolution is best  EPSON EH-TW8100
in class for stunning action Another high-end classic 
sequences. The 100,000:1 with splendid 2D and 3D 
contrast ratio also rocks. picture and quiet operation.
£2,799, SONY.CO.UK £1,899, EPSON.CO.UK

SAMSUNG UE S
 £1,799, SAMSUNG

4
.COM/UK,

6F80
 TESTED 

00
JULY 2013

SONY
 £64
 BR

9, SONY
AVIA K

.CO.UK, TES
D
TED SEP

L-42W
TEMBER 2

6
013

53A
LOVE Smartphone apps, twin tuners and the new Smart  LOLOVE Solid picture performance. Impressive selection of 
Portal 2.0 mean immediate content is abound ccaattch-up and on-demand.c  Slimline sexiness
HATE The design is striking but also a little impractical HAHATTE Poor-ish motion resolution. Lack of 3D may bother some
T3 SAYS Samsung’s slickest smart TV yet; fantastic T3 ST3 SAYS Slimline set that’s bursting with web TV.  
picture quality and plenty to watch, anytime Can yCan you sacrifice 3D for a bargain like this?
SPECIFICATIONS SPESPECIFICCI ATIONS

SCREEN 46-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, SSCREEN 42-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 2x HDMI, USB, 
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, DLAN, 3x USB, component Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Scart, component, optical digital out

PANASON
 £1,399, PANA

IC VI
SONIC.C

ER
O.UK,

A T
 TESTED 

X
JUL
-4

Y 2
7D
013

T65 LG 42L
 £899

A
, L
7
G.
4
COM/UK,

0V
 TESTED NOVEMBER 2013

LOVE Customisable smart TV interface. Twin tuners lets it LOVE Excellent motion handling and a crisp picture. 
work as a PVR. Looks highly stylish Fully stocked web portal that’s easy to navigate
HATE Lacklustre blacks. Limited catch-up TV selection HATE Plastic white back not to everyone’s taste
TT3 SAYS On-demand TV organised the way you want it. T3 SAYS A smart all-rounder at a decent price.  
GGreat! Now we just need more content… This telly is a solid investment
SPESP CIFICATIONS Y SPECIFICATIONS

SSCCREEN

R

 47-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI, WLAN, 

R
T

NE
SCREEN 42-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI, 3x 

DLNA,DL  Bluetooth, USB, digital audio, composite video, SD USB 2.0, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Scart, component, optical digital out

SONY
 £1,
 BR

099, S
A

ONY
VIA K

.CO.UK, TE
DL
STED 

-
JUL
4

Y
7
 2013

W805A PANASONIC VIER
 £500, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TE

A T
STED NO

X-
VEMBER 2
L39E

013
6

LOVE Crisp, involving picture that’s especially good for action LOVE Personalised Home Screen only shows the catch-up  
and sports. Jam-packed internet TV portal and on-demand you like. Strong picture quality
HATE Jumbled interface. Single tuner HATE Average motion resolution. No 3D
T3 SAYS Outstanding motion handling makes this a T3 SAYS Another affordable telly that sacrifices 3D,  
grg eat telly for action junkies but is no worse off for doing so
SPES CIFICATIONS Y SPECIFICATIONS

SSCREEN 47-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 

R
T

N SCREEN 39-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI, 2x 
Ethernet, DLAN, 3x USB, component

E
W USB, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, component, composite, optical digital

PPANASONIC VIER
 £650, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TE

A T
STED SEP

X-
TEMBER 2
L42E

013
T60 SAMS

 £1,1
U

00
N

, S
G U

AMSUNG
E40F

.COM/UK,
7

 TE
000

STED NOVEMBER 2013

LOLOVE Smooth pictures, even when streamed from poorer LOVE Incredibly well-stocked and easy to use web TV portal. 
ssoources. Well-designed interface Terrific image quality and active 3D
HAHATE Passive 3D suffers when not sat square on. Weak audio HATE Pricey for a mid-range TV. Gimmicky extras
T3 T3 SAYS Classic mid-range telly, covering all the T3 SAYS A high-quality TV, but you can get similar 
funfundamentalsd . Overall performance is solid as a rock features for a fraction of the cost
SPESPECCIFICATIONS Y SPECIFICATIONS

R

SCSCREENRE  42-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI, 2x USB, T
N SCREEN 40-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, 3x 

Wi-Fi,
E

Wi-Fi  Ethernet, Scart, component, composite, optical, SD W USB, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, component, composite, optical digital

PHILIPS 42
 £850, PHILIPS

PFL50
.CO.UK, TESTED SEP

08
TEMBER 2013

SONY
 £5
 BR

,999, S
A

ONY
VIA K

.CO.UK, TE
D-65
STED OCTOBER 2

X9005A
013

LOVE Crisp, frameless design with Ambilight. Kick-ass  LOVE Incredible 4K image splashed across a 65-inch screen. 
audio performance. Decent visuals too. Simple as pie Very effective upscaling. For 4K, this could be called “cheap”
HATE Limited web TV content. Basic user interface HATE No 4K content. Out of most folks’ price range
TT3 SAYS A good telly for movie fans and those with an T3 SAYS If you want the very best 4K picture and are 
eyeye for design. Not ideal for lovers of sport/catch-up TV willing to pay for it, this is the TV for you
SPESP CIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 42-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI, SCREEN 65-inch, 3840x2160 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI,  
2x USB, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Scart, componen, optical digital out 2x USB, Wi-Fi, NFC, DLNA, Ethernet, Scart, component

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Home entertainment {CONTENT}

This month’s TV box sets

1 3
HOMELAND SERIES 2 AMERICAN HORROR 

Increasingly ludicrous,  STORY: ASYLUM

but always tense. Brody’s Fresh story, set in ye olde 
political career advances; nut house. As scary and 
Carrie returns to the CIA. sexy as series one, too.
£32 BLU-RAY, OUT SEP 23 £30 BLU-RAY, OUT OCT 21

2 4
BURTON & TAYLOR SKINS 1-7
Bonham-Carter trowels on Sex, pills, Bristol 
the slap and Dominic West suspension bridge, Brit 
does “world-weary” well. stars both old and new.
£10 DVD, OUT NOW £54 DVD, OUT NOW

SKY+
  
 HD
£149, SK

 2
Y.COM,

TB
 TESTED JANUARY 2013

FOCA
 
L
£800

 BIRD
, FOCAL.COM, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

LOVE Unbeatable content. Massive 1.5TB storage, plus LOVE Powerful stereo sound that’s crisp, no matter what  
500GB for on-demand. Now includes BBC iPlayer and 4oD it’s playing, 80W subwoofer and a high-end finish
HATE Subscription cost is high HATE No surround sound, and “a bit” pricey
T3 SAYS Still the best PVR choice with a slick interface, T3 SAYS A good-looking, high-end 2.1 system with 
2TB hard disk, 3D, on-demand aplenty and great apps stunningly pure sound quality. Worth the entry fee…
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE Satellite HD CHANNELS 65 TUNERS 2 POWER 2x 35W + 80W CHANNELS 2.1 CONNECTIONS 
STORAGE 2TB/350hrs HD recording Analogue, digital, wireless Kleer connectivity

SONY BD
 £399, SONY

V-
.C
N590
O.UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

YOUVI
  £229

EW HUMA
, YOUVIEW.COM, TES

X D
TED NO

T
VEMBER 2

R-T1
012

000
LOVE Five satellite speakers, a sub and net-connected, 3D LOVE Retrospective EPG mixes catch-up and live telly. Excellent 
Blu-ray player with great performance, at a groovy price image quality and ease of use. All the big UK channels on board
HATE Satellites are a touch on the small side HATE No integrated Wi-Fi. Noisy running. Pricey
T3 SAYS A full 5.1 cinema system and Blu-ray deck  T3 SAYS Making this much content available without  
for £400? That’s a bargain in anyone’s book… a subscription is a winning deal
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
POWER 1,000W CHANNELS 5.1 CONNECTIONS 2x HDMI, TYPE Freeview HD HD CHANNELS 5 TUNERS 2 
Wi-Fi, 2x USB, optical, audio, composite, ethernet STORAGE 500GB/125hrs HD recording

SONY
 £1
 BDP

99, SONY
-
.C
S
O.UK,

79
 TES

0
TED FEBRUARY 2013

LG BP
 £11
420

0, LG.COM/UK, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

LOL VE 4K upscaling means amazing HD visuals at an affordable LOVE Neatly designed, fast-loading deck offers great HD and 
pricpr e. Built in Wi-Fi leads to a stack of web content 3D visuals plus handy web apps at a budget price
HAHATE Full internet browser is nice, but awkward to navigate HATE No built-in Wi-Fi
T3 T3 SSAYS A feature-packed, 4K-ready, future-proof TT3 SAYS A great value Blu-ray deck, especially if you’re 
Blu-rB ay deck at a reasonable price not bothered about Wi-Fi connectivity
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, 2x HDMI, 2x USB, coaxial digital audio CONNECTIONS HDMI, USB, composite, audio out, optical out, 
out, line out, ethernet SIZE 430x193x42mm ethernet SIZE 430x188x41mm

ONK Y
 £2
O T

49, UK.
X

ONK
-N

YO
R
.COM,

515
 TESTED APRIL 2013

LG NB
 £34
4

9
5
, LG

30
.COM/UK,

A
 TESTED NOVEMBER 2013

LOVE Bombastic, 130W-per-channel oomph. Slick interface. LOVE Clear, dynamic sound from a mere slip of a soundbar. 
Eight HDMI inputs. Can upscale images to 4K resolution Incredibly well connected
HATE No AirPlay, unlike some rival receivers HATE Surround sound could be more convincing
T3 SAYS A polished multichannel AV receiver with all T3 SAYS Maximum sound quality from minimum square 
the modern trimmings, at an affordable price footage. A sleek upgrade to your TV’s sound
SPECIFICATIONS Y

R SPECIFICATIONS
POWER 130W per channel CONNECTIONS 8x HDMI, 2x USB, 5x CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, HDMI, Bluetooth 3.0, USB 2.0, audio 
composite, 4x digital audio, 5x analogue audio. Wi-Fi via dongle SIZE 1038x35.4x75mm

VIRGIN MEDIA TIV
  £199, VIRGINMEDIA.COM, TES

O
TED NOVEMBER 2012

SONOS PL
 £599, SONO

A
S.
Y
COM,

BAR
 TESTED MAY 2013

LOVE Built-in modem. Recommends shows you might like LOVE Simple design looks stylish parked under your telly. 
HATE Expensive. Interface not completely intuitive. Delivers a real boost to TV sonics
Occasional buffering and box glitches HATE Pricey. Virtual surround effect could be better
T3 SAYS State-of-the-art hardware, Tivo’s intelligent T3 SAYS An excellent soundbar with added streaming 
programming, a huge content library and three tuners skills. A decent all-rounder
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE Cable HD CHANNELS 36 TUNERS 3 CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, ethernet, optical audio in 
STORAGE 1TB/250hrs HD recording SIZE 85x900x140mm

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Accessories
{FOCUS}

Top tech for your pets

1 3 
FROLICAT BOLT EYENIMAL PET  
Flashes lasers around the VIDEO CAMERA
room for your cat to chase. Want to see what your cat 
Add catnip for extra fun. is up to when you’re not 
£20, ROMOTIVE.COM around? Clip this to their 

collar and press record.
2 £55, EYENIMAL.COM
THE WOOFER
A dog coat with a speaker 4 
in it. No Bluetooth or NFC; GAME FOR CATS
you have to trust your dog Happy to let your cat paw 
with your smartphone. your iPad? They’ll love this.
FROM $100, THEWOOFER.COM FREE, APP STORE

GARMIN NÜVI 3598 LMT
  £300, GARMIN.COM/UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2

-D
013

LOGITECH K360  
LOVE Real-time traffic updates without a data connection – it WIRELESS
uses your c ’s DAB radio. Free map updat  L CH.

E
ar e or lif  £19, OGITE

 K
s f e COM,

Y
 
B
TES

O
TED SEP

ARD
TEMBER 2011 

HATE It’s accurate, but also very costly LOL VE Works with PC and Mac. Good key spacing and battery life
T3 SAYS Expensive, but accurate, attractive and smart. HAHATE Some might find the designs a bit garish
We have reached our satnav destination of choice T3 T3 SAYS Place the USB receiver in your desktop and  
SPECIFICATIONS type from anywhere on this comfortable keyboard
SCREEN 5 inches CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE 138x77x13mm REQUIREMENT USB port, 2x AA batteries

ASTRO GAM
 £249, ASTROGAMING

ING A50
.CO.UK, TESTED 

 
CHRISTMAS 2012

LOGITECH PERFORMANCE 
MLOVE Top-notch audio quality with Dolby 7.1 surround sound MOUSE MX

 £59, LOGITECH.COM, TESTED JULY 2011 from a wireless, noise-cancelling headset
HATE The cost may cause a little anxiety. Xbox 360 playerss   LOLOVVEE Great build quality. Customisable. Very comfortable. 
will have to wire it to their controller TherTheree ar a e two ways of charging it
T3 SAYS THE accessory for gamers, with excellent  HAHATTE A little expensive
sound quality across PC, Mac, PS3 and Xbox 360 T3 SAYS A versatile mouse that’s built like a tank
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 48 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 20Hz-20KHz REQUIREMENTS Windows 7, XP, Vista, Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later

FITBIT ONE
 £80, FITBIT.COM, TESTED MARCH 2013 

MOGA PRO CONTROLLER
 £40, MOGAANYWHERE.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2013 

LOVE A pedometer on steroids with added sleep assessment LOVE Well designed X360-style controller that works with most 
and compatibility with other apps and Aria scales Android devices. Long battery life and fast recharging
HATE Not one for pro athletes, clearly HATE Slow Bluetooth connection. Limited game support. 
T3 SAYS Growing app support gives the Fitbit the edge Doesn’t match the X360 controller’s feel
over its equally sporty competitors TT3 SAYS Now the controller to beat for a proper console 
SPECIFICATIONS ffeel on your smartphone or tablet
CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 4.0 BATTERY LIFE 5-7 days SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE 48x19x10mm WEIGHT 8g 0S Android 2.3+ CONNECTIVITY USB, Bluetooth 4.0

JJOBOBY GORI
 £29, JOBY.COM,

LL
 TE
APOD SLR

STED SEPTEMBER 2011
-

 
ZOOM NIKE+ FUELBAND

 £129, NIKE.COM/PLUS, TESTED MARCH 2013

LOL VE Flexibility adds creative freedom. Lightweight  LOLOVVE Free iPhone app. Ups your activity all-day, giving you 
enough to carry anywhere. Reliably stable motivmotivational Fuel to burn
HATE Lacks height HAHATTE E Not as good as Fitbit, although arguably more “blokey”
T3 SAYS A solid yet flexible tripod for every imaginable T3T3 SAYS This snazzy bangle does exactly what is says on 
surface, this grips and bends to suit your needs the tin: reminds you to be more active on a daily basis
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS

SUPPORTS Up to 3kg SIZE 250x60x60mm CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 4.0, USB 2.0 BATTERY LIFE 4 days 
WEIGHT 241g SIZE 147-197mm circumference WEIGHT From 27g

TOMTOM GO 500
  £200, TOMTOM.COM, TESTED OCTOBER 2013

SUUNT
 FROM 

O
£32
 AMB

0, SUUNT
I

O
T 2 HR

.COM, TESTED AUGUST 2013

LOVE TomTom’s maps are accurate and easy to read LOVE Rugged styling. Accurate, fast GPS. Customisation via 
HATE Low-res screen and the real-time traffic updates require apps makes it endlessly versatile
your smartphone’s data via Bluetooth HATE Epic price. Weedy battery. Considerable complexity
T3 SAYS Mapping is still reliably great, even if there’s T3 SAYS Heading out on an adventure? Save up, then 
little else to set this apart from cheaper satnavs make sure you pack this do-it-all GPS watch
SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
SCREEN 5 inches CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth CONNECTIVITY USB, GPS, ANT+ BATTERY LIFE Up to 50 
SIZE 145x90x20 mm hours tracking DISPLAY 1.97-inch, 128x128 WEIGHT 92g

AVAILABLE ONLINE @ T3.COM THE ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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SAVE 10%
WITH THIS CODE 

PLRD10

TICKETS 

O
N SALE NO

W
!
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STEVE BLOOM

GLYN DEWIS

DAVID NOTON

ANDY ROUSE

GEORGE CAIRNS

FRAN HALSALL

 www.facebook.com/photoliveevent        www.twitter.com/photoliveevent

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Over 200 seminars to help  
you become a better photographer!

Passionate about photography and want to take 
your existing skills further? Then you can’t afford to 

miss PhotoLive 2013 – the exciting new photography 
experience that brings the experts to you.

Sign up today for expert tuition and insight from 
legendary photographers and Photoshop experts, 

including Steve Bloom, George Cairns, Glyn Dewis, Kate 
Hopewell-Smith, David Noton, Andy Rouse, 

Tom Mackie and many more!

PLACES IN SEMINARS ARE STRICTLY LIMITED, 
SO GUARANTEE THE SPEAKERS YOU WANT TO 

SEE AND BOOK TODAY!

PLUS! LIVE DEMOS OF THE LATEST 
GEAR IN THE RETAIL EXHIBITION
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SHUTDOWN

better things to spend 
£20k on – you fool! Not 
only do we recommend 
a proper tech den, we 
also encourage hiring a 
confused old man to act 
as your own Q – the more 
confused he is, the more 
you’ll save. Carpe diem!

7/
You opted out
The PC asked if you 
wanted to opt in to web 
porn. Your partner was 
sitting next to you. You 

4/
GarageBand 
was never 
really mastered
An all-night recording 
session, just you and 
Jack (a bottle of ). By 
sunrise you’ve created a 
composition that, to your 
ears, starts with echoes 
of The Beta Band’s Dry 
The Rain and finishes 
with a dramatic sonic 
explosion. It’s definitely 
good enough for a 
nature documentary 

bits where he took acid, 
shouted at people, had a 
liver transplant and ate 
strange meals. All the 
bits they printed in the 
newspapers, then. Still, 
looks good on the shelf. 

6/
You didn’t build 
a man lab
You could have built a 
private garden room for 
you and your toys, or 
converted the loft, but 
you decided you had 

had no choice. You 
clicked “no”, and the 
room began to spin as 
the gravity of what just 
happened sank in. Years 
have now passed, and 
you and the other “opt 
outers” must roam the 
landscape on quad bikes, 
like post-apocalypse 
scavengers, searching 
for adult DVDs left in 
the corners of fields. 
But there hasn’t been a 
sighting for 30 years…

8/
Kirsty Young 
never called…
You listen to the Desert 
Island Discs podcast 
as you sit at work, 
daydreaming of being 
asked on the show. 
You’ve got your songs 
ready, from the first tune 
you ever downloaded 
to the tearjerker that 
reminds you of when 
your daughter was born 
and you “felt everything 
change”. But for what 
ever reason, Kirsty just 
won’t return your calls…

9/
You went a bit 
too anti-Apple
Now you’re staring 
longingly at someone’s 
iPad while you try to 
remember which four-
button combo opens a 
file on your Windows 
tablet. Too late to go 
back now though; it’s a 
matter of principle…

10/
You replied to  
a scam email
You thought you’d have 
a bit of fun with the 
fraudster claiming to 
be a Nigerian prince 
offering you millions 
of pounds in exchange 
for a thousand of yours. 
Alas, you’ve accidentally 
included your email 
signature – complete 
with your address, 
mobile number and 
alternative email – with 
your witty reply. Nice 
shootin’, Tex!

N O . 5 7 
The 10 tech… 

Regrets (we’ve had a few)
1/
You opened 
your gadgets
In 2012, two eBay 
sellers listed an original 
2007 unboxed iPod 
with an asking price 
of $10,000. But, like a 
short-sighted freak, 
you’ve always gone 
and opened every 
toy as soon as you’ve 
purchased it, from 
your original Double 
Telescoping Darth 
Vader Lightsaber to 
your iPhone 5. Well, 
“I’m not being a sap 
any longer”, you think, 
as you place your 
children’s inheritance 
into your new safe: a 
mint condition, box-
fresh Huawei Ascend 
G300. Now to play the 
waiting game…

2/
You stuck with 
your first ever 
email address
You thought it was 
funny when you were 
young, then it got less 
funny but you stuck 
with it out of idleness, 
then you’d just made too 
many contacts to risk 
changing it. Now you’re 
on your deathbed on the 
phone to your lawyer 
asking him to send a 
digital copy of your will 
to wangboy69@demon.
com. “No, it’s wang, as 
in, er, wangle, w-a-n-g… 
Yep, that’s it, 69, as in…”

3/
That photo 
project you did
Specifically, the one that 
required you to take 
one photo every day for 
a year. You ended up 
with a stack of images 
documenting your beard 
growth from January 1 
to January 4 for about 
20 years. One day you 
can splice them all 
together, set the sped-up 
slideshow to Yakkety 
Sax… Then drag the 
whole file to the trash.
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advert. After some 
sleep you wake, listen 
back and discover a 
monstrosity that’d make 
even Super Hans feel 
a bit embarrassed for 
you. Maybe take off the 
“Slapped Electric Bass” 
and add one more layer 
of “Pop Flute”? Hmm…

5/
Steve Jobs’ 
biography was 
left unfinished
You just skipped to the 
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